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The Mkking of W W Cantwell Smith's "World Thedogy"

Roberta Llewellyn Cameron, Ph.D .
Concordia University, 1997
This study is an exploration of the manner in which religion historian,

W. C. Smith, has attempted to harmonize intellectual discouzse with religious
discourse. Using his writings, which span a period of fifty years, the evolution of his
analysis of the tension between history and religion is traced, along with his new

conceptua.htions and symbolizations of resohtion. At issue is the role of the study

of comparative religion seen to be basic. The ramifications of the problem of the
polarity between the absolute and the relative, between the One and the Many, are
addressed throughout, especially with regard to history seen as process and religions

in process of change. The m I u t i o n consists in a movement towards a theology in
global perspective, diverse yet coherent, encompassing a l l humanity.
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This thesis is a study of the writingsof Wilfked Cantwell Smith @.
1916). Smith was educated in Canada, studied in England and the United States,

taught in India and came back to teach and to hold administrative posts at McGill

and Haward. His career has been marked by the production of many scholarly
publications. Smith is one of the creators of the discipline of comparative religion
although his own approach is distinctive.

As a study in the history of ideas, my method will be to look at his
work chronologically in order to see the relationship between his thought and the
field of comparative religion.

This involves iden-g

his new categories,

reconceptuaIi7ations and frameworks in their dynamic intermnnectedness. Integral
to this is a consideration of the progressively changing interrelations between
traditional "religious"ideas and those ideas or ideals espoused by whatever group of

contemporary humanity and how a l l these, in turn, relate to the ideal Absolute. The

study examines Smith's project to facilitate global human discourse in its religious
dimension along with the role of the study of comparative religion in this enterprise.

I first became acquainted with Smith's work through The Faith of Other

Men, a series of radio broadcasts that presented a challenging interpretation of the
religions of the world. This was followed by his book ihe Memuirg and End of

Religion, a systematized "intellectualhistory"of the ideas presented in the radio talks.

Together they profoundly e e n c e d my thought and my teaching.

Smith's

involvement while at university in the Student Christian Movement and the
Fellowship for a Christian Social Order, intellectual wings of the social gospel
movement in Canada, provided another link of interest and sympathy.
Literature

Literature devoted to the study and analysis of Smith's corpus grows

apace; it includes several Festschrifts, essays and many dissertations. Scholars from
varied realms of religious discourse, as well as related areas of intellectual
endeavour, have made important and valuable conmiutions to an explanation and
understanding of his theories and hypotheses. One of the first critical works to
appear was in connection with the printing of a collection of Smith's essays, a work
that provides a useful introduction to his thought

In 1976, Willard G. Oxtoby edited a selection of nine of Smith's pieces
under the title Religiow Diversity: Essays by WJfred ClantweII Smith1 The essays
were arranged under the headings: Truth, Modernity and Mutual Understanding,
including, under the last rubric, the seminal work entitled "Comparative Religion:
Whither-and Why?" which had origin*

appeared in Eliade and Kitagawa's

important volume on the history of religionsO2Each essay is prefaced by expIanatory
notes that include references to the particular ambience in which Smith spoke or

wrote; 8 e intellectual and religious issues that were being addressed; a history and

'Willard
Oxtoby, ed., Reli@u Diversiry: Essays by Wdfred GznfweU Smith
(New York: Harper & Row, 1976)
G

o

tMima Eliade and Joseph M.Kitagawa, ed., l7te Hirtory of Religrons: Essays h
M-0-

(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1959).

explanation of terminology being used; the political and social context of many of the

pieces. The essays are thematical@linked where appropriate. In addition, Oxtoby

provides a biographical sketch of W. C. Smith and his family as well as "a reader's
guide" to the Smith corpus and a bibliography through to 1975.

This is a &able

piece of work for the general public as well as the

student because Oxtoby provides many guideposts dong the way. He b h g s together

in one collection disparate pieces that are important in their own right and provides
comparative CriticaI comment (This was in 1976). This work has proved a useful

model for me in attempting to deal with a firty-year span of written and spoken

materid

The dynamics of Smith's formulations engage Frank Whaling, the
editor of a Festschrift volume in honour of Smith? Unlilre Oxtoby, who interpreted

Smith's vision of religion to be an 'outIook on the world,' Whaling' in the Preface,

speaks of the urgency of "harnessing"the Kizirtas that is Religious Studies. The book
b ~ g together
s
leading scholars in the field of the study of religion, two of whom

deal specifically with Smith; it is their contribution I wish to highlight here.

Whaling makes an extensive analysis of Smith's ''twin" concepts of faith
and tradition in light of the approaches made by contriiutors to the Festschrift such
as George Huntston Williams, J. L Mehta, Annemarie Schimmel, Wei-Ming Tu and
others. This "welternof rellection has furnished new understanding: Smith's faith

3FranLWhaling, ed. llre Work3 Reli'@ous 12adin'om: Cment P e n - p e c h in
Reli@ous Studies--Essaysih Honour of Wdfred CbltnveU Smith. (Edinburgh: T.& T.
CIark 1984)

and tradition can be viewed as "symbols with various layers of meaning," twin

symb01s that belong together within Smith's "basic structure of meaning." Viewed
in this way, as Whaling points out, they uncover other levels of meaning not
n e a w d y envisaged by Smith. The two basic axes in Smith's thought are those of
'God' and 'man' joined by his personalism.'

There is similarity, according to Whaling, between Smith's notion of
faith and Buber's notion of I-Thou;where they differ is the dialectical intertwining

between tradition and faith in Smith'sformulation. For Buber the emphasis is on the
difference between the I-It and I-Thou relationship of encounter. Smith does not
theologize about God who, aithough "given," is an unobservable "something or
Someone.' Whaling concludes that for Smith, "participation in particular traditions"
is how persons learn faith and "apprehend or are apprehended by God."

Another contributor to this collection of texts is the theologian, George

Rupp, who reports a growing convergence between theology and the comparative
history of religion due, in part, to Smith's endeavours. Rupp provides a critique of
corporate critical self consciousness which leads to a recognition of such self-

consciousness as a symbol for human, global community. With growing awareness
of other religious traditions comes heightened awareness of the need to participate

across religious boundaries and to see our group as part of the whole.

These studies explain the t'symbolisnr'' of key concepts in Smith's work
and demonstrate their coherence. The authorsprovide a broad "religionttcontext for

the concepts discussed, as well as material on the subject of "encounter" useful for
a study of Smith's evolving insider/outsider paradigm. The essays suggest the layers

and depth of meaning in Smith's formulations, especially with regard to symbols; they
also lay groundwork for understanding developments in Smith's theorizing still to

come.

The contriiution of three scholan to an exploration of the literature
of the history of the concept "religion" provided the focus for a conference on this
topic in 1989; the scholars were W. C. Smith, Michel Despland and Ernst FeiL

Smith's The Meaning and End of Religion served as point of departure for the
conference which heard eighteen papers relating to the topic. These have been
collected in a French/English publication entitled Religion in History: The Word the
Ideq the Reality.'

In his paper, Smith's retrospective thoughts give an overview of

the growth and development of his original thesis, presented in The Menningand End

of Religion, which he still holds to be valid. It represents an orientation best summed
up in his oft-repeated "The study of religion is the study of persons."

The essays provide a wealth of scholarly critical comment on many
aspects of the problems posed by methodological pluralism in the realm of the study
of religion. They are a source of description and evaluation of current research and

insights in a field that is constantly proliferating.

The evaluative comment

throughout constitutes a valuable resource for the student of Smith, ako duabIe

'-el
Despland and Gerard VdMe, ed. ReliMtt inHistory: Z k Word the Idea,
the Reah'q/La religion dam l'h&toirrr: Le mo4 I'We; la rQlit4 (Waterloo: Wilfrid
Laurier University Press, 1992).
5

is the exhaustive bibliography of writings by and about Wilfred Cantwell Smith.

The DesplanQ/Vailtevolume provides instruction for its readers from
a wider provenance than do the others under consideration: thought forms emanate

from several cultures in two languages. I shall attempt to incorporate new insights
into Troeltsch (Richard); the subject/object conflict (Robertson) and Gadamer's
"games"(Robertson) into my commentary on Smith.

'TheStudy of Religion in the Academy: A Critical Appreciation of the
Contribution of WiIfked Cantwell Smith"is the title of a Conference held by the

Centre for Religious Studies at the University of Toronto in 1992. Nine scholars
from Canada, the United States and Britain presented papers; these appear in a
special issue of the journal, Method & Theory in the Stdy

4 Religi~n.~At the

Conference, "peopletalked about what they think he (Smith) said in his vo1uminous
c o p s of publications, and what they think about what they think he said."' This
"talknor critique, commencing with John Hick's assessment of Smith's "place"in the

study of religion, is useful for analysis and evaluation of "the opus of Professor
Smith." "Complementarity,""PerennialPhilosophy," "Buddhismand the Divine,"and
"Scripturesand Historiesnare some of the topics addressed in deaIing with issues in

the "study of religion."
"Religious Pluralism and Christian Theologynis the title of a chapter

%4etitod & T h e o in
~ the Study ojReliglon, Vol4, Numbers 1 and 5 1992.

'Ibid, 2.
6

contributed by Harold Coward to a worp h o n o u ~ the
g Fellowship for a Christian
Social Order which flourished in Canada fiom 1934 to 1945. Coward claims, in the

final section of the chapter, that Smith rejects exclusive ChristoIogies as "violating

Christian charity." Salvation for the Buddhist or Hindu or Muslim occurs because,
as Smith affirms in l?ze Faith of Other Men, God is the 'kind of God' whom Jesus

Christ revealed. Coward reports Smith's position to be "thoroughly" theocentric,
Christ providing the revelation of God.
Harold Coward discusses Smith's Christology in the context of the

Fellowship for a Christian Social Order. My sin will be to expand this reference
with a discussion of the aims and goals of the FCSO, its understanding of the

Kingdom of God, including attempts at effecting an intellectual resolution to the
tension between religion and culture, or religion and society. Smith emerged out of

this inteuectual-religious-personalistbackground; the influence of the movement and
its mentors forms a major field of inquiry in my thesis.

I have been able to locate eleven doctoral dissertations on the thought

and teachings of Wilfred Cantwell Smith which are as follows.
Anderson, Brian David. "The Locus and Effect of Divine Revelation among nonChristian Religions: A critical Analysis of the Views of Karl Barth, Karl
Rahner and Wilfred Cantwell Smith!' Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary, 1991.

Bollinger, Gary Anen. "Personal Faith and Interfaith Encounter." Claremont
Graduate School. Berkeley, California, 1981.

"Harold Wells and Roger Hutchinson, ed. A Long and FaithfJ March Toworrds
Ihe C-n
Revolution' 1930s/I98Os(Toronto: United Church Publishing House,
1989), 193-203.

Buckalew, Ronald William. "A Return of the Servant: Kenotic Christ and Religious
Pluralism in the Thought of Raimundo Panikkar and Wilfred Cantwell Smith."
Union Theological Seminary in Virginia, 1987.
Doyle, Dennis Michael. "TheDistinctionbetween Faith and Belief and the Question
of Religious Truth: The Contriiutions of Wilfred CantweU Smith and
Bernard Lonergan." Theology, Catholic University of America, 1984.

Gualtien, Antonio Roberto. Theological Evaluations by Christians of the Religious
Faith of Non-Christians!' (Kraemer and Smith) PhD. (Divinity) McGill
University, 1969.

"The Global Philosophy of Wilfred Cantwell Smith: An
Experiment in Intercuitural Thought" PhD., Philosophy of Religion,
Claremont Graduate School, 1985.

Hughes, Edward J.

Jones, Richard J. "Wilfred Cantwell Smith and Kenneth Cragg on Islam: Their
Contrasting Implications for a Theology of Religion and a Theology of
Mission." Trinity College, Toronto, 1988.

Nicholson, Wayne Isaac. 'Toward a Theology of Comparative Religion: A Study in
the Thought of Hendrik Kraemer and Wilfred Cantwell Smith." The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1978.

Rasiah, Iswaradem. 'The Contriiution of Wilfred Cantwell Smith to Inter-Faith
Understanding." Th.D., Boston University, School of Theology. 1984.
Tadsen, Sister Rose. "Jesus Chist in the World Theology of Wilfred Cantwen
Smith." Ph.D., Theology, University of St. Michael's College, 1985.
Wallace, Raymond P. "Reference, Method, and Religious Pluralism: 'The
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics' and 'Die Religion in Geschichte und
Gegenwart'" Ph.D., Graduate Theological Union, 1989.

From among these, Edward J. Hughes' dissertation, 'The Global

Philosophy of W a e d Cantwell Smith: An Experiment in Tntercultural Thought"
provides a -able

chapter-by-chapter analysis of three central concepts in Smith's

work: faith, belief and truth. In his fourth chapter, he portrays "corporate critical
seIf-c0IISCiousnessnas a new method of comparative religion, replacing the "history

of religions" approach. I agree with this £inding in part but suggest that the
transition is to a more dynamic and richly dialectical category. The final chapter

deals with diverse aspects of the search for a global theology. In my case, I plan to

look at the evolution of Smith's concepts by using a chronological approach with the
aim of laying bare the emerging dynamics of interrelatedness and, eventually or
ideally, transformation of self and/or society.
Raymond P. Wallace has chosen "Reference, Method, and Religious
Pluralism: 'The EncycIopedia of Religion and Ethicsr' and "Die Religion in
Geschichte und Gegenwart"(l989) as the topic of his dissertation. This work

provides an historical overview of the development of comparative perspectives as
applied to religion. It includes an investigation of the growth of the historico/critid
approach that culminated in the construction of two major encyclopedias of religion.
The detailed historical survey is invaluable for the study of comparative religion.

Conclusion

The distinction between the works already cited and the present study
consists in my attempt to relate Smith's Canadian Christian social activist background
and his experience in Islamic India before Partition to his more mature thought. I
also suggest Islamic components in the ideational h e w o r k that undergirds the

making of his world theology whose purview is the salvation of the human race.

Chapter I

EDUCATION AND CHRISTIAN NUN"IIJE IN CANADA
According to Wilfred Cantwell Smith, humankind today has the
opportunity to give a "conceptualformnto a valid vision of the world. The challenge
is to d a b o r a t e in building a common world. The genesis of the discernment of

these "signsof the times1'may be found in Smith's Christian background, education
and vocation, including membership in Christian social action movements. This
chapter reviews the foxmer in brief fashion and sets forth the goals and worldview
of the latter.
Smith was born in Toronto on Jub 21,1916 to parents who were active
members of the Presbyterian church, although his mother, £kom whom he received
the name "Cantwell,"had originallybeen Methadin His schooling at Upper Canada

College was interspersed, at the age of eleven, by a year's study at the Lyde

ChampoUion in Grenoble, France,and later, at age seventeen,by a year in Spain and

Emt
At the University of Toronto, Smith pursued classical studies which

included the study of Hebrew and Arabic, earning a B.A. in 1938. The following two

years were devoted to postgraduate work at Cambridge University: Theology at
Westminster College with H.H. Farmer, and Islamia at St. John's College, under

Hamilton A. R. Gibb. Later he did postgraduate work at Princeton University where
he obtained hi9 doctorate in 1948; the thesis topic was the political and religions

perspecfives of the Islamic publication, me Azhar JoumuI.

In the interval, Smith was pursuing his missionaq career. In 1944

under the auspices of the Canadian Overseas Missions Council, he was appointed to
Forman Christian College, Lahore, India, to teach Indian and Islamic history. His
colleagues and associates included not only Christians and Muslims, but also Hindus
and Sikhs, for him a happy circumstance, as his writings attest. Smith was also
concurrently, from 1941to 1946, an Extension Work Associate (research associate) at

the Henry Martyn School of Mamic Studies at Aligarh.
It was to the ministry of the United Church of North India that Smith
was &st ordained in 1944 and to the Presbyterian Church in Canada the following

year. Subsequently, in 1964 he was received by ordination into the United Church

of Canada.

This brief, preIiminiuy sketch will halt, to be taken up again with

Smith's departure from India just prior to Partition, to embark upon two years of
graduate work at Princeton University.
Membership in Christian studv and social action moups

In North America, in the period spanning and overlapping two world
wars, many members of university faculty and student bodies evinced keen interest

in the propagation of the Christian gospel throughout the world as well as its

application to the social scene at home. Several movements grew out of this
concern.

I wish to highlight two:

the Student Christian Movement and the

FeJlowship for a Christian Social Order. The former, at its inception, was a

Canadian version of the American movement; this was to change. The Fellowship
for a Christian Social Order was founded in Canada and remained Canadian.
Although these organizations had parallels in the United States and in Britain, the

Canadian manifestationwas,in some respects, distinctively Merent. Smithbelonged
to both; he participated actively in the two organizations and was president of the
Student Christian Movement (SCM)at the University of Toronto in 1937, his final

year as an undergraduate. I suggest that the worldview espoused by the SCM and
the FCSO, and tbe frameworks in which the Christian message was cast, provided

background for Smith's early thought, particularly as reflected in his first publication,

Modem Islam Lt India (1943). Whereas the SCM has had a long, uninterrupted
existence in Canada, countrywide, the FCSO was relatively short-lived, abeit
dynamic. Accordingly, the narrative will start with the SChl.

The Student Christian Movement in Canada came into being at a
meeting held in Guelph, Ontario, from December 29, 1920 to January 2, 192L In
effect, students at this meeting separated from the parent organizations of the

YMCA and the YWCA of Canada and the Student Volunteer Movement; the latter
concerned it& with the study of foreign missions; its aim was to recruit
for fieldwork. The student YMCA and YWCA promoted the "study of the Bible,
Missions and social problemqol the work being supexvised by the national offices.
Protest had been registered by Canadian delegates prior to the 1919 Des Momes

SCM,A B W H W l y of the Student Civistian M o m m 1921-974 ,1975.

Quadrennial Convention, giving expression to the perceived inadequacies of the
Student Christian associations of the day, chief among which was the supervision by

an organization that was "outsidethe university'' and thus unable to render help to

the "peculiarproblems of university student^!^ They sought freedom in devising and
directing their own programs. However, the purpose of a student association was

seen by some to b e the "strengtheningof the spiritual life of the ~ssodation"
and by
others as
primarily a vehicle for the application of Christianity to the life of the world
through Social Service, and as of little worth apart from such activity?

The Basis and Aim adopted by the membership in 1920-21reads as follows:

The Student Christian Movement of Canada is a fellowship of students
based on the conviction that in Jesus Christ are found the supreme
revelation of God and the means to the full realization of life...(It)
seeks...to unite in its fellowship all studentsin the colleges of Canada
who share the above conviction together with all students who are
willing to test the truth of the conviction upon which the Movement is
founded.'
A decade or so later, in 1933, the Basis and Aim is expanded significantly to embrace

the peoples of the world by the addition of a third aim:

The Movement desires to share with others the values discovered in
Jesus Christ and to join with those of like mind in all lands and of
every race and rank in the creation of a world-wide order of society in
harmony with the mind and purpose of God as revealed in Jesus
cbrists

The first president, elected at Guelph in 1929, was Dr. Henry Burton
Sharman who designed and led an innovative and highly successful approach to Bible

study. This study was centered on the Synoptic gospels and, in a group setting,
promoted intense interaction between the text and the participant. His handbook

was entitled The Recordr of the Life of J ~ S ~and
C T provided primarily for a "historical
rather than a critical knowledge of the records." Dr. Shaxman was in dose contact
with the thinking of students and student leaders in Canada from 1912 to 1926 and

continued to exert an idhence on the SCM throughout the next twenty years
through his seminars, in particular, those at Camp Minnesing in AJgonquin Park

His method can be seen as a precursor of contemporary inductive "discwery"
pedagogical strategies. At any rate, Dr. Shaxman, the person and the method, had
a profound influence on scores of university students over many years, an influence
that has been documented in the booklet entitled Thir One m g ?

It can

reasonably be argued that Dr. Sharman's contribution came to be reflected in

Wilfred CantwelI Smith's initial worldview.

In addition to being President in 1937 of the SCM at the University of
Toronto, Smith was an active member of the Fellowship for a Christian Social Order

(FCSO)which was formed by a group of United Church of Canada clergy and

'Thir h e M g : A Mute to Henty Bumn Shaman, B S A (Totom); PhD.
(Chicago), i865-19530 Prepared by a Group of Friends,Student Christian Movement
(Toronto: Student Christian Movement of Canada, 1959)'Ibid, 9-91 passim.
14

laymen in Kingston, Ontario in April of 1934:

The Fellowship pledge included the

foflowing statement:

Believing as we do that there are no distinctions of power and
privilege within the Kingdom of God, we pledge ourselves to the
senrice of God and to the task of building a new society in which all
exploitation of man by man and all barriers to the abundant life which
are created by the private ownership of property shall be done away?

By 1938, it had expanded to become a national non-denominational Christian
socialist movement "Mutuality"was seen as "the key insight for grounding ethics and
theology in human experience."1° Many FCSO leaders were associated with the
SCM, this association helped them to "come to grips with the inescapable

relationship between their Christian faith and their responsibility to become invoked

in the struggle for justice and brotherhood."" concerns which were shared by Smith.

The S C M background also gave students "a critical stance in relation to the church
as

an institution, and a willingness to ask whether the church was an adequate

vehicle for the teachings of Jesus?

Gregory Vlastos remarked at the SCM

'Roger C. Hutchinson, T h e Fellowship for a Christian Social Order: A Social
Ethical Analysis of a ChristianSocialist Movement."Ph.D. diss., Emmanuel College,
University of Toronto. 1975, 1.

"The Fellowship for a Christian Social Order," New Outlook, X (May 9, 1934).
p. 345 quoted by Roger Hutchinson, in A Long and Faithful M u ~ k'Towar& the
Chrr';rtian Revolution' 1930~4980sedited by Harold W
ells and Roger Hutchinson
(United Church Publishing House, 1989), 24.

"Margaret eatt tie, "Pressure Group Politics: The Case of the Student Christian
Movement of Canadan PhD. diss., University of Alberta, 1972, 236.
wutchinson, Dissertation, 37.

Fiftieth Anniversary Conference at Bolton Camp, Ontario, in August 1971, that
conferences at which Reinhold Niebuhr, King Gordon and others
tallred about Christianity and the social struggle helped him to see that
the way people coped with the problems of existence in their concrete
situations is what Christianity is all about*

It was Smith's a h a t i o n that

To be modern does not mean to live in one particular kind of
environment rather than another. It means to live in the envirokent
that one's society has deliberately chosen to construct (or accept) and
to do so rationally, seK-consciously."

The historian, he believed, can uncover and underscore options for society, raising
these into consciousness. It will be seen in the following observations that the

FCSO,in sometimes divergent approaches, was attempting to raise the awareness of
church people and people at large, to the plight of social justice in Canada and in
the world, and to the choices to be made: a call for action.

One plea was for "concrete evangelism." R.B.Y. Scott,in a pamphlet
published by the FCSO in 1935, 27ze Gospel of the K"utgdom, called for a form of piety

and a way of knowing God that was not simply an individual matter, nor a special
possession of the church; but, as with the Hebrew prophets, an outgrowth of the

struggle for right relationships and social justice in the community. A shift from the
ideal world to the real world, from eschatology to history, was being enunciated

14Smith,'The Meaning of Modernization," reprinted in slightly abridged form
from Wilfred Cantwen Smith, Modenri;sation of a IhuWonaZ Suck9 (Bombay: Asia
Publishing House, 1965), 1-22 in Reli@us Diversily: Essays by WdfredCantwell Smith
edited by Wiuard G. Oxtoby (New York: Harper & Row, 19'76) 77-95; 94-95.

through the FCSO."

There was also an emphasis on the social self-the self

acquired through interaction with society?

In Scows view, the religion portrayed

in the Bible is that of "persons-in-community (which) concerns itself in a fiwddy
reahtic manner with the way men Eve in the here and now."'' It is to be noted

that W. C. Smith expresses astonishment in his articIe, "Retrospective Thoughts on
The Meaning and End of Religion, " that people don't realize that he me&s t'personsin-community"when he refers to "pers~ns!''~I submit that this would be taken for
granted by those familiarwith the views of the scholars associated with the S C M and
the

FCSO, and with the writings of

the Scottish philosopher, John Macmurray,

mentor to the FCSO and to the SCM in Canada.

Gregory Vlastos was a founding member of the FCSO and, dong with
R B X Scott, was co-editor of Towords the Chrirtian Revolun'on," a collection of
essays by scholars whose social gospel vision was embraced by the FCSO. According

to Vlastos, "mutuality11was the law of life. It provided the clue to the nature and

*~utchinson,Dissertation, 54,1123.

"Wilfred Cantwell Smith, n R e t ~ e c t i vThoughts
e
on The Meaning and End of
Religion" in Reli'gion in H i s o y - The W& the I& the R e a l i l y h religion dam
I ' ~ o i rLe
~ mol) I'idife) la r&W edited by Michel Despland and Gerard Vallbe
(Waterloo, Ontario: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1992), 19.

'%.B.Y. Scott and Gregory Wastes, editors, Towards the Christian Revolution
(Chicago and New York: WilIett, Clark & Co., 1936; reprint, intro. by Roger
Hutchinson, Kingston, ON: Ronald P. Fxye, 1989; @age references are to the

original 1936 edition.)

will of God, the meaning and direction of history, the role of theology and the
church?

Furthermore,

God is the patterned ground of d u e in the world itself. H e is the
structure of reality which men must discover and express in their ideas
in order to conform to it in their action.21

In Towards the Ckistikn Revolution, Vlastos, along with other
contriibutors to the volume, achowledged his debt to the Scottish philosopher, John
Macmurray. Magnurray had become generally known to the foIIowers of the FCSO

through his participation in a 1936 SCM Seminar at Belleville, Ontario and through

his many books?

Chapter 11 will take a closer look at Macmurray and Wastos

under the rubric of mentors.
Martyn EstalJ, also a professor of philosophy, contriiuted the chapter

'The Marxist ChalIenge" under the pseudonym 'lPropheticus!" He developed the
notion of "fiendship"in much the same way as Vlastos talked about m~tuality,~

mGregory~lastos,'TheEthical Foundations" in Towards the C h W n Revoluriotl,
5l-7'4."Mutuality"is also a key concept in the work of W.C.Smith.

qrofessor Sheila McDonough has kindly given me permision to convey the
foIlowing infomation. Professor W. C. Smith, under whom she was pursuing
graduate MA work at McGin at the time, suggested that she include John
Macmurray in her reading. A selection of titles published before Smith left Canada,
in 1938, to study at Cambridge, include the fo1lOwing: Imepreting the Universe,1933;
Creative Society, 1935; The Stmctwe ofR e l i , ~ o u p ~W6;
e , Reason and Emotion,
1936.
%cott and Vlastos,

Towmds, 199-224.

=See a h Roger C. Hutchinson, "Mutuality: Procedural Norm
and
Foundational Symbol" in Libemlion and Ethicr: Essays in ReE@us SocioC Ethics in
Homw of Gibson W ~ eedited
r
by Amjad-Ali and W.Ahrin Pitcher (Chicago: Center

stressing the social context in which religious action and encounter took place. He
pointed out that the effort to "delineate the facts of socioIogy or economics, while
remaining resolutely neutral as to the ethical d u e s involved...is...ill~sory."~
It was

his contention that the Marxist dialeztk could throw light on "the changeful

continuity of human history and an insistent demand that human thought be geared
to direct that change?

According to Hutchinson's interpretation, Estall "sharedMacmurray's
view that Manism challenged Christians to rediscover the difference between real

and umeal r e l i g i ~ n . "Unreal
~
religion (Macmurray's "pseudo-religion")clouded
awareness of "the forces shaping society" and the decisions that needed to be
taken."= The Christian, Estall insisted, must not f l o w 'hopes of heaven' to obscure

his social vision.29

In summary, the FCSOts central concern with mutuality led to a
demand for concreteness in thought and action; a desire to discern the essential
structure of the social order as a whole, and a recognition of the comprehensiveness

-. .

for the Scientific Study of Religion, 1985), 98.
fSMartynEstall, 'The Marxist Challengenin Tavwdr, 208.

%id., 215.

%utchinson, Dissertation, 63.
%id.
fgEstan, Towards, 223.

of the task of transfonniag the common life?

Indeed, mutuality was seen as "the

key insight for grounding ethics and theology in human e~perience."~'
Smith shared
these concern, as evidenced in his participation, while in Toronto, in the

interdenominational and international Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign
Missions, in addition to the SCM and FCSO;32as evidenced also by his acceptance

of an interdenominationally supported missionary-teaching post at Lahore; and,
concerns that found significant expression in his early writings that precede the
Parfition of India.

W e turn now to Smith's years of study in England, following upon his
graduation from the University of Toronto in 1938. As well, the narrative will deal

with the thought of philosophers and theologians, representing widely divergent
major areas of concern, yet all addressing the Christian cause. Figured among the

scholars to be considered as mentors are Gregory Vlastos and John Maanurray.

fOHutchinson, Dissertation, 64.

3'Ibid., ii.
%ee Oxtoby, Religious D i v e m , x.
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Chapter II

AWAY FROM CANADA

The previous chapter presented an overview of what may be termed
the Canadian matrix of Wilfred Cantwell Smith's thought his birthplace and home
c)

in Toronto; Presbyterian church affitiation; education at &'nada
U b l L

vcfstI

y

College and

E m a t a n d CoUege of the University of Toronto, as well as active membership m

Christian social action groups.
Studies in Endand: 1938-1940

Upon completion of the Honours B A program at the University of
Toronto in 1938, Smith left Canada to embark upon further studies at Cambridge
University: Arabic and Islamic studies under Hamilton Gibb at St John's Cullege;

theologyunder H.R Farmer at Westminster CoIlege. Fanner was successor to John
Oman,' who had provided the English tramlation of Schleiennacher's Christian

Foith. Thus the theological milieu at Cambridge acknodedged the possibility of
personal experience providing fundamental and reliable access to God-a congenial
ambience for Smith. It was during these years at Cambridge, on September 23,1939,
that Wilfred Smith married Muriel McKenzie Struthers, a Canadian, the daughter

ofmissionaries to Asia,
' h o years later, the couple took up residence in Lahore, hdia, where

'Dr. Sheila McDonough kind@informed me that Dr.W. C.Smith re~mmended
that she read John Oman while she was pursuing graduate studies under his
guidance.

Smith assumed the post of missionary-lecturer at Christian Forman College, and

where they stayed until 1946, returning for a year in 1949. The biographical
narrative will be r e s e d in subsequent chapters. At this juncture, I wish to discuss

the views of some philosophers and theologians deemed to be germane to the
development of Smith's thought as expressed in the body of his writings, The second
major influence,the Islamic experience, will be addressed in Chapter IU

PhiIoso~hersand Theolonians

The scholars I am proposing as mentors, although Christian, are widely
divergent in their perspec.tives, yet analogous in that they incorporate an ontological
or metaphysical element in their philosophy/theology. What follows is a reference

to those teachings which appear to be reflected in Smith's work, as foundational, or

in modified, or perhaps extended form. These continuities and discontinuities will
be probed during later discussion of the six proposed heuristic devices or stages. The
ordering principle for the selection of material fram the following scholars has been

1) historid, 2) personalistic (subsuming the subject-objectconflict; and 3) empirical,
Because Smith often refers to himself as a historian, by training and by bent, I shall
sQrt with

Troeltsch whose most enduring contricbution may be said to be to the

history of religion, in spite of an ovemding interest in philosophy and psychology of

religion, the sociology of religion, and the philosophy of history?

Smith

acknowledges this contriiution, stating that the "linethat led from Schleiermacher

q o r an acknowledgment of the scope of Troeltsch's areas of schohhip, see
James Luther Adams, "Emst Troeltsch as Analyst of Religion" in Joumnl for the
Scientzp Strrdy of Religion, Vol 1, (Oct 1961), 98.

to Troeltsch...can be transcended now...as we begin, as it were again, with new

categories."

Indeed, Troeltsch is a towering figure whose work has provided new

categories for aU people who wanted to rethink the place of Christianity in world
hist01~~~

Ernst TroeItsch (18654923)
Troeltsch contriibuted significantly to the intellectual fabric of the
century. The post World War One situation was characterized, on the one hand, by
foms of dogmatism relying upon false absolutes; on the other, by cultural relativism
which had emerged as a consequence of the historical consciousness that came to

birth in the eighteenth century. h response to this state of crisis, Troeltsch pointed
to the tension between the claims of a categorical ideal and the demand, possiiilities

and ambiguities of ongoing history-the tension between the absolute and the
relative. In contrast to his position at the start of his career, he came to place more
emphasis upon the "temporality, the historicity, of religion and ethical norms.'" He

came to view as suspect all forms of rationalism, his contention being that

"naturalism falls short of being empirical, for it dissolves the qualitative differentiae
of religion"; moreover, no empirical science is competent to deal with the question
of validity6

'Smith, Towards a World ~ o l o g yl21.
,
'I am indebted to Dr. Michel Despland for this observation.
'James Luther Adamq "EmstTroeltsch as Analyst of Religion"in Jownal for the
Scientific Study of l?eli@on, Vol I, No 1 (Oct 1961), 98.

Adams points out that "Troeltsch was not a professional
sociologist... (but) viewed sociology as a discipline ancillary to his own frankly

normative discipline."' Significantly, Troeltsch applied the methods of sociology to

his sttldy of the history of Christianity thus opening methodological doors to future
scholars including Smith?

rite S&I

Teaching of the ChMan Church9

demonstrates his search for the uniqyeness of milieux within which the mutual
interplay between idea and institution, between idea and social forces, takes place.
Troeltsch recognized thatthe types of religious association he suggested-church, sect

and mystical type-interpenetrated in diverse ways, necessitating his ' b s e to case1'
approach. Moreover, "Christianity does not possess a political or economic ideal
which it can apply directly.

It works by means of mediating element^."^

"Compromiset'is his term for the dynamic process whereby universal religion (the

'Adams quotes Talcott Parsons: (Troeltsch is) "perhaps the most eminent
sociologically oriented historian of Wesfem Christianity." In Talcott Parsons Zkories
of Socieq (New York, 1961), I, 646. h Adams, TroeItsch as Analyst", 103.
Smith himself writes in I s h in Modern H&ory (Princeton: University of
Princeton Press, 1957; reprint, New York: Mentor Books, 1959): "The empirical
reality of any faith is what the symbols actually convey, case by individual case).
footnoting the statement with a reference to the ftuitfulness of the sociological work
done by Troeltsch (and Weber and Durkheim) for the "study of the religions.' Smith
adds that the academic interpretation of religion must do justice "bothto intellectual
coherence and to all the observed factJ" 16; 16,nS @age references are to reprint
edition).
%st
Troeltsch, l
k Social T d n g of the Chrirtian Churches, translated by
Olive Wyun ~
~Kentucky:eWeSbllinster/John
,
Knax Press, Volumes 1and II,
1912; 1931;reissue 1992'.

great reIigions of the Orient and the Occident) comes to terms creatively with

mediating elements in its environment, and even with elements originally alien to
it;" a process that needs to be renewed repeatedly.

In the realm of the philosophy of history, Troeltsch made an important
distinction between the subjective virtues (relations between individuals and between
the individual and God) and the objective virtues that require institutional structures
and participation." Christianity, when dynamic and productive in i confrontation
with these v h e systems, has entered into a creative "compromise" of give and take

requiring "synthesis."

1.3

Subject and object are involved in a dynamic continuum.

The task of achieving new synthesis entails new decision, new creation and new risk

In this process, history overcomes history-freedom,fate, obligation,
novelty- become fused according to personal faith and decision."
What TroeItsch wanted, according to Jean Richard, was to %ire la synthke de la
psychologie empirique et de la theone rationneue de la connaissance (A lCint6ieur
de son propre syst&me)l" This involves using two research methods, one after the

other, in order to grasp "deux niveaux diffCrents du r6el: Ie donn&hctuel et le
ratiomel-n&SSaife, le psychoIogique determine par la causalit6 et le valide p e r p

%e
distinction was first made in his Grundproblleme der Ethik (1902) as
reported by Adam in 'Troeltsch as Analyst",108.

* ~ e a n Richard

"Le concept de religion chez Ernst Troeltschl in Religion

Hktmy edited by DespIand and VdEe, 88.

in

par la critique riitio~elle"?
Standards involved in the process of synthesis

First Christianity, or any other religion, constitutes a complex or
''world"of perspectives in which the believer simply finds himself (true also of the exbeliever who will be related to the same "worldn). We cannot, as Hegel did, view

history fkom the perspective of the absolute; we cannot know its telos; it is ongoing.

Neither revelation nor a historical tradition, as claimed by the supernaturalist, is
"exemptfrom the processes of history."17
Nor may one claim to be oriented to the coming unity of humanity;
there is as yet no commm cultural experience that men of the planet
share and that in significant fashion enables them to transcend the
individual totalities that constitute their own lad, spiritual
habitations. l8

Thus,history constitutes the only perspective; it is dynamic, ongoing, not teleological.
Second: This should not issue in mere relativism. In his G b h l e h r e

(1911-1912,published in 1925) Troeltsch rejects every kind of authoritarianism as
well as any secularist ethos of autonomy. His "autotheonomy" aims to preserve

autonomy in orientation to that which transcends it in the divine promise, demand
and support Radically he contends that Christian faith can be valid "forusf'because:

A truth that, in the first instance, is a truth for us does not cease,
because of this, to be very Truth and Life. What we learn daily
through our love for our fellow-men, viz that they are independent
beings with standards of their awn, we ought also to be able to learn

through our love for mankind as a whole-that here too there exist
autonomous civilizations with standards of their owd9
Third: The standard that represents validity in the midst of flux must
be discerned in the dynamicunfolding and interplay of perspecfives Troeltsch seems
to suggest, according to Adam, that obligation and validity confront one in the midst

of the process of creative evolution. In the future, the interplay of perspectives may
be widened. Troeltsch issues a summons to the future, one might say, to the "history

of religion1'or "science de la religion", in the lecture cited above which he did not
live to deliver:

If each racial group strives to develop its own higher potentialities, we
may hope to come nearer to one another. This applies to the great
world-religions, but it also applies to the various religims
denominations, and to individuals in their intercourse with one
another. In our earthly experience the Divine Life is not One, but
Many. But to apprehend the One in the Many constitutes the special
character of love?"
Troeltsch believed that the "science de la religion" should have ' h e influence
interdturelle dans le sens de la paix mondiale, en favorisant une renwntre et un

'%mst Troeltsch, "The Place of Christianity Among the World-Religions: A
Lecture Written for Delivery before the University of Oxford' in Chrininn Thought:
Itr H&ory and A~licatiorc Lectures W a n for Delivery in Engkrnd dwing March
1923. Translated into Enby various hands and edited with an introduction and
index by Baron F. von Huge1 (London: University of London Press 1923), 34.
Robert Bellah reaffirms TroeItsch's "very Truth and LifeNin the midst of ''plural
religions and plural communities, and no absolute or unmediated truth" (only God
is at home) in his article "At home and not at home: Religious p1urah.n and
religious truth" in ChrWhn Centwy V01112,No. 13 (19 April 1995): 428.

dialogue harmonieux des religionsn;

his work continues to provide scholars of

religion with countless agendas and projects and unanswered puestions.

Gregory Vlastos 07-1991)
Gregory Vlastos was a prominent spokesman for the social gospel
movement in Canada during the thirties and forties. He was a founding member of
the FeUowship for a Christian Social Order and co-editor, with R.B.Y. Scott, of
Towards rhe Chrfstian Re~olufion~~,
a collection of essays by academics and cIerics
who supported the movement Vlastos was then professor of philosophy at Queens,

later teaching at Cornell, Princeton and Berkeley. He came to be achowledged a
pre-eminent S m t i c scholar.

''Human life is human relatedness'' is a recurring theme in the essay

'The Ethical Foundationsffthat VIastos wntriiuted to the ~11ection.~Salient
ideas include the following: 'In Christ' is the basis of a new relation, a reiigious

communityu...community is the ethical ideal *...community

and personality are

=Richard, "Leconcept de religiontf,90-91. Troeltsch, "Wesen de Religion und
der Religionswissenschaft" Gesammelte Schriften (l909), 2, Scientia Verlag Aden
(1962): 452-99; W
ririnngs on lkobgy and Religion, translated and edited by Robert
Morgan and Michael Pye (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1977) in Religion in Histoy,
Despland and VaUe.

PRB.Y. Scott and Gregory Vlastoq editors Towarb the Chrininn Revolution
(Chicago and New York: Willett, Clark & Co,W6).
"Scott and VlaSfOs, Towardr the Chrirtian Revohtion, 51-74.

strictly correhtive?..God

is the structure of reality which men must discover and

express in their ideas, in order to conform to it in their actionsn ...God's
transcendence of morality is his immanence in history?..the

Christian ethic of love

announces a revolution-the Kingdom of God is at hand*

It foJlows, for Vlastos, that the ethic of lwe is the ethic of the cooperative community... the ethic of the bee and equal pers~nality.~
In a review of
the book, Reinhold Niebuhr, while praising Vlastos and the members of the FCSO

for their radical activities, observed that

in spite of the conservatism of a typical Toronto or Montreal
. . church,
which frequently manages to combine a decadent Calwusn with
bourgeois complacency in a sony compound, the left wing movement
in Canada has considerable influence??'
Niebuhr stated his position succinctly in the book review

The crucial problem of every religious radicalism is how to relate the
proximate goals of politics and relative values of history to the
unconditioned demands of the gospel If these unconditioned demands
are merely reduced to a demand for increased mutuality (after the
fashion of John Mamurray, to whom most of the authors express their
indebtedness), the result is not only a corruption of the historical
meaning of the gospel but also an evasion of the actual human

"Reinhold Niebuhr "Towardsthe Christian RevoIution: Review" Radical Reli@on
2 (1937), p. 42 in Roger C. Hutchinson, "Love,justice and the class strug&," Sciences
Reli#euses/Studlrdie ih Religion, 10/4 (Fall 1981): 473-79.

The dialectic between the human/divine, or relative/absolute is and has been a
perennial, universal dilemma. For Niebuhr, it is characterized by "the tension in
(each) soul between the eternal and the historical, a tension from which all human

creativity comes and which also makes the emergence of evil on every level of social
existence inevitable.n33
The differing views of mutuality held by Vlastos and Niebuhr were
related, as Roger C.Hutchinson points out, to different understandings of haman
existence which in turn were related to different concepts of God:

Niebuhr's doctrine of the 'image of God in man' was based on the
belief that God "-nds
both the rational structure and the
arbitrary facts of existence in the universe." Since God is wholly
transcendent, the image of God in laan is based upon the capacity for
~e~transcendence;
that is the capacity to "stand outside of nature?
life...reason and the world! '...this produces, according to Niebuhr, a
deep sense of anxiety."
Hutchinson points out that VlaSfOs, on the other hand, "stressed God's immanence
and the rootedness of human life in nahual and social relatiomhips"; he referred to

God as "the patterned ground of d u e in the world itse1.t the structure of reality
which men must discover and express in their ideas in order to conform to it in their
action!13s In Hutchinson's estimation, Vlastos .balanced NieShur's emphasis on

HHutchinson,'Love9 justice and the class struggle," Sciences Refi&uses/Studi&
1981): 476.

in Religon, 10/4 (Fall

3 5 W ~ins Towards the Chrislian Revolution, 70.

keedom as seE-transcendence with the complementary truth that personal life is
possi'ble only in wmmunity,tM as in these remarks

These truths are so intimately interdependent that to afdirm either
without the other leads to distortion. Community without personal
freedom issues in the fascist distortion. Personal freedom without
community issues in the individualist distortion,which tends to confuse
the human self with the isolated sexn
Wastos breaks apart Niebuhr's equation between the %dated self" and the actual

human se& thus:

The s e w man can never love, and without love there can be no relief
&om anxiety with all its consequences. Then sin is inevitable and
freedom is powerless, and the terrible conclasion must be drawn, as
Niebuhr draws it, that man's will is not fiee to choose between good
and evil?

Vlastos, however, did not stress the tension in man's soul between the
eternal and the historical. The crisis for him was the ''tension between a lingering
divisive society of economic classes and new possiiilities of cooperative mmunity

in a classless society.n39 Instead, he envisaged man as a social being, meant for

mutuality. Mutuality was the law of life. Mutuality provided the clue to the nature
and will of God; the meaning and direction of history, and the role of theology and

%utchinson, "Love, justice and the class struggl~*476-77.

%regory VIastos, "Sinand Anxiety in Niebuhr's Religion,"The Chrirtian C m ,
61 (October 1, 1941). l204.

'wastes, Towards the Chrinian Revolution, 72-73.

the church?

We turn now to John Macmurray, the philosopher who ''finds the

Other in the experience of mutuality!r41
J o b Macmurray (18914976)

The Scottish philosopher, John Macmurray, was well-known to the
social gospel movement in Canada through a seminal lecture given at AIbert College

in Belleville, Ontario in 1936, and through his extensive writings. During the years
that Smith was in EngIand, Macmurray was Professor of Philosophy at London
University College (l923-1944). From there he went to Edinburgh University to be

Professor of Moral Philosophy (l944-1957).
As a result of his experience as a soldier in World War I, Macmurray

embraced pacifism. D u ~ the
g thirties he devoted much effort to an analysis of
M d a n thought and a search for a basis of Christian-communistdialogue. It was
Macmurray's contentionthat his own interest in the nprinciplesof communist theory"
arose through the discovery of these principles in the Gospel, in the first instance,

and the subsequent discovery that they reappeared in different but recognisable form

in the philosophy of Karl M a d 2 H
is search for a synthesis of Christianity and

'('Roger C. Hutchinson, T h e Fellowship for a Christian Social Order: A Social
Ethical Analysis of a Cbristian Socialist Movement." Ph.D. diss., Emmanuel College,
University of Toronto, 1975,59.
"Gregory Wastes, 'The Religion of Community; Review of John Macmurray's
The Structure of Relr'@owErpedknce," Christendom, I& 2 (Spring, 1937), 293.
'*John Macmurray, Creative Society: A A*
Comrmotism (London: S C M Press, 1935), 91.

of the Relation of ChMantiry to

C O I I I I led
I ~ him
~ to the conviction that one element in such a synthesis must be
reformation on the part of Christianity as wen as Communism. In the former, the
dualisms

between theory and practice, spiritual and material, individual and

community,natural and supernatural, and between ideal and real, are fundamentaily
a betrayal of the message of Jesus and the prophets.43 C0111111uaism, he observed,

is "tooapt to thinlc that the form of social organisation is the whole of human reality,
whereas it is not even its substance!'"

In

a review of Macmurray's

The

Stnurture of Religious Experience,

Gregory Vlastos wrote:

Macmurray goes to life (in opposition to Reinhold Niebuhr who
located the key to specific meaning above and beyond the wherences
of nature and history), not organic, biological life, but rational, human
life, which is conscious co-operation. He finds the Other in the
experience of mutuality?

Macmurray insisted that, in the interpretation of religion, one must
determine its empirical reference Itto get behind the necessary abstraction of all
reflective activity to its anchorage in experience?

The falsification of religion that matters most, even in the sphere of
religious thought is not the ultimate truth or falsity of belie&, but the

UFrankG.Krkpatric&llTowarda Metaphysic of Community"in Scottish J o m l
of Theology 38 No. 4 (l985), 572.
UJohn Macmunay, "Christianity and C o r n m ~ :Towards a Synthesis," in
Ch&iizn&y and the Social Revolution edited by John Lewis,Karl Polanyi and Donald
Etchin (London: Victor Gdancz Ltd., 1939, 518.
ISVIasf0s, 'The Religion of

Community, review," 293.

&John Hoffman, "Religion and religious experience in the thought of John
Macmurray: A critique,"Sciences Reli~a/Stru'iieCin ReCi@on 4, (1974-75),5.

falsification of the reference of these belie& to experience?'
For Macmurray, the discussion of religion should h y s begin with the

experience which underlies it and come only subsequently to the question of God?
The fundamental religious fact in human life is fiiendship...the thing that makes us
human; the rock on which personality is built.?'

The primary religious assertion is that alI men are equal and that
feUoWShip is the only relation between persons which is fully rational
or fully appropriate to their nature as persons. In this assertion the
whole nature of reIigion is bound up?
Religion makes the claim that "realityis personaLwn
According to Kirkpatrick, "metaphysicsas a discipline..is i s p l y the
attempt to understand reality as it is!'= He interprets Mannumy's claim to be
that the metaphysical schemes of stasis or rigidity are, in fact,
inadequate to our experience of personal relations. What he
attempted to do was to provide an alternative, and somewhat nweI,
descriptive metaphysics based on the ontological primacy of "the
relational quality of life!IS

The foregoing excerpts from Macmunay's work represent his earlier

writings. Their publication dates would have made them accesslile to Smith before

"~ohnMacmurray, The Structure of Retigiow l3perience, (London: Faber, 1936),
Q1

%acmurray, Reason and Emotion (London: Faber, I935),227.

mkpatrick, "Toward a Metaphysic of Community,"567.

his departure for India These conchding remarks illustrate his perception of the
nature and meaning of history. According to Macmurray, God's intention for his

creation-for man sp&caIIy,

is

a universal community of persons, with fteedom and equality as its
structural principles of relationship...such a relation is not possible
unless Uan wills it, because the structure of human relationshipsis tbe
expression of human intentions...God's action in history must then be
the creation in Miin of the effective intention to realize universal

fkeedom and equality?
The implication is that if man chooses not to will such a relationship, that is, if he
denies fiedam, he denies himselt

Freedom is only possible in mutuality*

Kirkpatrick observes that 'The dialectic of freedom between human beings and God
is the basis for the dialectic of fieedom between human pe~sons.l'~

We leave Macmurray, possiily the best k n m personalist of his day,

to consider the final scholar in this survey of mentors, H. H. Fanner, also
characterized as a penon-

H. H- Farmer 0892-1981)
Smith studied under H. H. Farmer, Professor of Theology at
Westminster College, Cambridge. Along with John Oman,Alan Richardson, John

Macmurray and others, Farmer was an exponent of the ''personalistworld-view!"

The opening words of an early book, ihe World and Goci, provide a succinct

%JohnMacmurray, Z%e CCIcre to H W l y (New York and London: Harper &
Brothers, l939),100.
s51Cirkpatri~~
'Toward a Metaphysic of Community," 573.

#R.J. Blaikie, "Being,Process, and Action in Modem Philosophy and Theology"
in Scott&hJountal of ~orogY,XXV om),UO.

description of his view:
The conviction that God is personal, and deals personaJIy with men
and women, lies at the heart of Christian experience and
thought,..(espeziaUy) in the New Testament..Every category, phrase,
doctrine, movement of thought, presupposes and implies the possibility
for all, and the actuality for the writers, of a personal reIationship to
a personal God..,(God) constituting with men an ultimate order of
personal relationd'
John E. Smith, in an essay on the subject of philosophy and religion, obsems that
Farmer understands the divine/human encounter, as expressed in his 2 7 World
~
and

God,to b e "self-authenticating, able to shine in its own light, independently of the
abstract reflections of phiIosoPhy."

Experience ofGod as personal, Farmer insisted, is approachedthough

human personal relationships. What is more, awareness of God as personal is seen
to be characteristic of all living religions. He was interested in developing "aworld

view-one that included the world religions-from the Christian faith.""

In the Gifford Lectures (19M) under the title "Revelationand Religion:
Studies in the Theological Interpretation of Religious Types," Farmer, while
upholding the primacy of the Christian revelation, asserts that "the created order in
all its rich multiplicity & a unity."

H e finds illustration in the words of a Sufi mystical

poet:

%. H. Farmer, The World and God: A Study 4Prayer, Providence and Mimck
in CMrtimr E p m m c e (London: Nisbet & Co., 1935 (1955), Inhoduction, np.
SsJoh E. Smith, "Philosophy: Philosophy and Religion" in E ~ c l o p e d i a4
Religrbn, ed. M. Eliade, 301.
%obert D. Young, Emo~nferWuh W&
Press, 1970), 116.

Re&gions (Philadelphia: Westminster

h solitude where Being signless dweIt
And all the universe still dormant lay
In seIflessness, One Being was,
Exempt from "F-or "Thou%ms, and apart
From all duality."
H e speaks of "moments of transcendence"in the contemplation of '"natura.1beauty"

and the possj'bility of "greatmusic" imparting "a sense of the underlying unity and

harmony of things."61 God is transcendent and immanent in man. Indeed, non-

Christian mystical writings may contriiute to the apprehension of God as 'a personal

The ''world view" Farmer espouses includes the world religions, but
from a Christian viewpoint. Although he is a theologian within the limits of

traditional orthodoxy, he is not an exchxsivist because "heis williog to hold on to his
dogma as a hypothesis to be proved rather than as a conclusion to be beEcwed."a
Moreover, this "frontier theology" stresses a vital life of "religious experience1'
undergirding all religion*" An "inward disposition in the personality1'underlies
intellectual processes in all religions as does a sense of the truth that encompasses

the total willing, feeling and thinking human being. At this depth, other "living

'%. Farmer Revelnth and Religion. Studies in the Z?teorOgical interpretation
@iswell Place: James Nisbet and Co., 1954 (reprint 196I), 231.
of Religow
Farmer acknowledges his quotation as being "from one of the Sufi mystical poets
quoted by R. A. Nicholson in an article on Sufis in E I E - XI, pp. 16,17."
H

o

religionsncan be analyzed in similar fashion to Christianity.
Farmer speaks of the encounter with the divine (Godhead) not as "any
relationship of I-Thoun but as a I1permeatingprinciple...to be experienced.'"

For

Fanner, a distinctive feeling-tonereverberates through the whole being when God
is "livingly
Although Farmer establishesseveral points of contact among the "living

religions," Christianity remains for him the normative faith.
Conclusion
The scholars selected each enunciate ground- breaking approaches to
the realm of religious or intellectual discourse. I contend that their hypotheses and
convictions provided background for Smith's intellectual endeavours. The work of

each of these mentors complements and at times overlaps the work of the other,
exernplifjbg 1) historical, 2) personalistic and 3) empirical points of view.
Troeltfch saw history as a dynamic continuum: contingent and ongoing.

The great religions of the world come to terms with the mediating elements in their
environment, even elements originally alien to the environment. A distinction is

made between subjective relations (between individuals and between the i n d ~ d u d
and God) and objective relations @is term is "virtues") requiring institutional

structures and participation.

'%tto, The Idea of the Holy, l30-132,quoted in Farmer,ReveIhtton and Religion,
68-69, cpoted in Young, Encounter, 119.

66Farmer,Revelation, 76.
38

Troeltsch sought a synthesis within his own system between empirical
psychology and "lath6orie ratiomeue de la connaissance" (Richard) at two successive
levels. Neither revelation nor tradition is exempt from history. History is the only
perspective; it is not teleological.
In summary,Troeltsch asserts that "truth for us" does not cease to be
very Truth and Life. We have religious diversity: l w e is needed to apprehend the

One in the b4any.O

Gregory Vlastos underlines again and again the primacy of the

"comunity" and its correlate ''mutuality." "Christ is the basis of a new relation, a
religious co~~l~~lunity!'~Morewer, community and personality are strictly
correlative. God is the structure of reality which men must discover and express
inte11ectually and in their actions.

As in Troeltsch, love is key to the apprehension of the One in the
Many. Vlastos sees love as the ethic of the cooperative community; the ethic of the
free and equal pex~onality.~~
Mutuality is the law of life.

The "relational quality of life' is a recurring theme in Macmunay's
work. The discussion of religion should ahways begin with the experience which

underlies it and come only subsequenw to the question of God. In his view, the
fundamental religious fact in human life is friendship-"the rock on which personality
6"I'raeltsch, Chrisricn Tbught: Iis History and Appliccrtion, Lectures written for
Delivery m England during March 1923,3435.
@%cottand Vlastos,

%id,

Townrdr,p. 64.

69.
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is buiItJm

God's intention for his creation-for each man sp&cally-is

a

universal community ofpersons, with freedom and equality as its stractural principles
of relatiomhip. Man must win to cany out God's intention?

Religions may be analyzed intheir depth (the inward dispositionin the

personality; an inner sense of compelling truth) according to Farmer. Moreover, the

divine/human encounter is a ''permeatingprinciplef'to be experiencedrather than an

"I-Thouencounter!'
As can be seen, there are points of similarity as well as divergence

between these scholars with regard to history as dynamic process, the

relation~personalisticnature of life in its human and divine manifestations and,

£inally, the conviction that religious experience is empirical.
We turn now to an investigation of the Islamic experience in order to
discover how this affected Smith's life and thought

%cmurray,

Renron and Emtion, 63.

nh(tacmurray, The Chic to Haory ,100.
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Chapter Kit
STAGE ONE: THE ISLAMIC EXPERIENCE
WiEred Smith arrived in Lahore, India, in 1940 at the age of twentyfour to take up his duties as missionary/teacher. His posting was as a lecturer in

Indian and Islamic history at Forman Christian ColIege and, b r , as representative
among Muslhns of the Canadian Overseas Missionary Council. In 1949, he left

Lahore, now part of PakMan, to join the faculty of MeGill University in Montreal
as Professor of Comparative Religion. The period in Lahore was interspersed by an
interval of two years devoted to graduate study at Princeton University (1947-1948).

Profound palitid events took place on the sub-continent between the
years 1940 and 1949: as India achieved independence from Britain in August 1947,

Pakistan separated fkom India, achieving the status of an independent Muslim state.

The upheavals took place while Smith was a doctoral student at Princeton (19471948); nonetheless, their occurrence and aftermath produced an inexorable
disruption in the orientation of his own life. The political-religious crisis of the
people of the sub-continent correlated with the political-religious crisis suffered by

Smith person-

it dominates the narrative to follow. Thus, the Islamic experience

will be considered in three part.: the first will have to do with Smith's thought and
activity in India prior to Partition; the second will explore his analysis and critique

of official Islam as found in the pages of the Az;ctar Jowral, a W o university

publication and the topic of his Princeton d o c t o d dissertation; and the third part
will chronicle Smith's radicaI respond to the fact and manner of the creation of a

Muslim state. This resulted in the emergence of a new view of the resolution of
tension between religion and history.

In his two books on islam, Smith himself provides an analysis and
critique of the periods before and after Partition from a relipjaus-political-historical
perspective and fram his own personal perspective. Modern I s h in India was

published in 1943 (followed,in 1948,by his dissertation on the Azhar Journal);Islam
in Modenr Hiktory appeared in 1957 while he was at McGin University. These

writings may be seen to be germane to what I am terming "theM d c experience"
and his subsequentinte11ecfua.lendeavours. Accordingly, the fonawing narrativewill

cluster around these publications.

I
Smith's introduction to life in India was as a lecturer in Indian and
Islamic History at Forman Christian College from 1941 to 1945. He also sewed as
Research Associate (Extension Work Associate) at the Henry Martyn School of

Islamic Studies in Mgarh until 1946. It was during this period that Smith enjoyed
an affiliation with the Graduate SchooI of the University of Panjab as Instructor in

' K e ~ e t hCragb comments on Smith's stadies for post-graduate research which
emerged in his first published book, Modem hlam in India (1943): 'Their bias for
economic factors as always primary he later deplored as a youthful gesture of
enthusiasm eclipsing a more rounded picture. His firm, later confidence in the
priority of the 'religious' factor-understood in the teams still to be explored-may be
seen as something of a conversion." In Doubled by M (Duxham: The Pentland
Press, 1992), 243.

Manic History (1943-1945). In addition to these duties, Smith became, in 1942, a
representative among Muslims of the Canadian Overseas Missions Council at
Lahore.

It should be noted that Smith worked as an undergraduate student in
Toronto in the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions (SVM) in
addition to his involvement in the Christian social movements, the SCM and the

FCSO. In 1943, Smith was commissioned to an interdenomhationally supported
assignment in India recogaized by the Presbyterian Churches who placed him on the
roll of ministers for seventeen years. The following year, 1944, Smith was ordained
to the United Church of North India and in 1946, to the Presbyterian Church in
Canada.

Cultural Milieu

The years at Lahore were a time of making significant friendships

among Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs, and Christians

Smith was able to cross

boundary lines between culture groups, dimwering persons much like himseE
intellectuals, hierals, humanists, many educated in Britain. This provided for lively
aiscussion and debate of philosophicaVreligious and political issues, particularly the

writings and pronouncements of Iqbd and Nehru. Smith makes repeated allusions
over the years to the importance of these friendships; they constituted an essential

ingredient in his own personal religious evolution.

Among common rallying points were the poetxy and lectures of poetphilosopher, Muhammad Iqbal, who had made his home in Lahore after completing

studies in Europe; it was here that he died two years before Smith's arrival Smith

and his fiends also attended closely to the activities and speeches of politicianstatesman,

JawaharIal Nehru, taking a keen interest in the socio-economic and

political problems of the day. Muslim India was in the process of self-definition
thmughout the sub-continent; this involved in great part working toward a resolution

of the tension between legitimation and validiw, law (Shariah) and interpretation;

theoria and praxis, unity and diversity; relations between Muslims and others.
Gemme to this exchange between friends and to Smith's evolving position are
certain features of Iqbal's thought to which we now turn?
Muhammad Iqbal(1877-1938) contributed greatly through his poetry,

which drew on Persian Sufi sources, and through his arresting book, X k

Recomtnxtbn of Rel'iour m u g h i in Islam, to a new self-awareness on the part of

Muslims, coupled with a re-kindled aspiration for political power. Iqbd sought to
formulate a scientific form of religious hawledge, that is, a "reconstruction of

Muslim religious philosophy" in consonance with Islamic tradition and new
developments in 'human kncn~ledge."~
The Qur'an, in his obsemtion, "emphasizes
the deed rather than the idea!I4 He elucidates his insight in the final chapter of the

%mith writes: 'The comedon with Iqbd was close. For it was in part his
thought and work that contributed to enabhg me to apprehend, insofar as I could
apprehend them, the Islamic vision and the Mth of Muslims underlying the beliefs
and patterns of the overt Islamic tradition? In 'Faith in the Qur'an," Chapter six,
On Undetstanding Islam. Selected Srudies (The Hague: Mouton, 1981), 113.

3Muhammad Iqbal, The RecoltSftZCCfiOnof Reli@otu I b t q h t in Iskm (Lahore
(Pak): Sh. Muhammad As1930;reprinted January 1962), Preface, n.p.

book in these words:

The ultimate aim of the ego is not to see something, but to be
something. (The ego) discovers his final opportunity to sharpen his
objectivity and acquire a more fundamental 'I am,' which h d s
evidence of its reality not in the Cartesian 'I think' but in the R;mtian
T can?

In the case of Macmwray, as we have seen above, the Cartesian Cogito is changed
into the mode of the "actor"or of persod agency, a degree "beyondn'I can.'

Throu&out the book, Iqbal stresses the creation of the new: "Every
act of a £ree ego creates a new situation and thus further opportunities of creative

UILf01ding."~For his purposes, lqbal redefines ijfihad, or independent thought7and

calls on Muslims "to create a new future through #ihad)I) literally 'exerting oneself
by exercising creative thought within Islamic parameters8 h fact, he invites the

whole world, as Rahman puts it, 'Yo join this energizing and ethically positive
Xsla~n."~

Iqbal came to abandon the monistic approach he held as a mystic-poet,

'Miushall G.S. Hodgson defines ijtihd, in part, as "individualinquiry to establish
the ruling of the S M ' d upon a given point, by a mujtahid, a person qualified for
the inquiry." In The Vkntwe 4hhm Conscienceand H&tory in a World Civilizath,
VoL 3, (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1974), 451.
%azhlr Rahman quotes Iqbal in his article, "MuhammadIqbw Eiqclopedia of
Rdijjion.

discerning "God as both immanent and transcendent?* The aim of religion in
IqbaI's view is "thetransformation and guidance of man's inner and outer life' which
means that the "general truths which it embodies must not remain unsettledq1'

Transformation and guidance occur in the encounter with Ultimate Reality or

UItimate Ego. Iqbal is opposed to Platonic idealism; in Ham, he points out, there
is an
endeavour of ideal to appropriate the real with a view to absorb it, to
convert it into itself and to illuminate its whole being."
When it comes to opposition between subject and object Islam seeks "to absorbnthe

oppo~ition.~
Christianity, however, in hi9 view, envisages the opposition between

subject and object as "mathematicalwithout and biological within!'"

Iqbal proclaims the interrelation between the empirical, the
experiential, humanity, nature and history., he sees no dysfunction between them; it
is the Qur'an that undergirds his understanding: the Qur'an recognizes "that the

empirical attitude is an indispensable stage in the spiritual life of humanityn;all
regions of human experience, including nature and history, yield "knowledge of the

%r. Sheila McDonough, "Buber and Iqbal," paper presented to a CoUoquium
on Religion held at the Department of Religion, Concordia Univenity,November 22,
1990.7.
111qb4 The Recomtmcthn of ReC@ow l b u , in islam, 2.

ultimate Reality which reveals its symbols both within and withoutn"

The spirit of the Prophet's revelation "belongs to the modem world"
opening up "other sources of knowledge suitable to its new directiont'--natureand
history, for insbnce; the inductive intellect; the 'constant appeal to reason and
experience in the ~ur'an?

Iqbal gives expression to his political objectives in a letter to Jinnah:
For Islam the concept of social democracy..is not a revolution but a
return to the original purity of Islam...(To) solve the "problem of
breadnamong the Muslims of India, it is necessary to redistfl'bute the
country and to provide one or more Muslim states with absolute
majorities."

Iqbal upheld the ideal of a non-violent resolution to the inteJlectual and political
turmoil of the day.

The coupling of religious commitment and the plea for social justice
were not new to Smith; he had participated in such movements in a small way in
Canada, nor were such concerns absent from the British scene while he was at

Cambridge. There was a Marxian doration to all these drives towards religious
commonweal. But there were differences as well. Nehru reports Gandhi as saying:

The socialism and communism of the West is based on certain
conceptions which are fundamentally different from ours. One such
conception is their belief in the essential selfishness of human nature.
Our socialism and communism should therefore be based on

'&dam

1972), 45.

Siddiqui, Conm2; C

'and War in Pakistan (London: M a d a n ,

nonviolence and on the harmonious co-operation of labour and capital,
landlord and tenant"
Gandhi called on the British people, after World War I, to meet British repression
with passive resistance or Satyagraha. He launched a long campaign of civil

disobedience, suffering frequent imprisonment of extended periods, as did Nehru
who spent, in all, nine years in prison.

The interplay of forces in India around the time of Smith's arrival in
India can only be sketched in very briefly and wiIl be seen as revolving around the
aims and goals of Gandhi and Nehm, in particular in their confrontation with the

British government and in response to the people of the sub-continent The two see
themselves in common as democrats and socialists. Gandhi writes of himself:

I am not a visionary. I claim to be a practical idealist. The religion of
nonviolence is not meant merely for the R i s k and saints. It is meant
for the common people as weIf... The dignity of man requires obedience
to a higher law-to the strength of the spisit..I believe absolutely that
she (India) has a mission for the worldw
Nehru declares him=& in his 1941 autobiography, in the following terms:

India is supposed to be a religious country above everything else; Hindu,
Moslem, Sikh,and others take pride in their faiths and test@ to their truth
by breaking heads. The spectacle of what is called religion, or at any rate,
organised religion, in India and elsewhere has filled me with horror, and 1
have frequently condemned it and wished to make a clean sweep of it
Ahnost always it seems to stand for blind belief and reaction, dogma and
bigotry, superstitionand exploitation, and the presenmtion of vested interests.
And yet I k n w well that there was something else in it, something wSch

*Jawaharlal N e b , Toward Freedom: l7ie Autobiography of Jawaharlal Nehu
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1941; reprint Ml), 325.
*Gandhi, T h e Doctrine of the Sod," 1920 in Nehru, Toward Freedom,
Autobiography, 1941; reprint 1961, 81-82.

supplied a deep inner craving of human beings?

In the introduction to the autobiography, (he was President of the Congress at the
time) he caIls himself a democrat and a socialist, engaged in the fulfilment of a life

purpose that involved the establishment of India's place in the world communiry.
At the outbreak of World War I& India was committed by the Viceroy
* .

.

to war on Britain'sside without consultation of the autonomous provincial mtnlstnes.

This precipitated a period of uncertain leadership; Gandhi and Nehru did not agree

on the role of non-violence in support of the war. The M u s h League,however, did

come forward, on March 23, 1940, and adopted the Lahore Resohtion which, in
Smith's words, "gavepolitical form to the idea of a separate state for the Indian

Muslims; but abstrusely. The resoIution did not mention Islam, or the tern

Pakistan.""
After the bombing of Pearl Harbor and the subsequent attack of
Burma, Britain came forward with new offers for the settlement of the constitutional
problem; Gandhi held out for independence and the mksion failed. The Congress

Party passed the "Quit Indiattresolution on August 8, 1942; as a result, the entire
Congress working committee, including Gandhi and Nehru, was arrested and
imprisoned.
Against the backdrop of the interplay of internal and external political
events, as well as between leadership factors in India, complicated by diversity of

%elm, Toward Freedom, 240-241

%mi&, Ishm in Modenr Hktoryt 2l2,n4.
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religious and cultural loyalties and the programs of creative and charismatic leaders,
Smith published his first book in 1943, two years after his arrival in Lahore, Modem

lrlam in India: A Social Anabsk2' His aim, he teUs us, is to c o n t n i to the

"sociologyof religion"and to the social and political understanding of one segment

Moreover, he declares himseIr, h this Preface, to be a socialist of

of the

ethical convictions.

The book is a study of the Muslim community in India and its
evolution wer the previous seventy-five years, from feudalism to-at least for a

minority-the ethos of the British-educatedupper class. The focus is on the interplay
of "modemnIslam with historical events and with ideology. Smith's basic assumption

in this work may be gathered from his own words:

..

soaahsm is the putting into p d c e of the ideals and values of the

world's prophets and religiom...a truth which the bourgeois fo11owers
of those prophets and religions are slow to
Smith's anahpis points to the difficulty of implementing the "ideals and values of
prophets and religions"which he shows clearly in the foNowing quotation:

Iqbal, John Macmurrray, the Communist Parfy, and all social
progressives, attack traditional religion for the same reason: namely,
that by diverting attention by its idealism from the red situation and
the real opportunities, it today impedes right action?

Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Modem lshm in India: A Socfcll An@&
Sh. Muhammad Ash& 1943; reprint 1963).
%id., Preface, n.p.

(Lahore:

The stultifying effect of traditiond Sdealism"on a creative approach to contemporary
problems-to life, in fact-is a recurring theme in Smith's writing-

The second part of the book chronicles political groupings and
activities. From the cultural data, Smith makes inferences: India should learn &om

the world-wide depression associated with the West, and pass on fram capitalism

(and liberalisn) to socialism.
But the lesson-..being taught is to revert from Western liberalism to a
Muslim liberalism; or if that win not suffice, to a Muslim
~011servatism.~~

Although Iqbal "elaboratedno ethicalsystem,"Smithacknowledgesthat
he laid the foundations for a creative approach, calling for action to change the

plight of the Indian Muslim society while abjuring imitation of the West, especially
capitalism's exploitation and record of oppressi~n.~
Smith's personal stance at the
time comes through in the faults he finds in Iqbal (whom he much admired). For

instance, he suggests that Iqbal misses the fact that "spiritual values result from

certain material realities, and can be attained only through these." Iqbal is also
faulted for "deriving thoughts &om thought^,"^ implication being that thoughts
should arise from empirical realities. However, Iqbal did "raise to consciousnessf1

the problem of Islamic identiv, Smith wrestles with the tradition versus modernity
dilemma, recognizing that the problem is world-wide; that the conditions of the

modern world are so radically new that "to choose red righteousness is to spurn
imagined morality.'m
Smith reports that in the 1940's (the Lahore Resolution came in 1940),

communalism for the Muslims has been transforming itself into a new nationalism;
politics has assumed the role of religious s e ~ c eor wor~hip!'~ The religious

problem has been postponed; "orthodox and l i e d , consenmtive and pragressive:
have reunited to demand a separate Muslim state!"

Ln these pages Smith records

what he discerns to be the direction of the future. No longer tenable is the notion
that "true Lslam is the senrice of humanity, that the Muslim task is simply the
creation of righteousness in the world." This has been replaced, in general, by the

assumption that "the Muslim duty is the creation of righteousness in
that is, in a future Muslim state yet to be formed.

Smith, calls this "the

contemporary ~ynthesis~~~~-using
the language of Troeltsch. In this analysis, Smith
reveals himself to be hopeful-Gandhi had raised the hopes of the people of India

for a non-violent accord with Britain. However, I suggest that the style of writingstaccato, brusque-underscores

Smith's perception -that the mediating elements

between Islam and society were likely to effect dramatic mutual change in the

%id., 136.

%id., 170.
31~bid.
3%id., 171.
=Bid, the title of Chapter 5, 170-171.
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religious tradition and in the culture.

The following year, 1944, Smith published a journal article that further
illustrates his sociological approach. It provides an analysis of a segment of the
history of the Mughal E m ~ i r e . ~
H e asserts, in T h e Mughal Empire and the
Middle Class: A Hypothesis," that modern historians concern themselves with

"culture, the life of the people, the methods of producti~n!~He adds to the list
the process of transformation

in the life of a country and the interconnection

between "specific eventsnand general developments. However, this revolution has
not yet hit India.. It is a way of looking at history that is now out of date. What Smith
wishes to do is to draw attention to the social evolution underlying one period of

India's history, that of the Mughal Empire.

He develops the thesis that signi6i-t

historical development is

accompanied by some economic developmenq" furthermore, the class structure and
the class struggles of the people involved impinge sharply on historical development

Thus the rise of the Mughal empire was dependent on the rise of the middle class?
The Mughal conquest touched the village economy of India and began to

revolutionize it-partly through encouraging a more widespread use of money. 'The
new economy implies a new prosperity, h o s t a new world order, for the
%Wilfred CantweJl Smith, The Mughal Empire and the Middle Class: A
Hypothesis." Islamic C u b e (Hyderabad) l, 18 (1944).

commercial middle class.'"

Moreover, according to modern historians, religious

developments reflect or accompany basic changes in social processes. His reading

of the history of this period indicates 'an alliance of the predominantly Muslim upper
class with the predominantly Hindu middle class!139

Smith's analysis throughout this article may be said to be Marxian, his

hypothesis being that the Mughal empire prospered when its policies favoured the
middle class; however, when it promoted the interests of the old upper-class, the

empire collapsed. H
is argument centered on the materialist base of values.
Accommodation did not come to the India of the forties. New political
entities came into being instead of a socialist decision or a socialist hieration of the

workers and the means of production. On August 15, 1947, India and Pakistan
emerged as two separate, independent countries. Smith was away at Princeton when

these events took place; he experienced a dramatic reversal of outlook which is
documented in htam in Modem H W t y 0957). As Smith's doctoral thesis appeared

in the interval, in 1948, we shall consider it next.

nr
"The Azhar Journal: Suxvey and Critique""
The topic of the thesis is the officialjournal of the ulmM in Cairo, the
centre of orthodox Islam, published on a monthly basis since 1930.

Smith's

woctoral Dissertation, Princeton University,Departmentof OrientalLanguages
and Literature, 1948.

examination of the journal covers publication from the years 1930 to 1948 during
which time there were two editors, each quite different in his approach.

(F)or the 6hst editor, Idam was a transcendent idea, which it is man's
duty to ascertain, and to follaar...(f or the second), it comes close to
being an historical phenomenon, which it is man's duty to defend"
This distinction is developed at length, Al-Khidr Husayn,*thefirst editor, perceives

Islam as true, revealed and final. But, for Husayn, "that religion is a transcendent
Idea. Man's knowledge of what it reany is, is both progressive and fdiile"u

Smith develops Husayn's understandings: what man does as he strives to implement
this transcendent Idea is always imperfect; worth is to be m i b e d to &lam as such,

not to any man-madeidealization or attempted embodiment of i t Husayn does not
represent the religious tradition as "inviolablennor "sacrosanctn.Smith writes:

His interest is not in the past but in the timeless, and its relation to
the present; in the vision of an ideal Mam and in the practical
implications of this for todaymu

In Husayn's

eyes, according to Smith, "goodness is inherently attractive;u or, at

least,...the Muslim is committed to the will of God once he knows it1" In this

interpretation, religious education is important While extolling Husayn's platonic

4%mith,ishm in Modem History, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957;

New York: New American Library (Mentor Books), 1959), 228.

"Iris Murdoch spealcs of "the magnetic pull of the idea of perfectiont1in 2 7 ~
Sovereignty of Good (London: Routledge & Kegan Pad, l970), 43.
%nith, Islam in Modem Histoly, 129.

"celestialvision," Smith points out that, though appealing to a minority, it is out of
step with modernity: "theproblem is that modem men are not plat~nists!'~

The second editor, Farid Wajdi, is zealous for the "semice of Islam,"

which translates for Smith into a conception of the need to defend Islam "against
materialistic skepticism." Smith observes that for the first editor Mam was a

transcendent ideal; for the second,it comes close to being "anhistoricalphenomenon
needing to b e defended?

Smith characterizes Wajdis assumptions thuc for him,

Islam is an institution; a set of ideas in men's minds; a heritage, a society; not a

moral imperative- "Attackingmaterialist philosophyttis one of Wajdi's stated aimsf
The zeal for the institution rfor the service of I[s1amn)Smith understands to mean-in

the discussion of objectives- "virtually no concern for man and none even with
God".'9

There is a large group among the readership, Smith concludes, for
whom "01d forms no longer mediate ~ a l a c Indeed,
"~
the Journal itself "exemplifies
rather &an solves"the problem with which Islam is confronted: those who know the

religion have lost contact with the "swiftly-movingmodern world";those in touch with

"%id., 158.
"Smith, Dissertation, 107.
%mith, hkun in Modem H&toy, 138.

'?Dissertation, 103.

?bid, 156.

modernity have "lostcontact with their religion!In Smith provides a telling analysis
and critique of the tensions that beset not only lslam but the religions of the

contemporary world, to some degree and in varying admixtures.

The article on the Mughal Empire and the doctoral dissertation well
illustrate Smith's contention that the scholar of religion is concerned with ideals in
1) "men's minds which, rightIy or wrongly. they mundanely hold': 2) 'the idea of

Ideals that men £omn and 3) 'ideals..of transcendent tnrth!ln

He cautions

throughout this discussion against mistaEring 'ideas of idealsn for transcendent,
evolving ideal or truth.

In

By the time Smith returned in 1949 for his final year, India had
achieved independence, Pakistan had come into being, untold atrocities and killings

had occurred and millions of Indians had been forced to emigrate from one part of

the sub-continent to another, depending on whether the individual was Hindu or

Muslim. What had been a vibrant hope for a creative and peaceful solution to the
myriad of problems facing all Indians was inexorably crushed. As well,confidence
in the communist cause bad been eroded by knowledge of reports of excesses coming
out of Russia.

This was a difficult time for Smith. Along with his friends and many

%ee Smith, 'The Comparative Study of ReIigion in General and the Study of
Islam as a Religion in PartjcuIarnin CoIIoque stir la SOCiOlogie Mfcsulmane, Actes 1114, septembre 1961, BruxeIIes, 224.

others, the presuppositions of their adult lives had been overturned. Smith tek his
own story along with that of a religious tradition in his Islam in Modem History; his

book win be our spokesman in this part of the narrative.

Irlmn in Modem H i s t o e

The book emerges out of the events surroundingPartition,the creation
of the Islamic state of Pakistan and Smifh's disillusionment over the senseless cost

in human lives. I have selected passages that record a) his more mature
apprehension of the Islamic religious tradition and b) his changed worldview. T%e
approach is therefore thematic.
History

In the preface, Smith gives an indication of how far he has moved,over
the past decade, in his interpretation of history. History is primarily a human
activiw, the actors are persons, in this case,

Muslim. The "conditioning"of historical

events is secondary."
Intention
.Smith states that the book is "a contniution to a politico-economic-

social study" rather than a contriiution to a "sociology of religionr'as in the case of

Modem Islam in India 0943) whose defects he readily admits:

"chiefly the

inadequate understanding of Warn and also of the crucial role played in history by

%mi&, I s h in Modem Hhtoly (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957;
Reissued: New York: New American Library (Mentor B~oks),1959).

%mi&, Islam fn Modem Hbtory, vii.
58

ideological and moral factors."

This book, Smith continues: attempts to correct

the defects;... it is fundamentally "a study in religion, comparative and

~ontemporary."~~
Comparative Religion Studies
Smith has several innovative guidelines to suggest a) such studies "in
our day...have a function to fulfill in intercomm~nication;~
b) the new "criterion1'

is "thecapacity to construct religious statements that will be inteIlig'ble and cogent
in at least two different traditions simultane~usly."~Thus Smith's project is to
view "religion"in interaction with another religion and in interrelation with social

factors; a third goal c) is that of interco~llfnunicabilitybetween religious traditions."

The framework is Islam in the contemporary world. Smith admits that he is an
"outsidef looking at an "alien"wrnmunity; he contends that this is a necessary first

step towards arriving at mutual understanding and establishing "interrelation?"

Smith's changed appraisal of "things Mamian* signals a marked
discontinuity from previous writings considered above. For instance, he concludes
that the h h d s t movement, in rejecting external norms by which to be judged, has

become an "enterprise with no norms at A
!"

Again, communism has failed

(morally) because it is "irreligious." It has rejected not merely the name of God but
1
-

reaty.t862

And again, in a Marxist state such as the USSR..opposition groups

have, in theory and practice, no rights. H
is obsemtion is that %an in general" does

not exist..a person exists on$ as a member of a social class. This, perhaps, is his
most severe condemnation: the human person, in M w b , has significance as an
end "that is given within and by hist~ry!'~

On the other hand, Smith holds that
the Marxist movement began, and is still sustained from the outside,
particularly in Asia, as a movement toward a good society; and that its
failure to maintain this objective internally has been due at least in
part to the false metaphysics of its Weltanscha~ung.~

It folbws, for Smith, that M d s m provides "no reason for not killing or torturing

or exploiting a human person if his liquidation or torture or slave labour will advance
the historical process," an outcome of the repudiation of transcendencePd
Macxnurray observes that "Communist practice defeats its intention and leads to an
apotheosis of the State?

He continues, 'the personal is subordinated to the

functional to a point at which the defense of the personal becomes itseJf a criminal

Pakistan has achieved statehood at a staggering cost: Smith poses the
question as to what Muslims consider "good"and how effecfiveIy do they pursue itn

He cannot escape alluding to some of what went into the making of P

m an

estimated 500,000 people died in the upheaval fram starvation, exhaustion, disease,
or murdep ...riots or

What is more, "immediatelyafter Partition...the

Pakisian Muslims massacred and raped and exiled Sikhs and Hindus by the
mllli~ns."~~
Religion in general; Islam in particuIaf

Smith explicates the nature of religion in these pages as part of what
Slater has termed his "hermeneutics of recovery or discovery, not a hermeneutics

of suspicion."

For instance, each religion is the point at which its adherent is in

touch, through the intermediary of an accumulating tradition, with the infinitude of

the divine;" religion houses the interplay of these various factors such as those with

John Magnumy, 27ze Self as Agent (London: Faber & Faber, 1957;
rep~ted
with new introduction, New Jersey: Humanities International, 1991). 30.
67Smith,Islam in Modem History, 253.

nPeter Slater in "Three Responses to Fa* and Belief:
Srudies in ReIigonfSciencesreligiewes 10 (1981): 113.

A Review Articlen in

which anthropologists, psychologists, and others d@
uniquely important for Islam;"

In his judgment, history is

at the beginning, Ham was constituted as an

autonomous community; thus Islamic history began.''

Further,

Goodness is that way of life of which the Qur'an is the revelation and
IsIamic society the expression. Man approaches God by participating
in the Islamic venture,% the histonid endeavour of the Muslim
community to realize the Kingdom of God on Earth?

Smith comes close to stating that history, Mamie history, in particular, mediates the

Eternal but modifies this with the assertion that "themediator between man and God
is ri@eousne~s!~The community is of utmost i m p o m c e in Islam, as a social

group and as a reIigious body, thereby underscoring his emphasis on "religion as

personal.t'" Muslims of India must leam to live with others as equal$" throughout
the world a new ingredient must emerge, that of compatibility?

76Smith'sterminology, "Islamic venture" (1957) bears a close resemblance to
Marshall G.S. Hodgson's The Venture of Islmn; volumes 1 and 2, which appeared in
an early version copyrighted by Marshan G.S. Hodgson in 1961.

"Smith, rslam 3r Modenr HMory, 25.

Human choice

The classical Is1amic view is that man chooses (or judges - h k a m )
according to revelation. The second alternative is that man chooses according to his
own desires or passions (uhwu'). The third alternative, according to Smith, is not

fully understood by the representatives of the classical M u s h tradition. This is the
Greek philosophical element, rejected by Islamic orthodoxy. Smith's interpretation

is that reason is neither subjective nor objective, but is the transcendent immanent
in man." The classical Arabic &ilkation adopted the rationalist tradition of Greek
phiIosophy and science up to a rimited point, but refased altogether the humanist

tradition,83

Smith stresses the importance of ideas and moral values for the
development of Islamic society, but, as he points out, this applies to a l l nations or
societies. In the case of Pakistan, "because it is Muslim, its ideals are Islamic;" for
other groupings,"idealstake other formrW In this &a1 statement, Smith alters the
customary sequence of thoug& this logical sequence becomes, for him, a basic
assumption. The person (or persons) sees the world through Islamic (or other) eyes.
Conclusion

This first stage in Smith's career combined Christian outreach with a

scholar's knowledge of Islam and training as an historian. His Christian socialist-

political orientation, nourished in Canada and in Britain, underwent pronounced
change. Equally important, although subsumed under the political, was a new, broad
emphasis on the "personalNas opposed to the "so&&" accompanied by a recognition
that it was persons (he often stipulated Muslims) who responded to the transcendent

Idea in different ways, in different places and times. The problem of the nature of
the divine/human dialectic or interrelationship was a central premccupation.

The "Islamicexperiencenprwed a dramatic catalyst forthe analysis and
re-evaluation of presuppositions and assumptions. The experience afforded Smith,
as Christian missionary, the opportunity to partkipate in the interpky between his
own faith and the faith of new fiiends: Muslim, Sikh, Hindu, Christian.

This

provided enhanced understanding and appreciation of the wntri'butions to

humankind of leaders as different in background as the poet-philosopher, Iqbal; the
saintly Gandhi; and the statesman N e b .
The intercomextion between specific and general events was the topic

of his study of one section of the MughaI Empire; this he interpreted fiom the point

ofview of socialism which revealed to him the nature and inadequacy of a materialist

base of vaiues.

The study of the Journal of the ulbllta made two conflicting approaches
to ][slam clear.

One: "Islam is a transcendent ideau;= "Idam is an idea in the mind

=Smith, Is[Om in Modern Hisfmy,1957, U3.
64

of God";Mit is a "moral haperativdl and a sammons to righteousness;" man must
strive to make "real1'society approximatemore closely to the "idealnone (which Islam

proclaim^).^ This is consonant with Iqbal's contention that under the Qur'an "each
generation, guided but unhampered by the work of its predecessorsnshould be

permitted to sohre its own problems!"
'Ikto: The second approach, in Smith's perception, regards IsIam as

close to an historical phenomenon 'krhich it is man's duty to defend1';"it is an
"institution...a set of ideas in men's minds, a heritage, a society...an historical

reality!"' The need here is to strive against non religion and "materialisrntland to
"ward off doubts!In

Such an ideoIogical orientation @is term is ''modernist

ideology)* does not promote a creative approach to problems of the present or the

mAUamaMuhammad Iqbal, The Reconrtruction of Religous Xkought in Islam ed.
and annotated by M. Saeed Sheikh (Lahore: Institute of Islamic Culture, 1986;
second edition, Iqbal Academy Pakistan and Institute of Islamic Culture, 1989), 134.
Note: the pagination refers to this publication which is different from the version
used in earlier citations above. In full Iqbal wrote: 'The teaching of the Qur'an
that life is a process of progressive creation necessitates that each generation,guided
but unhampered by the work of its predecessors, should be permitted to sohre its
own problems."

*smith, Ilrlam in Modem Hirtov, 139.

future-

The publication of Islam in Modem H&oy (1957) represented a
reworking of his political orientation coupled with his evolving "historyof religion"
approach against a Christian background. me interplay of ideas, ideals, ideology

and the transcendent Idea or Ideal becomes Smith's basic agenda for the future.

Such interacton has also been termed the dialectic (or tension) between the generic
and the particular9 or the absolute and the relative or the One and the Many? to
name a few appehtions.

Comparative religion studies have a function to fulfil in
interco~~~munication;
insiders and outsiders will have to learn to communicate with
one another in order to establish interrelations between religious traditions. There
is no "shorthand"for these functions In a later chapter I shall suggest additional

portions of this book which, I argue, contribute to the structures and
conceptualizations of his theory as it further develops.
Smith neJrt addresses all these concerns £corn an academic post-from

McGill University in the West

Chapter IV

COMPARATIVE RELrGION
Stage -0:

McGin University 1949-1963

Wilfred Cantwell Smith initiated a long and inustriousacademic career

in North America when he accepted the W. M Birks Chair of Comparative Religion
at McGill University in 1949. While serving in this capacity, he also founded, in 1952,

and was the Director of, the Institute of Islamic Studies at McGill, whose mandate
was consideration of common factorsof Muslim identityworldwide. It was stipulated

that half the student body and half the facullty were to be Muslim. While at McGill,

Smith actively assisted in the formation of the Faculty of Divinity..'
My purpose in this chapter is twofold: to present Smith's conception
of the field of comparative religion as enunciated and developed during his years at

M

e firstly*suggesting possible convergence or divergence with mentors such as

Troeltsch, Macmumy or others; secondly, to continue to identify the Islamic
component in Smith's evolving thought, from the point of view of a "comparativist"
and that of a historian of religion* as evidenced in his many writings during this

period about the Islamic tradition and about the Middle East As the two strands-

the discipline of comparative religion and the Islamic experiencefcomponent-are
intertwined in his corpus, the investigation will be concurrent; the order win be
-

- -

- --

-

-

-

-

'In R&@us Dive&& Oxtoby writes: "(Smith's) was a new non-ecclesiastical
position which figured in the formation of the Faculty of Divinity as part of the
university after three and a half decades of interdenominational theological cooperation." xiii

chronological. The expIoration win start with Smith's inaugural address upon

accepting the Chair in Comparative Religion at McGiIl.2

Smith's thesis expands on TroeItsch's kediating principle" in his
assertion that religion is to be found in the "interaction between men and their
religious materialn3rather than in the search for "essencesnor Dorigins"in which

history sees science and religion as two developing traditions. What is required is
a mode whereby science and religion might move into dynamic cooperation.

Religion has a history; religions change in history. The science of
religion (this, for him, is comparative religion) can discover how they change.

Moreover,the comparativereligionist, as scientist-and here is the basic affirmationis able "toelucidate how religions can, from what they are, become what they ought
to be.II4

What Smith means by this statement can be clarified by reference to

Iqbal's understanding:

The world regarded as a pro-

realizing a preordained goal is not
a world of fiee, responsi1e moral agents....From our conscious
experience we have seen that to live is to shape and change ends and
purposes and to be governed by them. Mental life is teleological in
the sense that, while there is no far-offdistant goal towards which we
are moving, there is a progressive formation of kesh ends, purposes,
and ideal scales of d u e as the process of life grows and expands. We

Wilfred Cantwell Smith, 'The Comparative Study of Religion," in McGiU
U n i v w Divinity Faculry Imugwal Lectures, 1949, 39-60, as reproduced and
abridged in Walter H. Capps Ways of UnderstonddfngR&igon (NewYork: Macmillan,
1972), 190-203. Pagination that follows is that used by Capps.

become by ceasing to be what we are.'
This assessment of Islamic experience provided Smith with a vivid illusfration of the
need for process as opposed to static interpretationsof a religion tradition; Troeltsch
provided theoretical reasoning in support of openness to change. Smith views the

future orientation of religions in the light of the Indian/Pakistan conflict; in the light
of the rise, worldwide, of fundamentalisn; in sam, especially in the light of 20th
century history. However,what the religions ought to be, according to Smith, "isthe

part of the ~rophet."~For Troeltsch the great religions come to terms creatively
with mediating elements in their environment, an ongoing process.

Moreover,

according to Troeltsch, creative campromisebetween subject and object requires new

decision, new creation and new risk; in this process, history overcomes history.' Iqbal
favoured openness to history, fresh ends and purposes, divine and human egos in
interaction?

"Smith tried to do for Islam what Troeltsch had done for

Christianity."

Legitimation and didation

Smith asserts that knowledge and virtue are intertwined and that we
'~uhammadIqbal, The RecoltStfUCtion of Reli'giow Thought tr hhm, m o r e ,
Palc): Ashrat, 1930;reprinted 1960), 54.

%mi&, McGill Inaugural Address, 192.
'See James Luther Adams, "ErnstTroeltsch as Analyst of Religion," Journal far
the Sckntrjk Stzdj of Religion Vol 1 no 1 (Oct1961):108.

'r am indebted to Dr.Sheila McDonough, Department of Religion, Concordia
University, Montreal for this cpotation and for permission to include it here.

have forgotten that "the pursuit of truthlo is a moral and spiritual
Along with Macmurray, he deplores the .bifarcationt1between subject and object,

(Smith speaks of his ''vigorous rejection of the subjective-objective p~larity")~
dating back to the Cartesian revolution. Modem science obsemes the "relation
between inteIIectual truth and the severely pracfid as object" but the "relation

between inteUectua1 truth and the practical in the agent,"part of the Greek heritage,
"hasbeen lost?
Authority in religion, Smith observes, has shated wer the centuries.
For instance, Luther effected a shat away from the authority of the Church; the
Reformation substituted the authority of the Bible."

The forms of legitimation

change and win continue to change; this claim is reminiscent of Troeltsch for whom

"thestandard that represents dd.ity...must be discerned in the dramatic unfolding
and interplay of persp& es...in inconfrontation with the process of creative

P. Monissey,

wisdom is
attained through the development of emotional rationality"in "Reasonand Emotion:
Modem and Classical Views on Religious Knowing'' in Hot.ljom, 16/2 (1989), 282.
''See Michael

speaking of Plato's

Phaedrur:

"true

*Smith, Inaugural Address, McGiIl, 198.

%mi&, "RetrospectiveThoughts on Z?teMeMingand End of R&@nl' inReIiQon
Wor4 the Ideq the Recrb'ty/Lu reli@n iium dcurs'histoutc Le m e I'kiifq
in Hr'stoly:
la r&W. ed. by Michel Despland andlet G6rard Vd6e (Waterloo: W W d Laurier
University, 1992) 19.
*Smith, Inaugural Address,

Mc-

198.

evolution.*

Smith believes that people searching for truth or for God can "talk and
learn from each other"whereas the search for the "real"Islam or "real"any religion

obstructs intercommunication. Here the focus is personalist rather than socialist;
process rather than "socialistsystem." He has left behind the socialist orientation of

his £%st book, Modem Islam in India: A S&l

Anu&sis. The mutuality of "talking

and learning from each other"appears to be consonantwith the Macmurray/Vlastos
a£€irmationof "mutuality as the law of lifenbut without Vlastos' explicit emphasis on

the pursuit of socialjustice. Smith does not seek a synthesis as envisaged, for
instance,in Mmurray's hoped-for synthesis of Christianity and Communism., in facf

Matxian analysis and critique of society disappear fiom Smith's writings after the
Islamic experience of the Partition.

Smith's p r o p d for comparative religion is: as the scientist submits
to a "transcendent standard, that of truth," so should the student of comparative

religion, devoting himself to the higher standards of truth (scientific and rational),
of beauty and of goodness/God. ''Loyalty to universal ideals in terms of selfdisci~line"'~
should replace the search for authority in religion. God is immanent

and transcendent Farmer makes the same assertion, adding that God may be

%mes Luther Adams, "ErnstTroeltsch as Analyst of Religion"in Jountalfor the
S&nh@ Study of R&$on, Vol I, no 1 (Oct 1961): 109.

''Smith, Lnaugural Address, McGill, 202.

apprehended "as a personal realityn1' Vlastos and Macmurray speak of finding the
"Other in the experience of m~tuality!~" In Platonic terms, conceptions of
excellence and virtue are intertwined; in theological terms, Smith observes,"God is
both immanent and transcendenG and no form can contain Him!''9

The hypothesis that Smith places before the religions/peopIes of the

world at this time of perplexity is the acceptance of "the value, though not the
authority, of the religious heritage; the authority, though not the adequacy of reason;
and the example*..of the scientific traditionnm Religion must attain that balance of
freedom and order that science enjoys. It is a science of religion he proposes, not

a synthesis* From this point forward, Smith's academic career deals with the
implementation and refinement of this hypothesis.
Writings @says and Talks) between 1
9
9 and 1959

The following selections indicate something of the continuity of Smith's
thought as it developed over this period. Most of the output in this interval was
either directed to a South East Asian audience or took as its subject the Islamic
tradition and experience. Again, one might say that "Smith tried to do for Islam

H. Fanner, Rewkrtwn and Religion.- Shcdies in the Theohgical Interpretation
of R&@s Z'jper (Digswell Place: James Nisbet and Company, 1954; reprint 1961)
234-35; 238.
%regory Vlastoq T h e Religion of Communi~Review of John Macmurray's
The Structure of Religfotcp Experkme," Chr&endorn, II, 2 (Spring, 1937): 293.
19Smith, Inaugural Address, McGill, 202.

what Troeltsch did for -v-"

"Tslam Confronted by Western Secularism: A Revolutionary Reactionn- 1951

Histoq provides the backdrop for further fornulatiom in Smith's
evolving assessment of d u e in religious hexitage. The Islamic component in his

thought can be discerned in his modaIities of comparison between the Christian and
Mamic traditions as they face modernity* For instance, the chdenge to Islam
presented by modernity is not so much to a system of ideas as it is a threat to a
'c~fnmunity.~Islam begins in history when Mam came to power as a community

with its own laws and its own sovereignty; it begins with power and successf1whereas

"Christianity was formed and expanded through centuries of oppression-as the
religion of the proletariat, as it were, of the Roman Empire."P Smith sees the law,

the Shdah, as the central expression of Islamic faith, chiefly "expressedin a social
system"; by contrast, Christians have 'tried chiefly to express their faith in
theology.* Furthermore, the Sunni-shi'ah split originally arose from "a dispute a s
to how society should be organized, what sort of people should be its leaders"

observation was kindly provided by Dr. Sheila McDonough, Conwrdia
University, MontreaI, as mentioned above.

-mi&, "Islam Confronted by Western Secularism: A Revolutionaq Reactionn
in Islam in the Madem World. A Series of Addtessres Presented at the Fifth Annual
Confaence on M W East Affairs edited by Dorothea Seelye Franck (Washington:
Middle East Institute, 1941) 19-30;21.

From these obsemtions, Smith makes this inference:

While Christianity in recent years has moved toward a social gospel,
Islam has been a social gospel from the
The contention that Islam started out as a social gospel, I suggest to be an 'rslamic
component"of Smith's thought, one bullding block among many in his theory.

In a similar manner, Smith differentiates Islam from Christianity,
stating that the

New Testament is a 'lrevelation of God; the Quran is a revelation

from
-

a revelation concerning how men are to live in relation to God and to
one another. To be Muslim involves accepting a revelation about how
life s h d d be lived in all its realms: social, political, ethical. The new
Muslim communities, he concludes, win be both "Islamic and
rn~dern!~

Modem, in his view, constitutes the sine qua non of common ground for the religions
of the world "Modemnrecurs as a subject below. 'Revelation' in the above
references is used by Smith, it appears, as an historical descriptive term in two

religious traditions, and not as a theological term. As such, it does not "reduce"

Christianity to fit the Islamic case but does constitute a contniibution to his "metan
theory. Kenneth Cragg, on the other hand, suggests that Smith "disapprovesof the
Christian conviction which looks back to a single pivotal event by which all else is

%bid.,22.
%id.
w i d . , 29.

undef~fwd!'~

Radio Broadcast on 'TheInstitute of Islamic Studies," 1952
On April 20, 1952, Smith spoke on the subject of the imminent
opening of The Institute of Islamic Studies at McGill University aver the Trans-

Canada Network of the Canadian Broadcasting Corpo~ation.~This remarkable
broadcast outlines the rationale behind the founding of the Institute and descniies

the intended goal: "universities,as custodians and nonrishers of our culturenhave a
double task, that of "the training of students" and secondly, the matter of 'creative
research," that is, in part, "handlingquestions for which answers do not yet existw3'

The broadcast underscores the cooperative nature of the enterprise:

"Muslims and Christians wiIl sit down to a joint consideration.,of the modern
problems of cultural interpenetration, conflict, and cooperatiodR2h like vein, "all
seminars will be joint discussion groups."s

Smith, I contend, in the the above

quotations, employed, as early as 1952, the techniques and strategies (radio
broadcasts, discussion groups, joint sessions) of the Yunhersity extensionnmovement

- - -

"See Kenneth Cragg, 7koubkd by Zhtk Life Studies in Iir-Faith Concern
(Edinburgh, The Pentland Press, 1992) Chapter 13, "Wilfred Cantwen Smith: 'ALl
Inner Faith b Inter-Faith" 256.
w e broadcast was "reproduced virtually as deliveredftin Islamic Literature
(Lahore: 5, 1953), 173-176.

of the time?
One can find in this talk the names and academic background of the
Muslim schokrs from various comers of the world, along with non-Muslim scholars

from the West, who were to be members of the faculty during the inaugural session
of the Institute.

The overall goal is, of course, to foster "Christian-Muslim
understandingn;in Smith's view, this invokes a recognition in both communitiesthat
"tobecome a citizen of the world, one must become a new type of person.'"

T h e InteIlectuals in the Modem Development of the IsIamic WorldqU6
In this article, written in 1955, Smith distinguishes between Western
modernity's contention that the practical intellect alone exists and the view, deriving

from Aristotle, that man's theoretical intellect, along with absolute reason, lies
behind the phenomenal world with which it claims to be in touch. Smith contrasts

the intellectual with the technician, whether in physics or philosophy, in production
or in politics:

The intellectual is the man who makes a habit of using his mind to see

YWiUard G. Oxtoby observes: "In the 1960's Smith had made common cause
with the social sciences, finding congenial their emphasis on the study of
contemporary groups." In Religious D&&Y, 1160.

%Radiobroadcast, T h e Institute of Mamie Studies," 176.

36Wilfred Cantwell Smith, 'The InteflectuaIs in the Modern Development of the
Islamic Worldnin Social Forces in the M
& Eart, edited by Sydney Nettleton Fisher
(New York: Greenwood Press, 1968), 190-204. Smith's article was written in 1955.

the world as it metaphysically is?
H e is not here opting for "a particular metaphysics, or..metaphysical theories!'

His

contention is that what constitutes an intellectual depends not 'on what views he
holds, but on how he anives at them?

What is important, for him, is the

assumption that "the human reason is not only a process to be applied to truth,but
a source of it-a critic of premisses as well as of the arguments built thereon"; only

recently has this started to happen in the Islamic world: men are using their intellects
by judging as we1 as reasoning about "the whole cultural heritage!"

I have selected this article, a contriiution to a co11ection of essays,
Soeiol Forces in the M u l e East, as well as the preceding item, in order to elucidate
Smith's project for the study of comparative religion set forth in the McGiU

Inaugural Address, with regard to basic premises about the people being addressed
and the worldviews held, as well as the task at hand. These se1ections address a
Muslim audience, juxtaposing, for instance,the Greek view (that the universal logos

is immanent in the human logos..never quite integrated into classical Islam) with
"Huwa al Haqq" (essential throughout to Islam) for which he gives, as one possible
translation: "God is the truth."q

In sum, Smith is addressing the intellectual,

analyzing intellectual frameworks in the West and in the East,and offering a new

%nith, "TheInteflecfuals in the Modem Development of the Islamic World:
193.

inteUectua1 orientation appropriate to the timu"
ChronologicaUy, hlam in Modern H&my appeared next, in 1957. This
important book was discussed in Chapter IU as part of Smith's "rslamicexperiencesu
experience that is reflected in his ideological and methodological orientation to the
study of religion.

"Some Similarities and IHkrences between Christianity and Islam: An Essay in
Comparative Religionn- 1952''
This essay was one in a number written by various scholars to honour

the Arab scholar, Philip EL Hitti. Here Smith canies forward his rehement of
comparison between the two religious traditions under consideration. Out of his
scholarly discussion of the ''will of God,"I wish to select a small portion for purposes
of illustration. Smith says that for the Christian "to strive to do God's will is man's

highest calling-and his greatest

In the case of Islam, "thewill (mashi'uh,

iradah) of God is not what man should do but what God does do!"

Smith

"According to 'Tillich's Concept of the Protestant Era": "Onlythrough 'timely'
criticism and action can the significantly new come into being, only in this way can
the import and demand of the unconditional impinge upon history. This is the
practical implication of the Protestant principle." James Luther Adams writing in
Paul Tillich The Protestant Era, Translated and with a Concluding Essay by James
Luther Adams (Chicago: the University, 1948), 311.
'Wili?ed Cantwen Smith, "Some Similarities and Differences between
Christianity and Islam: An Essay in Comparative Religion"in The World of l s h :
Shcdies in Homw of P u p K Him' edited by James E t z e c k and R. Bayly Winder
(London: M a d a n yl959), 47-59.

discriminates between God's amr and His marhi'ah: mashi'ah, the will of God, is

what happens (in-bly);
to

the command,amr, of God is what in human terms ought

happen. "Mancan disobey God's cummand, but cannot contravene His

Smith suggeststhat the Chistian's conception of God's will is something man aspires
to discern and to follow--a moral striving, whereas the Muslim's is a cosmic
conception, ordained or determined by God. I submit that Smith's understanding

of the will of God for the Muslim as 'detemhhf or "cosmic"constitutes a basic
framework of his growing theory of religion.

-

"ComparativeReligion: Whither-and Why?" l
95p
This closely-reasoned essay on method010gy in comparative religion

makes up part of an important collection of essays on the history of religions edited
by Eliade and Kitagawa. The arguments Smith advanced in the McGill Inaugural
Address are here expanded and explicated. 'I%e assertions about the "new world
situationi' and the "human quality" of the subject matter have by now recurred

regularly in Smith's pronouncements. In this essay, he introduces a "locution in
pronomial terms," that is, a manner of speaking about his discernment of the human

condition,for him, of course, a religious matter." This locution is frequently used

'6Wi&ed Cantwell Smith, "ComparativeReligion: Whither-and Why?" in The
HMoory of Religtons: &says ih MetitodorogV edited by Mircea Eliade and 3. M.
Kitagawa (Chicago, the University, l959), 31-58. Reprinted in Religious Diversity:
Essuys by WYlfied GzntweZl Smith edited by Willard G.Oxtoby (New York: Harper
& Row,1976), U&l57. 'Ibe pagination used is from the 1959 University of Chicago
edition.

in subsequent works and one which is now routinely attniuted to Smith. It concerns
the stages which follow upon the personalization of the faiths, starting with a
discussion of a "they.'

Presently the observer becomes personally involved, so that the
situation is one of a ?wef' talking about a "they." The next step is a
dialogue, where "wentaJk to "you." If there is listening and mutuality,
this may become that %en talk with "you? m e culmination of this
progress is when 'be all" are tallring with each other about 51s."'

This is predicated on Smith's basic principles: "The study of a religion is the study
of persons" and "Faithis a quality of men's lives!149 One may speculate that the

study of primitive religions tended to deal with persons in their response to their
"reIigious material" such as shamans, totems, life crises, whereas the study of
"civilized" religion became, w e r time, at least in the west, the study of abstract
dogma and doctrine. Smith proposes to move the focus on to persons- the living

faith of living persons- because, as he said in the McGin Address, religions "existin

men's hearts'' not up in 'The sky." This means, Smith acknowledges, that this study
is about something "not directly obse~vable.~At this point, he enunciates the

methodological principles1 that the proper study of mankind is by "inferen~e."~

nLangdon Gilkey comments on Smith's understanding and use of "principlesnin
a review articIe "A Thenlogical Voyage with Wilfted Cantwell Smithnin Religfour
Srudies Review, Vol 7, No. 4 (October 1981) 2ln, 181, to which reference win be
made in Chapter Vm.

%mith, 'Whither-and Why?," 35.

It is wrong to confound, as do social scientists and some humanists, the observable
aspect of a "human concern with the concern it~eIf!'~TilIich also warned against
elevating the relative to ultimacy.
General Comments

For Smith, religion houses the interplay between transcendent reality
and anthropologid, psychological and other "factorsrtY Moreover, the only
alternative to objective study is

subjective stud?-an

allegation also made in

the Inaugural Address. Scholars in the reahn of religion are urged to write for a
world audience: less win not do. Practitioners in community development, church

organizations, outreach, in fact, in all voluntary associations, will know first-hand the
appeal of the parochial against more comprehensive categories. Smith exemplifies
his awn edict what he writes is acceptable, insofar as possible, to present-day
religions of the world, in their mainstream. That hi9 boob have been translated into

a dozen languages, including languages of the East, attests to their acceptability,
although not always to the total acceptance of their contents.

It is worthy of note that although Smith, like any scientist, does not
abrogate the h e w o r k s of the science of religion that he is proposing, he
nonetheless never fails meticulously to tailor his pronouncements to the audience
addressed: inteIIectudly, socially, occupationally, and accordingto religious tradition,

%id.
%3eeIslrun in Modem Hetoy, En4.
"bid., 16n5.
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including segments thereof, or specific denominations. What is more, the literary
style changes percepti'bly, according to genre, subject and audience: from the

clipped, "scientificnstyle of the first book, to the popularism of radio broadcasts, to
scholarly prose, as in "Whither-and Why?!'

The Iatter contains,in addition to the

customary full notes, excellent annotated bibliographic entries on the history of "the

history of religions" throughout the world.

Although all earlier work has underscored Smith's "personW1
principle (the study of religion is the study of persons) and Vlastos, Macmurray and

Farmer have been cited as mentors in this regard, the essay "Whither-and Why?"
proffers a philosophical explanation. Smith asserts that if our understanding of

"livingreligions" comes from "aknowledge of the institutions,formulations and aver
history," the latter may provide "clues to a personal quality of men's livesn.
Moreover, a "sympathetic appreciation of this quality may be derived from having
adherents of that faith as..fiends!'%

What is in fact required is more than

spokesmen for religion: 'The qualities of the believer's life can become known only

in that personal two-way relationship h o w n as friendship."

" He goes on to say:

"I cannot h o w my neighbour more than superficially unless I love him!'-8 Two
years before Smith's essay appeared in print, John Maanurray, in his 1957 Gifford
Lecture, The Self ar Agent, declared that "Allmeaningful knowledge is for the sake

%Smith,"Whither-and Why?", 38-39.
?bid., 391118.

%&id.,39.

of action, and aU meaningful action is for the sake of friendship."s9This represents
a modi6ication and extension of Macmurray's earlier position on 'personalism" as
expounded in such works as Rearon and Emotiona, and The Structure of Refiggrow
13perienceP1 There is consonance between what Smith says in "Whither-and

Why?": that howledge of another is possible, especially in religion, only through
"that personal two-way relationship known as friendshipm and Macmurray's
enunciation of the re-thinking of "theform of the person"in the ligbt of the cultural
crisis of the time, the crisis of the 'tpersonal,'g the key concept being £iiendship.
Epistemologically, according to Macmurray, knowledge is for the sake of action and
action is for the sake of friend~hip;~
this is where meaning resides. Smith also

nJohn Macmurray, Z?ze Ser as Agent (London: Faber and Faber, l957), 15.
60JohnMacmurray. Rearon and Emotion (London: Faber & Faber, 1935; seventh
impression 1950).
61JohnMacmurray, me Stnictwe of R & j # o ~ c s ~ n c(London:
e
Faber & Faber,
1936). (These three lectures were delivered as the Terry Lectures at Yale University
in April, 1936).
6t"Whither-and Why?," 39.

mMacmurray,Z k Self as Agent, 29.

uSee Wanda Cizewski, "Friendship with God? Variations on a Theme in
Aristotle, Aquinas and Macmurraf in Philosophy & Theology (Summer 1992): 369381. "Macmurraysees it as his task to uncover or construct a new intellectual form
In which to seek understanding of the old or traditional problems" Cizewski
accordingly looks to Aristotle and Aquinas for "some sense of the history of
Macmumy's key concept, namely 'friendship', 370. "Macmurray stays within the
tradition of Aristotle and Aquhas on friendship, since both state that fiendship
requires 'some sort of co~~ununication.'
Once the interpretation of 'person' has been
shifted from subject to agent...friendship cannot be legalized into exisfence, for
fiendship transcends the law and gives justice its justification (Penom in Relalion,
186-205). Cizewski obsems that it might be said that friendship is the product

refers to the "importantepistemo10gical pine in the study of reIigious traditions,"
having in mind the need to communicate with 'adherents" of another faith as

"informants and perhaps even as friends."

In "WhitheredWhy?", the principIe of validity that Smith proposes
is that "nostatement about a religion is valid unless it can be acknowledged by that
religion's b e l i ~ e r s "In
~ his view, such a principle provides experimental control
that can lead a student dynamically towards the truth? This is an extension of the
self-disciplined pursuit of the truth suggested in the McGill Inaugural Address. "A

personalist epistemology," Smith observes, "is not infallrile." There exists the
possibility of inadequate information and &information;
against or co-ordinated with texts and other overt data!m

data must be "checked
There is a proviso:

T h e personalist approach does not replace other methods, but in our present world
surely cannot fail to supp~ement"~

Finally, Smith envisages a central task of comparative religion as being

neither of "nature"nor of "works,"but of "gracedone,"378. Religion, in its present
stage, avers Macmurray, "sustainsthe intention to achieve the fellowship of d things
in God." (Penom, 165). Cizewski asla what is this feUowship "if not the perfect
realization of friendship with God?",380.

"Smith, "Whither,"38.

'%id., 39.
%id,

42.

%id., 43.
%id,

&la

mid, 40n15.

"to construct statements about religion that are intelligible within at least two

traditions simdtane~usly:~
scholarly work must be cogent within three traditions
simultaneously: the academic, a religious tradition, for instance? the Christian

religious tradition, and a second religious tradjtion, let us say, the Muslim." It is,
as he tells us,

what he attempted to do in his book hhm in M o d m ~&tory?

Smith concludes with his vision for the role of the student, or rather, the

"practitioner"of comparative religion: that he become a participant in the multiform

religious history of the only community there is, humanity* Comparative religion

may become the disciplined se~-collSCiousnessof man's variegated and developing
religious life- Out of this could come a history of "man's religiousness.""
"TheComparative Study of Religion in General and the Study of Islam as a Religion
in Particular" - I96l"
This essay was presented at the Collogue sur la Sociologie Musulmane

in September 1961 and published by the Centre pour 1'Etude des ProblZmes du
Monde Musulman Contemporain in Brussels; it provides important building blocks

in Smith's evoking conception of the study of religious traditions.
The thesis of the piece is that a religious tradition, Muslim, or for that

7hiressay appeared in CoIIoque m la Sociokgk Mw*ne.
Actes, 11-14,
septembre 1961 Bnaelles, Publications du Centre pour 1'Etude des Probl5mes du
Monde Musulman Cantemporain, 217-231.

matter, Christianity, has to do with two realities: fist,the transcendent; secondly, the
historical, or existential The firstmay be apprehended by, say, a devout Muslim; the

second by the historian. Smith qualifies both: even the devout axe limited in how
they apprehend transcendent 'ideals' @is term); the outsider has no access to this

realm. The historian (or anthropologist) may study empirical, actual even@ he
On the other hand, the task of the

presents a "human constract, a

comparative religionist, according to Smith, is to present "ideals" and this poses an
important problem: "theMuslim's ideas of what ideal lslam transcendentally is have

also evolved!m
In effect, Smith denies the notion of Islam as an early-in-history "ideal
system," an "entity"which Geertz believes preceded the Javanese manifestation of

Wam, the subject of his study." Smith makes his position clear:

I believe...that the fact that Muslims form in their minds an idea of an
entity to be called "Islam"is both historically and logidly subordinate
to the Islamic religious life of which we are in pursuit"
The "religiouslifenis what the article is about H e questionswhether in the religious

realm, "there is either in empirical fact or in theory anything to which the name
Islam can meaningfully be given!'"

There is the "accumulatingf'Islamic religious

'%id., 228.
%id.

78CliffordGeertz, rite Rekgion of Jaw, (Glen-,

Illinois: Free Press, 1960).

'%mi&, "TheComparative Study of Religion in GeneraL.." 1961. 228.
%id., 230.
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tradition; and there is also the "actual faith of living Muslimsnand "theactual living
faith of mu slim^."^^ (my emphasis).

Smith uses these various locutions to

demonstrate that the disciplined scholar, the comparative religionist, can report on
"the actual faith of living persons" but no one can say what Islam as a "religion"is.

No "intermediaryfixed systemn exists between transcendence and history? Thus
Smith strikes a blow against the reifwition of the concept "Islad or any other
religion.
This essay afhrms the living Eaith of living persons in relation to

accumu1ating historical traditions. It also afiirms the "mutual relationship between
the believing Muslim and the observing scholar." Smith believes this relationship,

though "subtle and intricate," to be of "major theoretical importance'' as well as

historidly importantm The overall emphasis is on a theory of persons.
Writings on Comparative Religion: 1962-1963

The series of CBC broadcasts called The Faith 4 Other MenMfocuses
on living persons of faith in six religious traditions of the world. His audience is now
the vast listening public; he tells his audience that they must learn how to "transform

our new world society into a world community."" Ten years earlier, Smith spoke

MWiIfked Cantwell Smith, Ihe Faith of Other Men (Toronto:
Broadcasting Corporation, 1962)

Canadian

of learning to become a "citizen of the world";" the emphasis in nK Faith of Other

Men is on "personsn in interrelation with all the dimensions of the new world
situation. For this, "a new type of person is r e q ~ i r e d . ' ~

The talks deal with "inner faith rather than outward systemt';" the
method is to use a symbol from each tradition to illustrate that tradition; his purpase
is to show how "other men perceive the

The symbol-in one case an

image, in another, a ceremony, different in each case-provides a link between the

living person and transcendence, an approach that may be said to owe something to
Troeltsch's "case by case" dictum. For instance, Smith chooses the Shin By Yu
ceremony as the symbol by which to represent the Buddhist religious tradition as well
as the people involved in such a ceremony. Moreover, Smith posits a dual role for

the symbok

Within the pattern there is a meaning, a deep and intangiible
significance that is symbolized; beyond the forms there is substance or
the intimation of a transcending, limitless truth, an infinite that
becomes available to men within the Wte, through these channek that
a society inherits and cherishes, and uses to express its faith and to
nourish it9"

I have chosen to reproduce this passage because it ss Y&!

e~c?i--l-+YLIYIIIHI)

the central

"Smith says "to become a citizen of the world, one must become a new type of
person" in the Radio Broadcasf T h e Institute of Islamic Studies," Islamic Literature
(Lahore: 5, 1953), 176.

thrust of these remarkable broadcasts. He discems in the religious symbol the link

between the transcendentand actual existence, an active link that participates in both
realms; an interconnection that seems more dynamic even than TiIIich's

understanding of the symbol as mediating ultimate reality. In the case of Idam,

Smith chose the repetition of the Shhuduh. "To repeat this creed is formally to
become a Mush."

Revelation for the Mu&

is the w a n , verb*

revealed.

Smith therefore finds it appropriate that the chief symbol of Islam, the Shahadah,

"should also be verbaLm These tallcs well illustrate Smith's assertion that the

" M g person'' of faith caIIs on W e r religious tradition in order to express M e r
"livingfaith,

Smith considered these broadcast essays to be a popular version of
what followed in 1963, namely, The Meanhg and E d of R&@ongJwhich has become

a classic. It explores in scholarly fashion the orientation of the radio talks mentioned
immediately above and the basic assumptions of the writings belonging to what we
have called Stage Two-to do with a new conceptualization of the subject of
comparative religion and how to teach it The Meaning and End of Religion can be
said to mark the cuhnination of this stage* Its chief message is that the religious

universe of discourse must today abandon the reification of religion and instead
adopt new dynamic categories of faith and cumulative traditions. By separating faith

"Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Zhe MeMing and End of Relijjion (Minneapolis:

Fortress Press, 1963; 1991).

from tradition, Smith opens up aII the religious -ems

of the world in their

diversity, within and without each tradition, to historical investigation. These are the
"cultural ~ e w o r k s , "
as John Hick puts it in the Introduction to Smith's book"

in which the life of Mth finds expression. Faith, on the other hand, has its locus in
persons in their response to transcendence. In The Meanihg and End of Religion,
Smith speaks of the interaction between the person (the locus of faith) and the
cumulative tradition as a dialectical process?

This constitutes one aspect of

turning "nascent world society" into a world community;" another aspect is the
resolution of "theideological and cultural question of human cohesiodm

Conclusion
The years at McGill (1949-1963) were eventful:

Smith taught

comparative religion, the first person at McGill to do so; he founded and directed

the Institute for Islamic Studies; he helped to set up the Faculty of Divinity. In his

final year, 1963, he took a sabbatical leave, spending it in India on a study tour.

In the realm of religious discourse, Smith developed a hermmeutic of
comparative religion which encompassed the legacy of Greek phiIosophical thought
and introduced a persondist epistemology. The Institute of Islamic Studies ensured
the pursuit of academic and dialogic study of ][slam worldwide by scholars, half of

!%id., Introduction by John Hick, r
%Bid.,186-87.
%Ibid.,8.
?bid., 9.

whom, both faculty and student, were Muslim.
For Smith, religion flourishes "somewherein the interaction between
men and their religious material";m this material mcIuded that of other reUgious

traditions, especially the Lslamic. As a result, elements of his apprehension of Islam
are crafted into hi9 evolving hermeneatic of comparative religion. Central to all his

endeavours, as evidenced in the publications selected born this period (Stage Two)
is concern with the person of faith, along w i t h the "fhithl(of persons. In studying the

dynamic nature of interrelation between inner faith, as exemplified by the insider,
and the understanding and interest exemplified by the outside observer, he develops

a dialectic between transcendence and historical, changing expressions of religious
traditions.
Smith declared that comparative religion should be concerned with the

"idealsnof a religious traditioo; with "what ought to be." A related task is the

transformation of world society into a world community. This leads naturally to a
consideration of the third stage of the academic career of Wibed Cantwell Smith.
"World Religionsn suggests a new emphasis in the purview offered by Harvard
University where he win spend the next decade engaged in the pursuit of the theory

and the praxis of teaching world religions comparatively.

*Smith, McGin Inaugural Address, 193.

Chapter V

THE COMPARATIVE STUDY OF RELIGION
Stage Three: Harwd University 3964-3973

In 1964 W s e d Cantwell Smith became Professor of World Religions
at Hknmd University and Director of the Center for the Study of World Religions,

succeeding Dr. Robert Slater. The Smith family endorsed the residential approach
to the study of world religions introduced by Dr. Slaterr consequently, they and their

children occupied the residence along with a number of world religion students,
thereby enhancing opportunities for discussion and dialogue and Eendship in and
out of the classroom.

During these years at Harvard, Smith produced a vast amount of
written and spoken material, including major addresses at world conferences such as

the International Association for the History of Religions, guest lectureships,
including the Taylor Lectures at the Yale Divinity School, and the Strong Lectures

in Australia. In addition, he wntniuted scholarly essays and articles to Festschnifts,
academic journals and volumes dealing with the academic approach to world

religions.

In this chapter, we shall concentrate on two aspects of Wilfied Smith's
thought: the nature and goal of the comparative study of digion; and, secondly,the
growingimportance of the inflaence of the Islamic religious tradition on his evolving

theory of comparative religion.

Although 'The Comparative Study of World

Religions" is the Harvard designation, I suggest that Smith's perspective may more
properly be descriied at this juncture as centering on the comparative "study of
religionNas such as a matter of emphasis and of preference for "religion" in the

singular. Secondly. "the Islamic experience," contains more than one strand: on the
one hand, it may be seen as a response, on Smith's part, to the events in India of the
late forties, resulting in a radicaI change in his worldview; on the other hand, the

Islamic religious tradition may be seen as providing building block in the
development of new conceptual h e w o r k s for the comparative study of religion.
The two aspects of the Islamic influence are, of course!, intertwined. Indeed, the
global perspectives, that of comparative religion and the Islamic influence, are
interrelated and intertwined throughout Smith's work. I propose to scrutinize the
data in roughly chronological order, favouring the date of composition or

presentation over the generally later date of publication, particuIarly of conference

proceedings.

I

The Comparative Study of Religion
Smith delivered the Convocation address at Harvard Divinity School

in October 1964=-Wanlo'nd's Religiously Divided History Approaches SeE
C~nsciousness."~ It is a pragmatic, less philosophical approach than the McGin
address of 1949. Smith advocates, in gene& greater historical knowledge (what he

'"Mankind's Religiously Divided History Approaches Self-Cons~iousness'~
in
Hluvllrd Mvfniry Bulletin 29 (October 1964): 1-17. References are to the B&t&
pagination. Also appears in R&@OLCS
Diversily as Chapter 6.

calls '%onsciousnesdl).He cantends that once such hawledge is interiorized, it can
be hierating and can lead to a recognition of the fact that "one's Church or other
society" is an evohing process in which the individual may take part intelligently and

meaningfully. Comparative religion can pro+ide a "bridgen between 'religiously
divided" humankind and some form of interconnection. He sees the task as

threefold: 1) gathering information (the study of traditions); 2) interpretation of

faith; and, 3) at the level of generalization, drawing a conclusion. Once at this level,
we should be able to "induce"some general truths about man's religiousness, one

such truth being that faith, although highly diverse in its particular rnanifesiiJm, is
a ' h i v e d human quality."2 Thus w e can come to see that we are participants in
a process in a world contea3 This religiously historical awareness can help man
to construct a viable future. This is Smith's project He builds on it during the

Hanrard years.
The method suggested for "together"building a %betterworld" hinges
on the comparative study of religion. Such study can provide the education, the
vehicle being the historical approach. To be aware of diversity is to be aware of
process: the challenge is to enter the process in order to 'konstruct the future
history of our religious life!'

"Non-Western Studies: The Religious Approachn: 1964
It is not surprising to discover that the theme of the interiorization of

historical awareness @istorid consciousness), central to the education project

presented to the Harvard Divinity School, is reiterated, also in 1964, in this address,
presented to an Invitational Confetence on the Study of Religion held at Indiana
University.

What is needed, on the religious plane, is the ability to see the
religious traditionsfkom the inside-and that means,not alongside the
other "factors"in a man's life, but wer-arching them?
Smith insists that the religious approach to the study of "humanlife in the Orient'
is in terms of analysis and integration appropriate to those concerned,and "towhich

the analysis must be subordinated!'

-

"TraditionalReligions and Modern Cultu~e"~
1965

In the fouowing year, on September 9,1965, Smith, one of six plenary
speakers, addressed the eleventh congress of the International Association for the

History of Religions at Claremont, California. According to Oxtoby, the speech
H'Non-WestemStudies: The Religious Approach!' InA Report on an Invitational
Conference on the Study of R&@on in the State Uivemity, Held October 23-25,Z9M
at Miana Univenity Medical Center, 50-62 . New Haven: The Society for Religion
in Higher Education.
%id., 51. See Eric J. Sharpe Comprative Religiorc A H&oiy, 2nd edition
(London: Duckworth, 1986; l975) for a discussion of the Conference, p. 283.

%eprinted in slightly abridged form from Roceedings of rhe Xlth International
C o n g a of the IiemtionaIhOCiOtion fop the H W l y of ReIr'gt0onsWiden: E. J.
Brill, l968), vol. I, 55-72 in R&gr*ousDive&y: Essays by WJfredCantwell Smith edited
by Willard G.Oxtoby (New York: Harper & Row,1976), 59-76.

provides an introduction to Smith's views on 'the nature of 'traditions,' particularly

in relation to faith."

Smith states une@Ocany

that it is the job of the historian

"to inquire into what is going on", not to bring 'a priori analyses" to the discussion
at hand. He is referring here to a proposed discussion of traditional religion "under

the impact of culturaI rn~demization."~~
The term "impact"is inadequate because
it neglects the "interiorization of modernity in the religious life of all
communities,It" One must acknowledge the inner reality of the other(s) in order
to begin the process of understanding. This means not only to see the "religious

traditions from the inside" but also the effects of contemporary life and culture as
they have been internalized. "The emergence of Hinduism and Mam as 'traditional
religions' is itsel£ a symptom of modem culture.""

Smith reminds us that

whenever and wherever a religious decision is made, it involves our itrelationto
eternityn;it involves the "final destiny and meaning of the human raee!Iu
"Religious Atheism? Early Buddhist and Recent American""

This is the title of the Charles Strong Memorial Lecture Smith

"Ibid., 62.

"Wilked Cantwell Smith, "Religious Atheism? Early Buddhist and Recent
rite Charles Striung l h t Lectures, l9~4970,
American" in Cornprathe R@rt.edited by John Bowman (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1972) 53-81.

delivered in Australia in 1966. Charles Strong. himseI.f, deserves pride of place, for

he is the author, one hundred years earlier, in 1896, of these words:
For, rightly to appreciate religion we need not merely sharp analysis,
but broad sympathy to enter into the deepest thoughtsand feelings of
which a human being is c a ~ a b l e . ~
Smith furthers his exploration of the "interiority" of the religious reahn by

developing, in this lecture, the difference between ' belief' and Yaith," the latter

being "something richer, deeper, more personal than belief; a quality of living."16

H e gives here a succinct account of faith:
an orientation of the personality, to oneseK to one's neighboar, to the
universe; a total response; a way of seeing the world and of handling
it; a capacity to live at a more than mundane IeveI; to see, to fed, to
act in terms 06 a transcendent dimension.17

In the discussion that follows, Smith claims the Buddhist concept of
Dharma to be "...akin to the notion of God in the West."" In other words, he
contends for an "ultimate convergence or parallel between the reference of a
particular Buddhist concept and that of the Western category of the divine."19

Religion scholars often place the Buddhist religious tradition beyond

'5Bowman, ed., Comparative RekHon, 1972, xiii.
l6&id, 53.

"Ibid., 53.
%id, 57.
%id., 571148.

categories of comparison with western 'theisticn r e l i g i ~ n s .S
~mith's perception is
Merent, For him, Buddha elevated Dharma to "absolute transcendenceim:what

mattered was "to live a good Hen; morality is "cosmica.llyderived, and cosmically
justifiedn not subject to the historical fhaP Thus, Smith is able to shift the
question from &rhether the Buddha believed in God to whether he had faith in
God!m This is a striking inusbation of Smith's position: it is not doctrine ("belief

i ~ f that
) provides common ground for the study of religious traditions but rather the
"livingfaith''of persons." He is clear in his mind that the followers of Buddha ''he
kes of £kith."

Because Smith puts the emphasis on the person, on the personal

relation with God which is faith, it follows that the human/divine relationship does
depend on how you view or d u e the universe cosmical@ a meta criterion?

?Peter A. Pardue observes: "'Buddhism' is a Western term for the immensely
diverse system of belie£&and practices centered on the teachings of the historical
Buddha.." h B u d d h : A HI'srorid IntrodUCfiOnto Buddhist V a k and the Social
and Political F o m TheyHave Asnumi in&
(New York: M a d a n : reprint 1971;
1968), vii Wm. Theodore de Bary (editor) writes: "The Buddha is not God as
distinct from man, nor does Buddhism..have any 'theology'...it starts from an
experience of the human condition, an intuition concerning its essential character,
and an aspiration to transcend it.." In The B u d d m Ika&on in India, China and
J a p (New York: Random House (Vintage Books), 1972), XYiii.
"Smith, "ReligiousAtheism?" in Bowman, Comprative Relgion, 64.

q e e Maty Ann Stenger, "TheProblem of Cross-Cultural Criteria of Religious

Tmth'' in Modem Zkokgy 3:4 (l987), 315332, for a discussion of criteria used by
Berger, K a h a n , Hick and Smith.

Essays and Addresses to Christian Groups
In the following threeselections, Smith is speaking to Christiangroups,
one of which is an ecumenical gathering- The fist, The Mission of the Church and
the Future of Missions"is his contri'butionto a collection of essays written to honour
James Sutherland ~homson,"a contriiution that reflects his emphasis on the
"insidenview of faith, as opposed to the external, doctrinal or institutionalized
approach. The encounter is not geographic-it is spiritualn

His inclusivity sees

the mission of the Church as surpassing even world-wide boundaries: God's "mission
to mankindn is not limited by any one eoclesiastical, historical or "religiousn
movementa

He proposes new organizational structures to implement a new

understanding of mission and to promote "inter-faithreIations." Such an approach
reqyires a basis of mutuality and the use of dialogue; colloquy is hi9 preferred
term." Smith's premisses and the resolutions he suggests are in keeping with those
set forth three years earlier in the Harvard Convocation address but are adapted to

the missionaxy context Once again he has shifted conventional categories: what

ZdGeorge Johnston and WoIfgang Roth, eds. The C ' c h in the Modem World:
Essays in Honow of lames Sutherland I'hmon, (Toronto: The Ryerson Press,
196'7)' 156170.

29Smith'sruwns forpreferring colloquy over dialogue: ''partlyfor its multilateral
connotationsbut chiefly to suggest a side-by-side confronting of the world's problems
(intellectual and other) rather than a face-to face confronting of each other. One
*ght urge 'from dialogue to calIoquy' as a slogan within the Church." In Towards
o World Ihcology, 193.

needs to be seen is that "God's mission in the Church is one part of his whole
mission to mankind, not his whole mission to one part of mankind, nor his sole
mision to all mankind.""

The following year, Smith addressed the biennial convention of the
Division of Overseas PvIinistries of the National Council of Churches on November

21,1968 in New Haven. The convention "representedthe mission leadership of the
principal American Protestant

Oxtoby points out in his

introduction to Smith's speech that the climate had changed: The Second Vatican

Council had taken place and the ecumenical movement had been broadened to
include Catholic as well as Protestant and Orthodox

Although this

is not Oxtoby's observation, it is noteworthy that the Adult Education movement
flourished during this decade in North America, a movement that was closely Wed,
dbeit informally, and especially in Canada,to organizationsand associations that had

originally been spawned by the church. Much of the movement was people-oriented
and future-oriented, promoting group dynamics, group discussion and the search for
consensus, participation and community, that is, the creation of more inclusive and
authentic cornmdty.

Smith, I suggest, would not have been unaware of the

'"Participation: The Changing ChristianRole in Other Cultures"; Chapter 7,117137 in Reli@ous Dive*:
&uys by byfieti CanLweU Smith edited by Willard G.
oxtoby (New York: Hatpet & Row, 1976). Reprinted in slightly abridged £ o m fiom
OcuzszbnaiBulletin of the Missionary Research Library, New York 20:4 (April 1969)
1-13.

ideology or methods of this movement Oxtoby suggests as much?

At any rate,

the title of his address, "Participation: The Changing Christian Role in Other
Cultures? indicates the pragmatic nature of what he has to say about mutual

understanding. Reference to the Islamic experience of the forties introduces his
theme:

Pakistani Muslims have discovered that they are 'participants in a
He goes on to say that 'to be a Muslim means to participate in the

Manic process'aw-astatement that he extrapolates to all religious traditions. Once
again Smith emphasizes the aspect of interiorization or 'inner reality"-to participate

in any of the processes or religious traditions at any time is to be part of the "human
divine complexnm But he goes beyond this. The "category" that he proposes will
cover the participation of "Muslims, Hindus, and BuddbistsAn the future evohtion

of the Western religious traditionla

I conclude this section with a selection of remarks from a speech

Smith gave to an international congress of Christian Secularists entitled "Secularity

=As reported in an earlier footnote (Chapter IV,fh 34), Oxtoby writes: "In the
1960's Smith had made common cause with the social sciences, finding congenial
their emphasis on the study of contemporarygroups. In the early 19'70'q however...he
became sharply critical of the social sciences..." Introductory remarks to Smith's
"Objectivity and the Humane Sciences,"Relgious Dhtenity, 160.

and the History of ~eligion."~'
First of all, he showed that secularization is not a
modem or a

Western phenomenon at all" Secular is a "relational term"

that has meaning only in reference to its "user's orientation to something elsew;it

designates a deparhue from the perceived p r o p interpretation of the "religious

and/or the

Smith emphasizes that common to the Ancient Egyptian,

the Hindu, the Muslim, "the world, and their life in it, appeared to them as a
coherent, significant whole"4: the pattern in each case has been Herent but it has
included the whole of life and the universe. This is why the West has been so wrong

in believing (here he is speaking of representatives of government and government
agencies) that problems in the East could be resolved by secularizing the East He
cautions that theologians must be honest: the only thing that matters is to save man,
not an institution or a system of thoughtU In sum:

The function of the s p d c a U y religious, as I have called it, of the
symbol, the £om, has throughout history been to validate and
consecrate the derivatively religious, life and the world at large?

The coro~aryto this statement is that coherence embodies meaning. In another
context, Smith states:

'% In Sppirit and Power of Chri';rtianSecularity edited by Albert SchIitzer (Notre
Dame, University Press, 1969), 33-70.
%id., vi.

If you take away a man's faith, the elements in his life do not change;
they simply cease to where into a meaningful whole. Islam...is the
meaning..."
Islam, here is his example, p r excellencee,but it applies to all religious traditions.

Secularism, whatever its cIaims to totality' I understand him to say, falls short of
these criteria.

IT
Islamic Components in Smith's Thought

I propose here to develop my argument that the Islamic religious
tradition continued to provide building blocks for Smith's emerging theology of

religion, using as data Smith's writings and speeches during the Harvard years, I964
to 1973.

Selection has been based on an apparent emphasis on the Indian aspect of

his approach: Hindu, Sikh and Muslim. Once again, a roughly chronological
ordering is used, preference being given, in most cases, to the date of composition
or delivery over that of publication.
"Isthe Qur'an the Word of God?"- 1963u

It is Smith's practice to turn preconceptionsinto questions,thus forcing
a confrontation with the basic premisses of the proposition. In "Is the Qur'an the

'%mith, 'The Islamic Near East: Inte11ectnal Role of Librarianship!' Library
-lj

35 (1965)283-94; 287.

%e first in a series of three Taylor Lectures given at Yale Divinity School, New
Haven, April 1618, 1963 and subseqyently publisbed under the title Questiom of
Religow lhrth (New York: Charles Scri'bner's Sons, 1967), 39-62. This *st Lecture,
"Isthe Qw'an the Word of God?"was reprinted in slightly abridged form inRelgious
Divenity ed. Oxtoby, I976,22-40.This is the pagination I have used.

Word of God?"Smith carries on an inquiry somewhat analogous to his etymological

inquiries: verbal nouns, for instance, mas&,

as opposed to nouns (the former

suggesting activity, process). Philosophically, Macmurray effects an epistemological

shatfrom the subject to the "agentnor "doer"in hi9 emphasis on action, as opposed
to the Cartesian 7 I
therefore, I am--cq~ito,ergo sum."

Similarly, for Smith,

the proposition needs to be seen as a question about the possliility of living in the

light of the Qur'an, that is, in accord with God's edicts-with Tmth itself. This
lectureyaddressed to theologians, argues for new understanding on the part of non-

Muslims of the Qur'an as a religious document-living, life-giving: whatever the
century-to the devout Muslim, "introducinghim...to transcendence."'

Once again, Smith stresses interiority: outsiders need to pay more
attention to the "inward life" of faithful Muslims. One of the Arabic words for
revelation, he points out, is w h y , meaning "inner cammunicati~n."~~
The lecture
reiterates the theme of interaction of one religious tradition with another, conscious

and unconscious, part of the historical process. Thus, in the future, in Smith's

estimation, the answer to the question: 'Tithe Qur'an the Word of God?" win have
to be discovered?

"See John Macmurray, The Self us Agent (volume I of The Fom of the Personar);
(New Jersey and London: Humanities Press International, 1957), 50.

%mi&, QfLeStiOns of Religiws M ,
reprinted in abridged form in Reli@ous
Dive&@,22-40,36.

"Koran" (Qur'an) - 1964
According to the " K ~ r a n " the
, ~ inherent nature of God from dl
eternity is that he speaks to men; what he says to men is a revelation ftom God

rather than a revelation gf God, as God discloses what he wants man to know. This
is an interpretationwhich Smith reiterates in a number of places as a distinction not
to be pressed too far, he says, because the Koran is a revelation of God's win, and

the "theologiansrefused to dichotomize between God's attn'butes and his es~ence."~

In the following remarks, Smith elaborates what he considers to
"the Muslim view."

be

It is similar to the interpretation found in Ishm in Modem

H i k t o ~ fwith
~ slight differences of emphasis. Because this understanding is so
central to his intellectual framework-L submit that it sew= as a model for his metaconceptualization of religious history-I reproduce it in full
God created the universe, ordaining its processes and controlling them;
he presxiiied a pattern or order, which nature must obey. For man
he ordained a P A m W of behaviour, but unlike the rest of the
natural world, man was made conscious and free, to decide whether or
not he win conform to God's decrees?

One Essay Q965) &om a Collection of Smith's Essays on Islam
A d u a b l e source of information for the study of the Islamic influence

on Smith's work are his own introductory remarks to each of the essays in his volume
-

-

nArticle in the EnqcIopaddio Britannica, 1964, 454-455.

%id., 454.

%ilarn in Modem H ~ o r y 18-19.
,
YArticle in the EncycIopaediz Britam*a, 1964, 454-455; 454.

105

On ~nderstandin~
hh." H e tells us, for instance, that "IslamicLaw: Shari'ah and

Shar" was originally presented as a paper to the International Congress of

Orientalists quadrennialmeeting in Moscow p60)and subsequently developed into
the present form as a wntn'bution to a Festschrift (1965) in honour of his teacher,

Sir Hamilton Gibb.56 Discerning the transcendent element in the wnceptualiang
by Muslims of their world and the dynamic historical element in the process of that

gradual conceptualizing, presented an important challenge?

As a student of

language, Smith was able to determine that shar was originally a verbal noun, a
musdiu, and referxed to an activity, a process, and not to a system or a law. Its

subject was aIways God. "Itrefers to a process of assigning moral quality and moral
responsl'bilty to human life!Is

Smith's lhguistic analyses, historical and

etymological, indicate that the concept of responsibility preceded that of law; that

what was thought of as obedience or disobedience of a law "was conceived and felt

by the Muslim writers under survey as obedience or disobedience to God?

Law,

the Shari'ah, came later. 'Theidea of moral responsi'bility"has always been present

'Wi&ed Cantwell Smith, On U n d e m i n gIslam Selected Srudies (The Hague:
Mouton PubIishers, 1981)
?l'he essay appears in this "developed' form in Smith, On Understrusding hkizm,
1981 as chapter 5, 87-109.

in IsIamic religious thoughta

In this piece of scholariy work Srnith demonstrates how to conduct
comparative study from many points ofview: historical, etymological, religious, and
ethical, and at

many levels, arriving at a more profound understanding of the

concepts under study and their modification and refinement over the centuries.

The Claremont Address, 'Traditional Religions and Modern Culture" - September
5, 1965
In order to flustrate elements in Smith's thought derived from his
perception of Islamic sources, I return to the XIth IAHR Congress at Claremont in
1965. Smith has repeatedly characterized the nature of religion as "process'I in his

writings thus far. In "TraditionalReligions and M o d e m C~lture'"~
he develops the
idea at length, using the Lslamic experience as especially Uustrative. At McGill, in
1949, he had stated that "religions, in history, do change." Change and process,

however, are not inchoate. Tradition, for Smith, is the "cumulative and stin changing
result of changes carried over from the pastMQ What Smith adds to the scholarly
debate on change and "diffusion"is his insistence upon "change upon change upon
change" ad inFinitum.

To this he adds the ongoing interaction and "mutual

involvement,"willy-nilly, with "modemiiy":the interaction between "religiouslife and
the rest of culture" in the Orient That there exists a dichotomy between religion

61Thisappears as Chapter 4 in Relgious Diveisity, edited by Oxtoby, l979,59-76.
6%lkd G. Oxtoby in his introductory notes to 'Traditional Religions and
Modem Culturewin Religiow Dive&@, 59.

and culture is a Western view?

Smith contends, rather, that "all the &turd

traditions of Asia are religious traditionsm However, English-speaking Indian

&tes complicate the picture because they have "adopted"Western concepts of
dichotomy between traditional culture and modem culture6' leading to degrees of
alienation fkom their "ownsocieties" The history of Pakistan since 1947 is his case

in point:

The greatmatter here is that, forpolitical-SOCio-economi~-international
reasons, the reification of religion is an historical process, which
though very recent in Asia, is yet powerful..the emergence of
Hinduism and Islam as "traditional reiigiom"is itself a symptom of
modem culture?
Smith categorically rejects the term "traditional religions," distinguishing the two
qualities of faith (or "religion")thus: faith is 'ltimeless'land faith is 'present.'' If

religion is anything at all, it is something that Wcs the present moment to
eternity?

Tillich spoke of the Eternal

other writers in other times might

have employed sub specie aetemiU.

aAccording to Tinich, we stand, "inevery moment, in the face of the etemaL..in
a particular mode of time..Past and future meet in the present, and both are
included in the eternal 'now.'" In Systematic 17teologV, Vol 3 (Chicago: the
University, 1963), 395.
Spinoza, for instance, employs the term, sub specie aetemitatir in his Ethicr, 5,
29.

As a student of Islamic documents in their original tongue, Smith is
keenly aware of the Muslim's apprehension of his faith as a "living reality," including
the "system of commands" God has enjoined upon

him?

According to Smith, the

content of the commands might be learned historically (in other words, be
contingent, shaped by the culture) but the force of the command would be
contemporary, "fresh every rnoxning~'''

Central to Smith's interpretation is his

understanding that the faithful individual "did not obey the law" (the terminology is
a modern aberration); rather, he 'practised" the law-"it was God that he obeyed!'"

An important coroIlary for Smith refers to corporate behaviour: "(Society) was
Islamic as a contemporary, Mng reality: not because it conformed to some abstract

pattern deriving fiom the past (it did not), but it was Islamic because the members
corporately lived out Ittheir divinely ordained duty." Furthermore,
they did not strive to construct an Islamic society; they strove to obey
God, and what we (and perhaps they) call an Islamic society
resulted?

This is a generalization from the individual to society; although Smith gives examples
-.

69Smith,"Traditional Religions and M o d e m Culture," 67.
"'Iqbal spoke of the power of man to "imagine a better world, and to mould what
is into what ought to be." In Reconsauction of Reli'gious Thought in Islam (edited and
annotated by M. Saeed Sheikh (Lahore: Institute of Islamic Culture, kt edition 1986;
2nd edition 1989) 58. See also the first verse of the hymn written by John Keble
(17924866) 'New every morning is the lwe our wakening and uprising prove;
through sleep and darkness safely brought, restored to life, and power, and thought"
No. 360 in The Hymn Btwk of theAngircon Chwch of Gmadu and the United Church
of Gz?au&, 1971nnTraditionalReligions and Modern Cultures,' 68.

of "livingnfaith among Jews and Buddhists, he does not, in this piece, make a similar
generalization to corporate society. Nonetheless, I submit that his understanding of

the Islamic Edith-experience constitutes an important component in his

conceptualization of a corporate worldview of world society. incofporating a metacriterion and a universal &st.
The following duster of ideas fkom this address constitute basic

assumptions in his evolving hypotheses:

I.

the religious and cultural history of mankind is embarking upon a new phase

2.

to understand it, we must study it and not a subject d e d "traditional
reIigion1ln

3.

there axe new religious sensi"bilitiesat work in the world today, bearing or not
bearing the designation "religious"

4.

this involves becoming aware of "what is afoot among men' today in regard
to the qualities of We that the traditions used to represent and foster, using
symboIs?'

However, a religious decision taken anywhere-in Pakistan, or Vietnam or whereveraffects the "final destiny and meaning of the human race!'75 Smith's conclusion is

that (comparative) religion is the study of persons in their religious diversiv, a study
ofhow men and women become aware of their comection with transcendence and,

in the modern age, possibly with "religionless faith!'76

"The Cqstdhation of Religious Commulhities in Mnghal," (a lecture given in India
in 1963)
This lecture, first given in India, became incorporated in a Festschrift
published in 1969 to honour Professor V. JMh~rsky.~
The essay provides a vivid

inustration of how Smith, after detailed historical study and analysis, generalizes to
a theory, or, as he puts it, werSalizeS to a theory.
reification theory.

The end product is his

A few salient features are noted to indicate some of the

concluding obsemtions of the essay.

He is concerned to interpret "a drift from UILiVerSaliSm towards
communalism", from Akbar to Awrangzeb; the decline of the universalist "Sufi
interpretation of the Islamic ordernand the growing adoption of the "closed-system
rei£ied inte~pretation."~~As to the relation between the two movements of
crystallization-the Sikh and the Islamic processes-they are intertwined through the

martyrdoms of Arjun in 1606 and of Tegh Bahadur in 1673. These martyrdoms
contri'buted to the growth of the Sikh "community's seIf-consciousness, separatism,

and militancy!"

Smith sees the process of crystallization and religious

development, the process he calls "reification,' as a "major pattern in the history of

mankind!'m The essay frequently underscores the role of leadership, iden-g
individuals who e e n c e d decision-makingamong large segments of the population

Wilfred Cantwell Smith On Undetstanding Islam,1984 Chapter 9,177-196.

'%id., 188.
%id., 191.
w i d . , 193.

as wen as among their followed1 As elsewhere, Smith sees the basic struggle as

between the universafisf open 'unity of mankind' approach and the formalized

system: universalism as opposed to communalism."

The essay is a study in how religiouS(Social change is effected, and is
still being effected, in the encounters between divergent groups wer a long period

of time, including the role of outstanding individuals, reinforcing his "reification

theory" and contxiiuting importantly to his understanding of world hist~xy.~

-

"ANirman View of T ~ t h "1970
At the Birmingham conference on the Philosophy of Religion, under

the chairmanship of John Hick, Smith presented a paper entitled "AHuman View
of Truth,"&dealing with the historical-cultural situation in personal experience.

"The locus of truth is persons; it is not statements that are true or false but the use
of them by individ~als.1'~
H e starts his exposition by indicating the subtleties and
r d c a t i o n s of Arabic words for "truth"regarded fkom a variety of aspects in a
multitude of uses and at different lweIs. The empirical investigation yields the
£oflowinggeneraiizations.

bid, passim.

& W S e d Cantwen Smith, "A Human View of Truth" in Sciences
Reli@uses/Studies in Relgion 1 (1971), 6-24 @age numbers are from this version).
Also in John Hick, ed., M andDialogue: TheRehtio1~~hip
Between World Religions
(London: Sheldon Press, 2nd impression, l975)? 20-44.

To begin with, faith is then the recbmition
of divine truth at the
personal level. Faith is the ability to recognize truth as true for
oneseIf-and to trust itP6

Smith extends this in the Islamic case to the recognition of the authenticity (truth)
and moral authority of the divine commands.'

H e further generalizes, in an

interpretation that may be said to be absolutely central to his formulation of the
category of "transcendence,"hishis-embracing categoqc

Faith) is the personal making of what is cosmically true come true on
earth: the actualization of truth (the truth about man).
and
More mystically, it is the dkcovety of the truth (the personal truth) of
the process of personal verification of
them f o r oneself and for the society and world in which one lives?
the Islamic injunctions:

..

The "inner appropriation and outward implementation of truth"( ~ d i qis)a recurring
theme in this work-his didectic. The implementation, inner (spirit) and outer
(behaviow) is doing '+what God-or Reality-intends for man."" Smith is unusual

among scholars in envisaging an eschaton so open and h e r s a I yet so rigorously

proscnied as he extrapolates this soteriology to the world.g0 Salvation is for

philosopher, John Macmurray, a y s 'Theinherent ideal of the personaL..is
a universal community of persuns in which each cares for all the others and no one
for himseKWIn Penoras tr Rcloton (New Jersey and London: Humanities Press
International, 1961; reprint 1991), 159.
%e

-

"ConflictingTruth Claims: A Rejoinder" 1974
Once again, Smith's basic premisses may be adduced £rom his essay

"Conflicting Truth Claims: A Rej~inder."~'Here he explains why he rejects the
conceptuaIjzation "conflicting truth claimsnas an idea and why he rejected it as a

topic for the Birmingham conference discussed immediately above. Smith declares
that
1.

man's perception of the world and "each part of it" is dturany conditionedm

2.

great religious npositionsof mankindn are total worldviews, conceptually or
symbolicaUy embracing everything

3.

the Western rational-critical tradition is one such world view.

The first statement indicates his acceptance of the importance of the role of culture,
which for him, of course, includes religion. This premiss is further extended in the

second statement

Because religious "positionsn are total worlciviews, they

"conceptuaUy or s y m b o embrace
~
everything. In other words, the culture

shapes the "great"religious "positionsnwhich in turn dictate how the world is to be
seen in all its parts. Smith provides a mini caiaIogue of what is to be found in the

world:

human He, human destiny, good and evil, actuality and potentiality,

transcendence and the infinite, truth,gJ an recognizably philosophi~theological
topics. Thus far he has effected an integration of psychology/social psychology (the
usual domain of perception"); anthropology (the rok of culture); philosophy

91Publishedin Hick, T&
%id, U6.

*bid., 157.

and Dh-,

156162.

(axiology,ontology, epistemology) and theology. Finally, the Western rational-critical

tradition is seen to be one of the total systems. Thu his basic premiss is that the

Western rational system, used to thinkhg of itsel£as universal, subsuming ail other
views (religions) under their worldview, must learn "not"to use its awn categories to
interpret and to assess all that it encounters.

The "visionn Smith propose#' in order to deal with "unresolved
pluralism"is one that embraces "eachother's view of the universe." New categories
and new conceptualizationsare needed. Regarding conflictingtruth-cIaims, Muslims
"bearwitness,"Smith tells us. He prefers this model to "claiminga truth!' H e adds
that early Christians, after all, proclaimed "good newstM The implication is that

these approaches do not debit; they open up.

Smith's Rejoinder to Eric Sharpe's article "Dialogue and Truth, 19'73%
I offer a final example of Islamic inftuence coming fkom this
timeframe: Smith's response to Eric Sharp's critique of his work-, entitled "Dialogue

and Truth!' Smith's "Rejoinder"and the Sharpe articIe were both published in the

same issue of Religion in 1973. In his reply, Smith gives a succinct account of an
aspect of Islamic religious tradition which is of paramount importance to his

understanding and appreciation of Mam and in constructing an alternative to
"unresolved pluralism." I am not concerned to reproduce the argumentation

%WilfredCantwen Smith, "OnDiabgue and 'Faith': A Rejoinder," 106-114;Eric
J. Sharpe, "Dialogueand Faith," 89-105 in Religion 3 (1973).

addressed to Sharpe but only Smith's remarks as they shed light on his perception

of Idam and how this shapes his creative vision.
Religious convictions in Mam "arenot meant to be 'artidate' in the

Christian and Greek sense, but are rather programmatically so." This puts the
emphasis on an 'orthoprax rather than orthodox! approach." Smith goes on to say:
reason can conceptualize the fact tbat religious convictions are symbolized in
same such cases in primarily other terms than belief&and then one can talk
rationaRy about thats

Smith reiterates this basic

Lslamic religious tradition is not rule-centered

(deontological); not external; not static; not hypostatized; not "by rote!." His
approach may differ according to the particular purpose and setting of the
essay/speech, but the bottom line remains the same: man must obey God although

he has the freedom to disobey. Faith is an open category so that within this catego~y
the individual is in relation with the divine (responds to God; is grasped by God).
According to Smith, this can take any or an of the forms offered by the religions of

the world. He says of his awn personal faith in this article that it is "anellipse with
two centres (foci), not a circle with one? Therefore, it is anthropocentric at one

focus and equally theocentric at the other. "Faithis the locus of man's openness to

tril~lscendence.~~
He suggests that faith is a continuum from one focus (man) to
the other (divine). Smith may well have been Muenced by Iqbal's response to the

paradox in his own consciousness of aftirming the d u e s and identity of the past and
of discIosing new standards in the light of which we see that our environment needs

revision."

Sheila McDonough suggests that he held "0th poles of this paradox

in his mindn: respect for the cumulative wisdom of the Islamic tradition and

conviction of the necessity of "forward movement!'"

somewhat aldn to the two foci

of an ellipse proposed by Smith. The fact that the Islamic religious tradition has no
ttmediators"in the usual sense (a poiat Smith makes in Islorn in Modem W~stoly),
perhaps inspired Smith's model of an ellipse, encouraging God and man (divine and

human) in a continuing relationship. Faith is the locus of transcendence and
transcendencemay be the locus of divine seE-disclosure. Howwer, Smith warns that
what he "means by transcendence is a quite minor question...it is transcendence
itseIf... that is of cosmic imp~rtance!'~~
ConcIusion

At Hamud, in 1964, Smith proposed an educational project: the subject
was to be the comparative study of religion and the vehicleo
w
ts,"
h
i

the goal was

the interpretation or understanding of faith in order to arrive at generalizations
about faith. For instance,faith, although diverse in its manifestation, is a "unhersal

'%uhammad Iqbal, T%eRecomtmetbn of Religious Religiourught fn hhm,w o r e ,
reprinted l960), 151. Quoted by Dr. Sheila McDonough in "Buber and
Iqbd," paper presented to the First Cdoquium of the Department of Religion,
Conwrdia University, November 26, 1990,227;20.
'Dr.

Sheila McDonough, "Buber and IqbaI," 19.

''%n.ith, "OnDialogue and 'Faith': A Rejoinder,: 113.

human quality.''1m Thus we can come to see ourselves as participants in a process
in a world context.'O' The study of comparative religion and the Islamic experience
are so closely interconnected that at times, it has been difficult to decide under which
rubric to discuss an item. I propose to indicate in summary form the principal thrust

that emerges from these writings and speeches.

Smith develops the theme of interiority, or inner reaIity, in many of his
pieces. He stresses the inner nature of faith. Similarly, he discerns the dynamic
qyality of interaction between the insider and the outsider, as well as among insiders
and among outsiders, at an levels of historical time and at all levels of contact. The

religious tradition is a process; the Muslim participates in the IsIamic process. W e

are all participants in processes that impinge upon one another. Smith includes the
Western rationd-critical tradition as one of the world's total worIdviews, along with
the great "religious positio11~,"

Man's perception of the world and "each part of it" is culturally
conditioned. Thus the person (Smith's starting point) interacts with the historim-

cuItural setting in his daily life and in his experience, that is, in its contingency. As
for the M u s h , he "bears witnessnto transcendence. Study and appreciation of the

Islamic experience leads Smith to assert that the Western rational system, used to
thinldng of itself as universal, subsuming all other views (religions) under its

'cof'Manlrind'sDivided History Approaches Self-Consciousness" in Himurd
Divtrity Bulletin, 29 (October 1964): 9.

worldview, must learn "not"to use its own categories to interpret and to assess all

that it encounters.

The new conceptualizations and categories that Smith systematizes in

his study of the religious history of mankind will form the subject matter of the
following chapter.

Chapter VI
RECONCEPTUALIZATIONS AND NEW CATEGORIES
Stages Four and Five

Dalhausie University inaugurated a Chair in Religion in 1973, inviting
Wilfred CantweII Smith to be the first McCulIough Professor of Religion. Thus

Smith spent the next £be years in Canada in a setting somewhat more tranquil than
the Harvard scene which had been marked, at times, by student unrest occasioned
by conflict over the war in Vietnam. In 1978, Smith returned to H~arvardas Professor
of the Comparative History of Religion and as Chairman of the Committee on the

..

Study of Religion. In spite of the onerous &achingand admrmstrative duties which

these posts entailed, Smith spoke and publisbed widely. It is to these data we now
turn*
I
Stage Four:

Dalhousie Uwersitv. 1973-1978

The Dalhousie years were dilled with prodigious activity: during 1974
and 1975 alone Smith delivered major addresses to various academic and professional

bodies at such universities as Lahore,Iowa, Louisville, Colgate, Washington and Lee,
the University of Minnesota at Minneapolis and the University of Virginia. On June
4, 1974, he addressed tbe Royal Society of Canada in Ottawa; in May 1975, he was

a pest speaker at the first Inter-religious Peace Colloquium held at Bellagio, Italy*

In the realm of the written word, Smith wrote the article, "Religionas Symbolhl'
for the Propaedia, EncycIopaedia Britamica.

'Ikro of his artides became

contributionsto Festschrifts, one honouring Njazi Berkes, the other, R H L Slater,
both former colleagues at McGill, Professor SIatez having also been his predecessor

as Director of the Center for the Study of World Religions at Harvard.

During this period, a collection of Smith's essays, Relgious Diuemityl,
was published under the editorship of Willard G. Oxtoby. As well, the Richard

Lectures, given in 19744975 at the University of Virginia, appeared in book form in

l977as Belief and Histo#, the first of three books to deal with his hermeneutics of
"every and recovery.'"

The investigation that follows centers on Smith's developing
reconceptualizations and new categories as seen ftom two perspectives: tracing an

Islamic/Indian component in Smith's evohing theory of comparative religion;
secondly? culling his thoughts on "livingn in

a religiously plural world.

A

chronological order will again be employed; the date of composition or delivery,
where known, will preempt the date of publication, which, in the case of conference

proceedings, follows by a year or more. The items to be scrutinized below represent
a selection of all the available material deemed pertinent to the discussion.

'Willard G. Oxtoby, ed. Religibus Dive*:

Essays by Wilfred Gzntwd Smith

(NewYork: Harper & Row, 1976)
Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Belfef and Hinos, (Charlottesvine: University Press of
Virginia, 1977).
'Peter Slater, "On Towardr a WorU 23teolqywin Method & lhory in thc Study
of Religion74/14/2 (1992): 117.

-

Taith in the Qur'an and iis Relation to Beliep 1974

This was the fist of two Iqbal Memorial Lectures which Smith

delivered at the University of the Punjab, Lahore, in 1974. It demonstrates the
manner in which he explored in depth the Islamic concept of faith as represented in

the term iman: first in the Qllr'an, and then, "as explicated in subsequent centuries
by inteIIectuals in the Muslim community!"

His analysis of the language of the

Qur'an leads to the following statements. God lays upon mankind "imperativesnand
offers "rewards." People respond in an "act of faith?

Smith stresses the masdar,

or verbal quality of the term. Here is a drama of decision: one either obeys or
rebels; the religious category is not that of believing, but of a Shuhadah, a "bearing

witness!"

The presuppositions of the h e w o r k are either acceptance or rejection,

In the Qur'an the truth is given; it is clear; it is known.8 Thus, the "Qur'anic
worldview is theocentric-as a whole and in its parts" On the other hand, Smith
states that this is "insharp wntrast to the anthropocentrirmof the modern Western

4Lecture One of the Iqbal Memorial Lectures given at the University of the
Punjab, Lahore, 1974 as "Faith and Belief (Some Considerations from the Islamic
Instance)". Reproduced under the title, "Faithin the Quian; and Its Relation to
Belie&*in W e e d CantwelI Smith, On Understadding Islam Selected Strrdies (The
Hague: Mouton, 198l), chapter 6, 110-134.

view."

Smith's ontological position is clearly implied in his assertion that faith

"pertainsto something that people are, or become."10 Once again, Smith espouses

"interiorization"as seen in previous discussions above.

The Iqbal lecture contains another insightwhich formsa building block
in his growing theory. Monotheisn, for the Muslim, "isthe status quo, cosmidr,
it is not in process of being believed but is assumed, is presupposed, and is in process

of being pro~lairned!'~ This, I suggest, translates into a worIdview for Smithworld-wide--waiting for witnessing on behalf of humankind, indeed, of humanity.

With regard to faith and believing, Smith raises the question in this lecture as to
whether these are genuine alternatives, the differencesbetween them (faith/believing)

being so greatu

-

"Religion as SymboIismt' 1974
"Religionas Symbolism"represents Smith's fist extended statement on
the subject of symbols; it appears as an article in the EncyclopaedfaBritamicaq and
is illustrative of the central tenets of his theory; in fact, symbols are central to his
theory, possessing:

an activating as well as representational quality... the ability to organize

* ~ i l f r e dCantwell Smith,"ReIigionas Symbolism? htroduction to Propaedia,
Part 8, "ReligionnEncyclopdh Britalutica, 15th ed

emotions and the unconscious as wen as the conscious mind so that
into them we may pour the deepest range of our humanity and from
them derive an enhancement of the pe~sonality.~~

An "item1'h m the vislile world can become the "symbol or locus of the invisilble,
the transcendent" In his "realm' other than this universe, what he calls a

metaphysical order of idealist realities, he includes such symbols as the "perfect
worldH;"Onceupon a timev; "Paradise," and others? This is significant because it
recognizes the realm of the metaphysical (Platonic or Neo-platonic) to be on an
equal footing with the great religious traditions of the world in the use of symbols.
Smith stresses the orientation "induced by religious symbolism"; for

instance, in the case of the religious history of the Hindu community,vah~essuch as,

among others, "fortitudeand quiet humaneness, a conviction that life is worth living
and death worth dyingOnl6'To share common symbols is about the most powerful

of social cohesions" he afEims, whereas differing symbols among different peoples
lead to division."
'Ihe

symbol has a moral dimension juxtaposing %hat ought to ben

alongside %hat is"; the status quo (or today, as Smith observes, the jhxus quo) is

seen to be "notfinal

The student of religion should consider the "mundane

data symbolizing the more than mundaner fiom the point of view of "their role in

our lives.""

Smith asserts that faith is the "meaning that reIigious symbols have for

one!Im

The signjficant allegation of this article is that religious symbols and
religious systems are "ways of being human." H i s t o n e , religious symbols have
raised man "not above the human level, only to ita1

Smith's apprehension of

Ham, as can be seen in the Iqbal lecture discussed immediately above, is that
revelation is theocentric; the direction is from Creator to creature; the Qur'an
reveals the imperatives and patterns for reaching the human leveL I suggest that

Smith draws on this model (God-tehuman directive) in his project of
reconceptualization: he enunciates a new category, his approach to religious
anthropoIogy, namely, that religious symbols and systems are ways of being human.

This is part of his conceptualization of a worldview that has the potential to subsume
the great religious traditions and Greek philosophy; it is open yet proscribed by the

duty-in faith-to achieve right action; to choose, as in Islam, to respond to the divine

"imperative" and to the diverse patterns for "reachingthe human level" In other
words, symbols and systems are dynamic, pointing to a reality outside themselves.
"Methodologyand the Study of Religion: Some Misgivingsit
The School of Religion of The University of Iowa invited Smith to

participate in a symposium on "Methodology and World Religions," along with
Professors Hans H. Penner and Jacob Neusner. The meeting was held on April IS17,1974 under the chairmanship of Robert D. Baird. Three important points emerge

fiom Smith's presentation entitled "Methodologyand the Study of Religion: Some

misgiving^:'^ 1) knowledge for understanding differs from knowledge for use; 2) the
humanities have to do with pemns rather than things and thus with knowledge
understanding, and, 3) the study of subject matter should not be fragmented into the

study of disciplines, wherein the stress is placed on how one studies rather than the
subject studied. He believed that the latter approach originatedin Germany and had

been adopted by American universities, as distinguished fkom the British academic
approach which he had encountered in Canada, Britain and India. It was Smith's
contention that the narrow, pre-conceived, de-personalized approach to study or
learning misses truth and ignores reality itselEa Genuine knowledge leads to self-

knowledge, to growth and to liberation. What he was after was a proass of sextranscendence. Smith cIatified his position in a panel discussion entitled % the

Comparative Study of Religion Possible?"in which Penner and Nepsner participated
along with Smith?

According to Neusner, l
k Meaning and End of Rel@on

=~iIfkedCantwell Smith, *Methodology and the Study of Religion: Some
Misgivingsnin Methodologiecll Issues in Religbw Sncdiu edited by Robert D. Baird
(Chico, CA: New Horizons Press, l975),1-25. Discussion follows: 25-30. Further
discussion: *Is the Comparative Study of Religion Possible? Panel Discussion."
With Jacob Neusner and Hans H.Penner, 95-109. Smith's Rejoinder, l23-24.

assumes a "referential theory of languagen as does almost every historical religion;

the reference might be to history, to function, to the sacred. Smith's answer, on the
other hand, located the meaning of the word "sun,"for instance, not in the sky, but

in a person. He went on to say:
I feel very strongly that to locate meaning anywhere eke than in
pemm is part of the movement to de-personalize modem society,
which is making such havoc of our lives?
Smith further contended that "it's in your heart, in your head, in the heart and head

of your parents who taught you English?

In response to the charge of 'nmow

subjectivity,"Smith declared that he was a personalist; that his goal was 'a corporate
seIfansciousness which includes all human beings on earth"; a seIf-consciousness
of "everything...ourselves in relation to eve~ything!~

"Objectivityand the Humane Sciences: A New Proposal!'
B o months later (June 4,1974), Smith addressed the Royal Society
of Canada at their meeting in Toronto on the topic of "Objectivityand the Humane

Sciences: A New ~ r o ~ o s a lT?
hi~s essay develops and extends many of the views
on methodology set forth in the University of Iowa presentation, and goes beyond

uWlfrrd Cantwell Smith, 'Objectivity and the Humane Sciences: A New
Proposal." Itansactiom of the Royaf Society of Gznada, Series 4,Q (1974): 81-102.
Reprinted in Refigow Diwrsily, ed. Oxtoby, as Chapter 9, "Objectivity and the
Humane Sciences: A New Proposal," 158480. (Page numbers refer to the version
appearing in Religious Divetdy).

them. In order to combat objectivity, which is inappropriate in the study of the
humanities and disruptive of community, he has a new proposal: a goal for the study
of man by man, that is, the "humane sciences." H e calls it critical corporate self-

consciousness; it subsumes the subject (individual and intemabt awareness of
something or someone, or self)and it subsumes the object (impersonal, extentalist

In other words, Smith's proposed principle of verification

knowledge)."

encompasses and goes beyond the insider/outsider dichotomy?" It is somewhat
reminiscent of past teachings of the "group dynamicsnmovement wherein the group
and the group member (the individual person) through group interaction, in.

particular, discussion groups, enhanced, it was believed, mutual critical growth of
person(s) and the group as a whole. The dynamics of the whole resided in the
interaction process? However, Smith has something much more vast in mind: a

new conceptualization of epistemology and religious anthropology.

Smith brings an innovation to the problem of validation or verification,

not yet formulated at the earlier Iowa symposium-that is, the 'experiencen of the
subject or subjects.

In objective knowledge, that a first obsemer's understanding has done

-or a discussion of the subjest, see N. Ross Reaf "hiders and Outsiders in the
Study of Religious Traditionsnand nResponsesby Edwin Germ,Charles E. Vernoe
Langdon GiUrey, and Edmund F*P e w in the Joutnal ofthe Amsicrrn Academy of
Refiigion
(1983): 459-491. The five scholars cite and comment extensively on

Smith's paradigm.
3'As reported by Oxtoby, Smith, in the 1960's, found "congenial (the social
sciences) emphasis on the study of contemporary groups." In ReIig0u.s Dive*,
160.

justice to what is observed is testable by the experience of a second
and third observer. In corporate critical seE-consciousness, thatjustice
has been done to the matter being studied is testable further by the
subject or subjects?

Human experience is merent "fromthe inside and from withoutna In principIe,
this embracing critical mutual awareness includes all humankind, There are no
barriers, ideological or other, nor are there guarantees of virtuous human behaviour.

Group practitioners, along with humankind, wen h o w that the process can lead to
oppression. However, for Smith's purposes, the comparative study of religion-his
proposed new model-ensures that the outsider's view of a religious tradition will be

validated by the insider before it is accepted either as knowledge or understanding.
Again, in principle, thisis applicable to hum;mlfl'nd. "No statement wohring persons
is d i d , " Smith states, "unless its validity can be verified both by the persons
involved and by critical observers not in~ohred.~

The orientation that Smith argues for in this address

to the Royal

Society owes, once again, a great deal to his apprehension of the Qur'anic view of

God as Creator and the human person as creature or creation. The Qur'anic
imperatives are directed to the individual (Smith never suggests that these are rules).

The individual responds. In Islam there is no mediator, it is righteousness that

-mi&,
%id.
%id.

"Objectivity and the Humane Sciences," 164.

mediates between man and God?

But absent fiom the new, proposed critical,

corporate s e I f - ~ ~ l l ~ ~ i o u sisl ethe
s s early eschatological (basileia) cast of Vlastos'
"mutuality"or the philosophical "turn"of Macmurray's use of mutuality. Be that as
it may, "mutualityn as used by these two scholars may wen have remained a

foundational concept in SmiWs argument

The Richard Lectures, 1974-1975.

Smith presented the Richard Lectures at the University of Virginia in
1974-1975, lectures that were published two years later as Belief and Hr'story?

The

lectures provide an historical analysis of the English terms "belief"and "believe." He

demonstrates that believing is not a classical religious category; that rather, it is
faith37that Scripture enjoins. From a linguistic point of view, Smith stresses

understanding a statement rather than judging whether it is true or fake.* In the
Western world, all our systems, religious and secular, are "anti-alternative
systems-"39The contention that the Hindu religious complex, which is pluralist, is
%mith, Islam in Modem History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957;

reprint, New York: New American Library (Mentor BOO^)^ 1959), 25.
=WiMted Cantwell Smith, Beliefand H*ory (Charlottewile: University Press of
Virginia, 19n);The Richard Lectures for 1974-l97SYUniversity of Virginia.

"BookSmey,"R J.2 Werblod, in a reference to Belief and HI'story and
Faith and Belief, states that the two books have one thesis, which is very old "What
is new is the thoroughness and aplomb with which Smith presents it Let no one say
that Smith is merely importing Protestant Pietism into the Stndy of ReIigions.-.there
is tremendous scholarship-.!' Numen 33 No. 2 (Dec 1986): 241-269; 244.

nI'

%Smith,Belief and Haory, 17.

to India what comparative religion is to the wor1dm may be seen as yet another
Indian component of Smith's evoking theory.
Because the thesis of the Richard Lectures is picked up and developed

in subseqnent work particularly in the second book of the s d e d Trilogy, Faith
and Belief, more win be said on the topic as the matter comes up.

'Divisiveness and Unity"- 1975

Italy was the setting of the first Interreligious Peace Coflcqpium held
at Bellagio in May 1975. Smith was among thirty-fiveparticipants called together to

consider the subject: "The Food/Energy Crisis: A Challenge to Peace, A Call to

Faith!"l Smith spoke on "Divisivenessand Unity." Practical, present-day food and
energy tasks require thrusts toward world tmmmhty. Smith cites Durkheim who
"saw religion as the expression, the symbolization, of

Moreover, a

person of faith, as made clear in the Bhgawd Gita, "can strive...for world peace, for
an end to world hunger..
without
.
any
'l
assurance of success. The only assurance

is of having pursued a right objective. Smith tells his audience how he, as a Christian

theologian, has learned much from Muslims and his study of Islam and, more
recently, from Hindus and his study of things Hindu: about God, man, the world,

41FirstInterreligious Peace C01loquium, Bellagio, Italy, Food/Energy and fhe
Major Fairhr(Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1978) 71-85.
'

Christ, faith, and religious history?

Religious and social systems today must

become cornpatiile with alternative systems, "The incompatlile will perish."" To

co&ont ecological,demographic and other worId problems adeqaately will require
that we become "a new type of person,I6 one who recognizes that %en refers to
all humankind:'

The colloquium provided practical scope for the global application

of Smith's theory thus far developed.

'The Role of Asian Studies in the American University"
Once again Smith was caIIed upon to deliver the pIenary address, on

this occasion, to the New York State Conference for Asian Studies, meeting October

10-12,1975 at Colgate University. His title was 'The Role of Asian Studies in the
American University!'@ Here Smith reiterates past messages: the need for a

reconceptualizationof the nature of man, of the "naturalworld and its controlNand
of their interrelationg This, I suggest, constitutes the principal task Smith sets

himself in his overall project of reconceptu~tion. He further contends that the
false subject/object dichotomy, along with the depersonalization resulting from the

aWiXied CantweIl Smith, 'The Role of Asian Studies in the American
University,,"Ihe P h r y A d d m of rhe New York St- Conferencefor s i a n Studies,
Colgate University (October 10-l2,1975) 143.

objectivization of persons, must be approached with new categories, not with

Western preconceptions and Western categories. Only in this way can Adan studies
contn'bute to the renascence of thought and thinking in the universities of the West.
We have here Smith's rationale for the development of new categories regarding

"persons." T%e object lesson applies to all persons everywhere.

"Islamic History as a Concept"- 1975

In November of 1975, Smith was invited to speak to the conchding
plenary session of the annual meeting of the Middle East Studies Association of

North America in Louisville, Kentucky on the topic, "Iskmic History

as a

Con~ept.''~
The essay brings together previous assertions: Islam is a "particular

way of being human"; this religious tradition is a "pattern" of Islamic factors; the
meaning of life and of the universe resides for the Muslim, not in Islamic symbols,
but in life and the cosmos seen "in the lightn of Islamic symbols? Revelation, the

Qur'an, provides the symbols and the 'pattern."

Smith's framework for

understanding Islam is historical; in this process, "elements such as the Qur'an, the
law,

and the other overtly 'religious' items," are also

The framework has a second aspect, that of intention. Smith discerns
a special relation between Muslims and history= the Muslim venture has been a vast

m a p t e r 1 in W=ed Cantwell Smith, On Understanddinghlam Selected Sludies
(The Hague: Mouton, 1981) 3-25. The address appears in print for the first time in
this co11ection of essays,

endeavour "tobend history to the win of God."

What is more,

God bas been seen as operating through the Muslim community to
render history Islamic-that is, to have it rise to EFis will for itY

The parallel between Smith's discernmentof the rslamic imperative for man and that
set forth in his theory (for

instance, religious symbols mise man to the level of the

human-a kind of "evohtionary"tdos) has already been noted This represents one
a q m t of the manner in which Smith deals with the tension between religion and

history. The matter will be further discussed in Chapter W.
Symposium: "ChristianFaith in a Religiously Plural World"

The symposium entitled, "Christian Faith in a Religiously Plural
W ~ r l d , held
" ~ at Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia, April 22-24,
1976, brought together representative scholars fram the major religious traditions of

the world in order to address a "specificallyChristian problem: the search for fresh
ways to express the universality of Christian faith in light of the increasing awareness
of our religiously plural world?

One of the tasks of the symposium was to provide

a form for "intra-religiousdialogueNas a complement to "inter-religiousdialoguesn

UDonaldG.Dawe and John B. Carman, ed. Ch3tian Faith in a R&@owsly PIuml
Work2 (Maryhok Orbis B o o 4 1978). Sponsored by the Department of Religion,
Washington and Lee University and the Center for the Study of World Religions,
EEarvard Uniiverslity.

already taking place?

Ten leaders were invited to participate in the symposium:

"a Jew, a Muslim, a Hindu, and a Buddhist, as well as Baptist, Catholic,

Episcopalian, Methodist, Presbyterian, and United Church of Canada Christian~!'~

Smith was asked to make the final statement, "An Historian of Faith Reflects on
What We Are Doing HereqqsP
based, not on a prepared text, but on his obsemtions
at the conference. His opening remarks underscored the public. character of the

audience, a gathering which included not only invited participants, but also

of mission secretaries, townspeople, clergy,
academics, IayfoIk, students, religious foJlowers, religious inquirers,
religious obse~vers.~
'a great company'

The Christian problem they were con6ronting was the "dilemmaof universality and
Inherited Christian imperatives seem to push us in one direction,
while our inherited moral imperatives, equally Christian, push us in the other,
towards more brotherhood and concern, The Christian "cannot choose between

loving God...or loving our neighboar?

Smith conchded by repeating an

obsemation from 77ze Faith of Other Men: %hat Christians, Buddhists, Hindus,

Muslims, Jews have in common is perhaps not religion but h~rnanity.''~~
"Religious Diversity:Muslim-Hindu Relations in India," I976

Once again Smith was invited to give the opening address to a
conference of religious scholars meeting at the University of Minnesota at
Minneapolis in May 1976. The topic was "Historic Interaction between Hinduism and

Islam in South Asian-the first gathering at which Smith spoke to the Hindu-Muslim
question; he titled his talk "Religious Diversity: Muslim-Hindu Relations in
India"

In introductory notes to the printed version of the essay, Smith tells us

that he had acquired a "much more serious fimdhity with an appreciation for
Hindu life' in the thirty-fie years foHowing his first arrival in North India." In the

interval, he had also studied Sanskrit
The address restates a principle basic to Smith's understanding: that

historidly a religious tradition evolves; that traditions, in evolving, impinge upon
one another and change, one tradition the other, and are changed; in this case,
Hindu-Muslim relations are evolving.

However, in this address he adds a new

element: that of the contradictions between them. 'The incompati'bility of the two

6fIbid., 146. Minor Lee Rogers, in the Introduction to Chtislian Faith in a
Religious& Plural World, stated: "the kind of sensitivity Wilfred CantweU Smith...so
prophetically showed in his lecture in 1961 (subsequently incorporated as a chapter
in nte Faith of Other Men) had become an inescapable part of the awareness of the
Christian community." The symposium grew out of the challenges-theological,
intellectual, and moral-posed by an wincreasingawareness of the religious diversity
of humankind!' p. 1.

%nith, nReligi~us
Diversity: Mush-Hindu Relations in India," Chapter 12 in
On Understanding glsklmc Selected Studies (The w e : Mouton, 1981) 217-230.

is part of the truth about eacheta To recognize this is to recognize the nature of
the human condition; for Smith, the "clashof Hindu and Muslim is part of the truth
about oursehre~."~He sees this not only in terms of the insider/outsider
@articipant/outside obsennr) paradigm bat in terms of "the opponents, its

victims!'"

Smith adds a powerful dimension to reflection about "dialogueNor

"comparativismnin propounding this "thirddimensionN in understanding a religious

tradition and its faith.69

In speaking of the clash betwren Muslim and Hindu traditions, Smith
couples symbolism and iconoclasm or ~ p t u r e . The
~
wisdom he offers in his
address to the University of Minnesota is quite merent from the sociological stance
taken three decades earlier in Modem Islam m India (1943). India, wer the centuries

and today, has had to deal with the "at,solutes"of human pluralism and Islamic
&whit€ (or sense of unity) and in so doing, has attained "a simultaneous

understanding of both."n He concludes the talk in these words:

%ide As &already mentioned, N. Ross Reat and responders: Germ, Vernoff,
Gilkey, and Perry, discuss many variations of the insider/outider approach to a
religious tradition m "hiders and Outsiders' in I o d of Americcln Academy of
Religion, LID (1983): 459-491.

%id., 227. See Smith's Encyclopaedia Britannia article, "Religion as
Symbolisnnfor a discussion of symbolism in relation to iconoclasm.

Pluralism and tawhid: Muslhn, Hindu, outsider, must come to
recognize that both are equally absolute-in India, in the world, and in
0uf5ehles.~

The printed version of Smith's address d e s what he terms

a

Postscript Here he farther develops his notion of a third dimension. me 6hst task

is "to understand the Islamic and the Hindu each in its cosmic, transcendentalist,

absolutist reference." Outsiders (many Western students)when attempting to explain
conflict, bring their own concepts of reIigi011and their own conception of reality to
bear on the attempt-functions of "their own, usaaUy unconscious, metaphysi~s.~

In order to illustrate "transcendence of differences," he points to the
historid institution of rnusho'fmh and the spiritual achievement of its poetry and,

in particular, the evening of song, led by Ustadh IIafiz Ahmad Khan, which
conchded the conference, as occasions "when 'Hindu' and 'Muslim' have become

interchangeable terms, though both are still absolute.""
"Interpreting religious interrelations: An historian's view of Cluistian and Muslim"
(Original address given in 1974)''

This is the title of Smith's contribution to a Festschrift honouring a
former colleague at McGill, Professor R.H.L. Slater, who was also his predecessor
-

--

--

%id. 227. Tawhid (sense of unity) is not explicated in this essay. Some
dictionary translations are: w-hod, litera& "making one" or "asserting onenessn;
theologically, to toe oneness of AUah in all its meanings.

'% contriiution appeared in a special issue, honouring Professor R H L .
Slater, Sciences Religie~~~es/Studies
in Refigion 616 (summer 1976-77): 515-526.

as Director of the Center for the Study of World Religions at Harvard. The
Festschrift contriiution is a revised version of an address given to the annual meeting
of the American Academy of Religion in Chicago in November, 1974, under the M e ,
Wuslim-Christian InterrelationsHistorkally: An Anterpretation."A Afnrther revised

.

version, under the original title, " M i I s l i m Interrelations
~
Historically: An
Interpretation' constitutes chapter 14 of Smith's collection of essays, On

Undentmdmg hiam."

In this work, Smith places the religious complexes, Christian and
Muslim, in juxtaposition, as they have been historicaUy, for fourteen centuries. The

study considers the two traditions as "neighbouringmovementp in world history.

"God has mediated Himself to Muslims and Christians through...their idea of
Gd..(this idea) is one particular religious formtm Through the use of historical
adysis, Smith illustrates the convergence of religious traditions wer the centuries.

H e concludes by idsting that history is a w ~ o history
n
for an?
summarv
Smith leaves Dalhousie after five years to return to Hamud, having
established and elucidated important segments of his evolving theory. The
development of his reconceptualizations and new categories may be seen 1) from an

7 M M u s l i m - C m Interrelations Historically:

An Interpretation" in On

Undersranding Islam, Chapter 14,247-264. Citations are from this version.

wid., 257.

Islam/lnRian perspective and 2) as his response to living in a religiously plural world
in need of a new vocabulary for religious dkuurse.
Worldview

In this period, Smith makes clear his apprehension of the Mamic
worldview. His £aitb/belief distinction may be said to have antecedents in such
statements as the following. Islam has to do with imperatives; people respond in an
act of faith. One accepts or rejects the imperatives; it is not a question of believing.

Faith is what people are or become; it is a question of interiorization. In Islam,
monotheism is the status qoo "cosmicany*. The Qur'anic wor1dview is theocentric-as

a whole and in its parts. This, I suggest, undergirds Smith's visionary worldview,
waiting for witnessing-wor1d-wide-on behalf of humankind.

Symbolism

In Islam, revelation is theacentric; the direction is from Creator to
creature; the Qur'an reveals the imperatives and patterns for reaching the human
lev& This model may be said to lie behind Smith's enunciation of a new categoryhis new approach to religious anthropology-that religious symbols and systems are
"ways of being human."

Thir is part of his w n c e p t u ~ t i o nof a worldview that has

the potential to subsume the great religious traditions and Greek philosophy: open
yet proscriied by the duty-in faith-to achieve right action; to respond to the

imperatives for "reaching the human levelN'TOcompete in goodness," as the Qur'an

teUs us, according to Fazlur Rahman?
Living in a religiously plural world

Smith afEinns that meaning resides in persons because a person's
worldview confers meaning on that person." To locate meaning elsewhere is to be
part of the movement to de-personalize society. In his view, this is part of the

human view of truth, part of the quest for t
r
u
v rather than the reification of
objects, institutions, ideas or methodologies.
As a personalist, Smith advocates a corporate selfconsciousness that

recognizes the interrelatedness between Ifeachof us, and the rest of us, and the rest

-

80Failur Rahman, " Muslim Responsenin Chrisrian Faith in a R&giow& PIwal
World edited by Donald G.Dawe and John B. Carman (Maryknoll: Orbis Books,
l978), 74. The quotabion ftom the Qur'an (Surah V, 48) as given by Rahman
includes: "If God had so willed, He would have made all of you one community, but
we has not done so]that He may test you in what He has given you; so compete in
goodness"

%e

quest for truth hds echoes in contemporary works, such as, for example,

R. K Elliott "Education, Love of One's Subject, and the Love of Truthw in
Proceedin&pof thePhilosophy ofE d u c d n Society @Great Britain, VII (Jan 1974) US153; Winifred Wing Han Lamb "Intellectual Eros; a model for inter-faith dialogue!,"
Australian RefigionStudies Review,Vol7, No. 1 (Autumn l994), 2-8; J. C.McLelland,
"Ego now is more Iike Amo or Ero, modelling a desire to find and to meld, to share
in the Platonic mode of participation, 'mm
in "'Pluralismwithout Relativism':
In/Cammensurable, In/Compatible, WComparable- -Modalities of Religions
Knowing and Being," Address given to the CrrtLOdian Societyfor the Study of Relijjim,
AnnuaI Meeting, June 2, I995 at UQAM,Montreal, 11; Langdon GilLey, "heor she
possesses an eros towards not only truth in general, but the truth as seen through
that discipline's efforts...sheis an insider in the community of inquirers sharing that
ems, and so having a commitment to the aims, the criteria, and the judgmentsof that
community of insuiry."in "Responsesnto "Insidersand Outsiders..." by N.Ross Reaf
J o m I American Academy of Rdgion, 1983,487.

of the environmentna The task of reconceptuaIization is taken up again when he

returns to Harvard Smith's second career at Harvard spans the years 1978 to 1984;
this timefiame will be broken down into two segments,called Stage Five and Stage

S k in order to look at the subject of "world theology" separately, commencing with
the appearance of the book, in 1981 Accordingly, I turn now to Stage Five, the years

at Harvard up to the publication of Towcut& o WmId ZkeorogV in 198L

LT
Stage Five: Hanrard UniversityI 19'784981

h 1978 Smith returned to Harvard

as Profwot of

Comparative

Religion and Chairman of the Committee on the Study of Religion, posts which he
held until 1984 when he became Emeritus Professor. The years,19784981 were fined

with activity: a-ative

and teaching duties; major addresses and lectures; the

publication of books and articles. In what foflows, I continue the search for lslamic
components in Smith's reconceptualizations as well as an understanding of his
deepening comprehension of what is invoked in living in a religiously plural world.
As win become apparent from the conference addresses, the audience has widened

noticeably. The first conference is that of the Middle East Studies Association, and

here it is that we shall start,
Presidential Address, 1978
Middle East Studies Association of North America
Title of address: 'The True Meaning of Scripture: An Empirical Historian's

83Sdth, F f k t is Scripture? A C o m p r a k Approuch. (Minneapolis: Fortress
Press, 1993), 222.
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Nonreductionist Interpretation of the w
an."

Smith is concernedwith the richness,diversity and quantity of religious
historical data now available; he contends that we must "forgenew conceptsnto do
justice fa this d6hge. H e is speaking here of the "poetry-phstW
nature of religion,

as

he did in invoking the musha'imh in his

essay, "Mush-Hindu Relations

in

~ndia." The theory he is putting forward concerns the meaning of Scripture, and

it is the Qur'an which he cites as a specific instance. But he does not develop the
'poetry-plus"motif. Instead, he repeats what he has said elsewhere, that the history
of religion or of scripture, in particular the Qur'an, is the history of the continuum,
over fourteen centuries in many lands, of the meaning and meanings evoked "inthe
hearts and minds" of M u s ~ s . * History is process, not the search for pristine

beginnings or "origin"as exemplified in some "historyof religionNmovements of the
past For Smith, "To understand history is to understand movement-f~xwards."~

He adds that the mmah (the community of Muslims) is "as integral as is

Muhammad in constituting the w
a
n as s ~ r i p t u r e ~
that
; ~ this perception is basic,
whether seen as "simply a line, or as the base of a triangle with God always at the
wProceedmgs,Middle East Studies Association of North America in Intemtional
J o m I of Middle East Srudies, II (l980): 487-505.

%id., 487.
=Smith, Chapter 12 in On Understonding Islom, 217-230.
%7~oceedin&r,
Middle East Studies Association, 505.

%id,

497.

%id., 504.

apex (a growing triangle)."g0 This is, I suggest, part of Smith's dialectic between
God and man; the mwement from God-to-manas discussed above,

Leaure, 'Thinkingabout Persons,"1979
"Tenon' is a transcendent concept, not simply empirid," Smith
declares in a short lecture, Thinking about Persons,*1 where he brings to bear what

he calls his "history-of-ideas~ e w o r k . " In
* the struggle against d e - p e r s o n ~ t i o n ,

Smith alludes, for the £irst time, to what he considers part of an alternative
approach-complementarity-or the life of the nimagination...dongside the
rationdm
His option is the pursuit of "integration"through a larger rationality by

virtue of the study of human history. This vision of wholeness, "within which the

scientific is a wmponent..mbordinate, and partial...yet important"and in which the
personal is centrid, comprises the "real of value," higher than we, and recognized as

"realm I suggest that "real" in this context is what Smith understands as the
"transcendent."

Faith and Belief, I979
Here Smith conducts an exhaustive inquiry into the origins and

''Wilfred Cantwell Smith,'Thinking about Persons,"H
147-152; 148.

e

m (May 15,1979):

development of the concept "Edithnin the religious traditions of the world as
contrasted to "belief? The volume contains a revision of the Strong Lectures given

in ~ u s t r a l i aas~wen
~ as a revised version of The Iqbal Memorial Lectures,delivered
at the University of the Punjab in Lahore;%the former under the chapter heading,

"The Buddhist Instance: Faith as Atheist?" and the latter, as The Islamic Instance:

Faith as Theocentric.'"
Faith and Be&$*

Smith speaks of Belief and HWry as a "supplementNto

Both books have as common purpose to disengage the terms

"belief" and "fslithn from faulty present-day interpretations-Smith's work of
deconstruction. The scholarly documentation, captivating as well as erudite, covers

more pages than the tart itself.
Smith views faith as the quality of persons as distinguished £tom
institutions or propositions of belieE Smith has many ways of suggesting the nature

%Smith, "ReligiousAtheism? Early Buddhist and Recent American!' Milla waMilla (Melbourne) 6 0966): 5-30. Reprinted in Comparative Rdel'orr The Charles
Strong Trust Lectures 1961-70, edited by John Bowman (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1972), 53-

81.
%Smith,The Iqbal Memorial Lectures, given at the University of the Punjab,
were reprinted as "Faith, in the Qur'an; and its Relation to Beliec" 111434, and
"Muslim and Christian: Faith Convergence, Belief Divergence," 265-281, in On
Understandding Ham, 1981.

*Smith7 Faith and Be&$ (Princeton: University Press, 1979). Chapters
mentioned: "The Buddhist Instance: Faith as Atheist?", 20-32; The lslamic
Instance: Faith as 'Iheocentric,"33-52.
%see "Acknowledgments' f o 1 1 d g the Preface in Faith and Belief, n.p.

of faith? One characterization is

an orientation of the personality, to oneseK to one's neighbor, to the
universe; a total response; a way of seeing whatever one sees and of
handling whatever one handIes; a capacity to live at a more than
mMdane level; to see, to feel, to act in terms oc a transcendent
dimension.'OQ

In accord with his continuing theme of "interiority"and inside-outside distinctions
discussed in earlier chapters, Smith envisages £kith as the "inward"aspect of a

religious tradition,whereas belief pertains to external expressions of a tradition. He
suggests that faith is "generic,"a human response to the transcendent

In the concluding paragraph of Faith and Be&$ Smith reveals his
agenda for the future shape of his theory:

1.

"reasonis in principle universal, and..h the intellectual reahn, convernes";

2.

Truth is ultimately one, although the human forms of truth and the forms of
faith decorate or bespatter our world diversel5

3.

our unity is red transcenden*

4.

(will we move toward) the construction on earth of a world communihr;

5.

a question of our ability to act in terms of transcendhe truth. and l o d o '
(my ernph-1

These affirmations and questions will be considered in the discussion of the third
book of the trilogy, Towards a World TheorogY: Faith and the Comparative H&ory of

PSEdward J. Hughes lists thirty-seven 'Descriptions of Faithnin Sdth's writings.
See his Wdfred CantweU S d k A TheologV for the World (London: S C M Press,
1986), Appenda, 230-234.
'*Smith, Faith and Belief, 12.

loLFaithand BeCief, concluding paragraph: 171.
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to be talcen up in the following chapter, Chapter W.

Opening Address
14th Congress of the International Association
of the History of Religions, 1980

The following year, 1980,"Traditionsin Contact and Change: Towards
a History of Religion in the Sinylaf was the title of Smith's opening address to the
14th Congress of the International Association of the History of Religions held in

Winnipeg.lm Here he sets forth his %orId history of religion," to be seen 'kentury
by

invoking the emergence of the "great religions as a form.""

Historically, religious traditions have d

d alongside one another, not as

aberrations or deviations: China and Spain are two exampIes. Furthermore, he
points to mediaeval scholasticism as an illustration in Western history of "an overarching Islamic-Jewish-Christianphenomenon," marked by interactive participation

on the part of each of the communities. At various moments of "contact,"these

communities shared a common heritage of Greekphila~phia.lm

By contrast, the Muslim-Hindu "complexes" shared a common
spirituality by way of the BhaMi and Sufi movements.

--

-

-

The

two movements

--

"%I Tiaditions in Contact and Change Selected Proceedings of the 14th Congress
(080) of the IntemtionalRrrOciation of the Hfitoty of Religions edited by Peter SIater
and Donald Wiebe (Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 1983) 1-23.

Smith demonstrates that the religions of
"developed in dynamic intera~tion."'~~
the world have participated in "acommon, global history" in "divergent"ways; that

in the future they will participate in "conceivably more convergent ways.'""
Conference on the topic of "Christ'sLordship and Religious PluralismNheld at Union
TheologicaX Seminary,Richmond, Va? Concluding remarks given by W.C.Smith
as "An Attempt at Summation." (1981)

This conference broke new ground by bringing together, in the words
of Donald G. Dawe, "a cross-section of chmhan voices-theologians and church
0

.

leaders, Roman Catholic, Orthodw conservative evangelical and ecumenical
Protestant, men and women, lay and ordained, with Third World representative^'^^
to discuss

many aspects of religious pluralism in the world. The confrontation

revealed, Smith says in his concluding summary,'1° 'a pluralist multiplicity of forms
of faith internally, among Christians: Orthodox, Catholic, Pr~testant?~ It is a
demonstration of his basic position that no "religionnexists as an entity, but rather
as the dynamic, interacting faith of persons. "Religiousp1uraIism is a Christian fact'

is his declaration.ln

lcsChirt3Lordship ond Religous P l u r a h edited by Gerald H. Anderson and
Thomas F.Stransky (Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1981).

""Ibid., Wilfred Cantwell Smith,"An Attempt at Summation," 196-203.

Article in the Scottish JountaI of Refighour Sludies - I981
"History in Relation to both Science and Religionn* is the title of
an article that also appeared in I98L Here Smith asserts that ever since Kahn,

history and science may be seen to m n p a d e l courses. The absolute truths of

science now emerge as "historically specific, historicaUy limited, historically
transientflu

Modem historical consciou~~~ess
provides the ftamework within

which science and religion are to be viewed. From this historical perspective, all the
"so-called"religions are seen to be finite and contingent, a "divine-humancomplex

in motion." Propositions are neither true nor false; like symbols, they point to the
truth or to God; they enable humans to participate in truth,but they "themselves do
not so

The basic h e w o r k in Smith's new conceptuabtion is "historical
consciousness," the vehicle being the comparative history of religion. The Islamic
conception of intellectual life (in particular the historical harmonization or
accummodation of science and philosophies, of languages and cultures) subsumes
arid has subsumed, over the centuries, the many parts; in like manner, Smith's mete
history concept overarches or subsumes the segments.

Also published in 1981 was the seminal Towardr a World Zkobgy:

'*WiEred Cantwell Smith,"Histoy in Relation to Both Science and Religion"in
Scostirh Jownal of R&,OCCS
Studies, 2 (1981): 3-10.

Faith and the Comprative Haory of Retigion.'"

This volume completes not only

the arguments set forth in the earlier books of the Trilogy, but a l l that has preceded
these in print and speechAccordingly, Towards a World Zkokgy win be said heuMcaUy ta
inaugurate Stage Six, covering a decade in which a theory of movement "towards a

world theology" is launched, then clarified, enlarged, modified and refined,
culminating, a decade later, in the appearance of What is Scetzue? (1993).

The

foIlawing chapter (Chapter VII) win deal with this period of great productivity-

"Wilfred Cantwell Smith, Towwds a World Z%eo@y: Faith and the Comparative
Hirtory of Relr'gion (London: M a d a n Press, 1981; reprinted 1987, 1989).
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Chapter W

WORLD THEOLOGY
Stage Sic Harvard University, I9814984
Professor Emeritus, 1984-

Smith viewed pluralism and global technological advances as

challenges: for the first time in history, humankind has the opportunity to give "a

valid vision of the world a conceptual form."L Tuwardr a Wold T h e o m and its
companion earlier pieces, Belief and Krrtory and Faith and Belief, wmmonly referred
to as the Trilogy, set forth the new c o n c e p t u ~ t i o n rThis literature,supplemented

on occasion by works dating from 1981 onwards, will constitute the resource for an
examination of his proposed new theory, along with critical comment
The vision...(Smith writes) is of the unity or coherence of humankind's
religious history. At one l e d , this unity is a matter of empirical
&semition; It is an historid fan At another level, it is a matter of
theological truth?

His goal is to make such realities "evident"as well as the Iinlc between them?
As the moon-view of earth provided an awareness of wholeness, so
does Smith pravide a new perspective of the history of man's religious life "seen as
a whole!"

Such a perspective, he tells us, can serve to bridge the gap between the

"specificand the generic," that is between the particular and the universal, between
'Smith, Towards a World iheology: Faith and the Comparative Hktory of RelSgm
(Inndon: M a d a n , 1981;reprint l989), 191.
'bid., 3.
31bid.

41bid., 180.

one's own group and the

" W ~ C . " Smith
~

proposes a meta view of humankind,

transcending historical and existential boundaries of religion, but not superseding
them. New conceptualizations are required for this "overview"and for the reactions
and interactions it will generate.

Such an w e ~ e wpromotes "knowledge of

humanity by humanity'(6as well as discernment of the "community"of mankind.

This is

the visionHI'idea.lN;"shareablen;' ~ a t t e r n e d eschato10gica19;~

towards which Smith moves; it is not syncretismy nor universalism nor systematic
theology although it subsumes elements of these approaches. He contends that the
relation of the "specifZcl' concrete person to the "generic" God/Tmth/Love makes it
possble to arrive at a "theology of comparative religi~n."~"His "religious histo#

framework encompasses the major religious traditions as wen as those traditions
where transcendence has been acknowledged but not conceptualized as God, for

example Buddhism and the Western classical traditions where "transcendence has
appeared primarily as Truth."ll

By definition, Smith's " p l ~ t i relativi~m"~
c

exchdes fundamentalists and literaMs.

In sum, Smith proposes working towards a "theologyof comparative
religion that win be cogent, once constructed, for all mankind!'*

It should be

pointed out that Smith views his model as a "beginning," one on which succeeding
generations of men and women will labour, much as John Macrnurray views his new

theory of personalism as a ''recol~~~aissance~
on the road to a revolution in

epistemological theory."
Smith's conceptual h e w o r k '%within
which the universeis fhmedr'confers
meaning; it is the vision or patternn by which one "bows."* In this it resembles

his perception of

...

(Islam)...a coherent, total system the system confers meaning-..the

total system of IsIamic thought that functions-..symbolicaRy.-.; an
integrated world view...which serves them as a pattern far ordering the
data of observation. It constitutes a conceptual framework within
which the w e r s e is framed, the universe and man...the vision by
which he knows. He knows or is aware of not knowhg...within "the

His epistemological shift centers on this r'overarching"pattern of meaning discerned
%mi&, Towar& a World Theokgy, 126.
"John Macmurray, in The Self asAgent, writes 'The present work is a pioneering
venture. It seeks to establish a point of view...A new philosophical form cannot be
established by demonstration. It can only be exhibited and illustrated in use...The
function of a philosophical form is to exbibit the unity of human experience..." Us
Again, ' ~ t . ~ c o m p a r his
e d change of standpoint to the Copernican revolution in
astronomy. The present proposal (to think fiom the sfandpint of acrion) might use
the same analogy!' 85- In Petsons in Relation= 'What I have written can be no more
than a preliminary and tentative reconnaissance (to this new enterprise)!' 13.

16Belief and HI'sroly, 25.

by Muslims and Buddhists a s opposed to the Western dichotomy of "religiousI1and
"secularnrealms.L7Smith leans heavily on his perception of the Islamic tradition in

arriving at the conceptua1ir;ltion of his worldview: coherence of pattern and order.

of creation and goal; coinherence (revealed a p t or "signs");' universality (Quraxtic

revelation is for all mankind); humans are free to discover and heed the signs of
order and inner consonance. The person is free to choose to be part of this order
(obedience) in the context of the cosmic universe, that is, of total humanity. This
spells inner/outer integrity (person~wsmic)and the integration of religious/secular

divisions*

Smith's argument against hypodtatization of linguistic labels is well

known. In the three volumes of the Trilogy he presents an exhaustive and
captivating documentation of the case against the reification of such terms as "belief,"
"religionf'and many examples of Western objectivhtion such as ''Hinduism."Tillich
also inveighed against the practice of elevating the relative to the absohte, a
principle basic to his systematic theology. Smith, like TWch, emphasizes the
"dynamics1'of his approach, which is "process,""becoming rather than being"lg;his

twin categories-faith and tradition-are part of the process, the foxmer providing for
the human response to transcendence (GmruthlLove), the latter encompassing all

1 7 T ~ ~ wn dWorld
r
17reokgy, 83.
*According to Fazlur Rahman, "Theverses of the Qur'an are ayat or "signs"
because they come from the same God who created the universe!' In Major Themes
of the Q u h n (Minneapolis:Bibliotheza Mamica, 1980; second edition 1989), 72.

"expressions of the apprehension or celebration of transcendence/the transcendent,
such as: "tempIes, scriptures, theological systems, dance patterns, legal and other
social institutions, conventions, moral codes, mythdm The "living person'' serves

as the trait-d7Wonbetween the categories of faith and tradition which cannot stand

on their own. Smith suggests that the expressive-historical (cumulative) tradition
mediates transcendence (the divine); that the personal experiential "living out? faith
"grasps and is grasped" by the transcendent, in part through the intermediary of the

symbols? I shall pay attention below to the critiqye on this aspect of his theory.
World Theology

The thesis of Tow&

a

Worid iheo@

is that our new age, which

perhaps coincides with postmodernism, is characterized by an emerging selfconsciousness, wherein ideally all of us, corporately-that is, humanity-will become

aware critically of our own and everyone else's human/inte11ectu~religiouslegacy,
contemporary and historid. The vehicle for achieving this meta worldview or world
theology will be the comparative study of the religious traditions of the world.

Smith's tenn for thisoverarchingperspective is "wrporatecritical seIf-consciousness!'

It, in fact, provides the epistemological basis for his theory, overcoming the
according to Smith,
subject/object split The new category of "seIf-consci~usness,'~

20\Nilfred Cantwen Smith, The Meaning and End of ReQion, 141. In this
reference, Smith calls the items in the above catalogue 'objective data that constitute
the historical deposit..of the past religious life of the community in question."

4 am using the term nsymboIsnto cover the items given in hi9 catalogue: such
as temples, scriptures, theological systems and on, cited above. Smith sometimes
speaks of symbols and sometimes of metaphors in this connection.

"seeks to clarify what we mean by knowing?

What he is after*what he calls "true

knowledge," is that knowledge in human affairs that "participantsand observers can
share and can jointly verifir, by observation and participation!'= p e emphasis is
mine). H e observes that the verification of the knowledge about man (what he calls

humane knowledge) comes in understanding (observers alongside the "observed");
in wisdom (from participants on the "inside") and between the two in "mutual
inteuigriility." This leads eventu-

to "community? Here Smith wen illustrates

his basic personalist assumption, or more precisely, his focus on humans as the locus
of religion; he goes further than Vlastos or Macmurray in their "personalism." They

envisage "mutualitynas a law of life and the Kingdom of God (community) as the
goal of life. Smith, on the other hand, adds a third term to the subjecvobject

(insider/outsider or self/Other) conflict; he adds, as noted above, the "mutual

intelIigiiility" that results from interaction and exchange between the "observer"and

the "participant"Community is still the potential outcome. Unlike the earlier social
gospel models, verification follows upon the achievement of a new level of knowingcritical seIfanscious~ess-ideally7an eventual achievement of c o m m ~ n i t y . ~

Smith's criteria are rigorous academic and professional standards and personal selfdiscipline. The vehicle for corporate, critical se~-consciousnessis the comparative

study of religion; the movement towards this aim he caIls "world theology."

The books of the Trilogy accomplish three important goals: first, he
establishes the unity or coherence of humankind's religious history; secondIy, he

demonstrates the dual aspect of this unity (at one level, a matter of empirical
observation-an historical fact; at another level, a matter of theological truth)Mand,
third, religious history, coupled with a "miticalcorporate self-consciousness"and the

method of the comparative study of religion, is a movement towards a %odd
theology." Smith makes important modifications, innovations and rekernem to the
hypothesis in the following decade, much of which revolves around or is subsumed

under his new "doctrine of man,"what he terms his metaphysical anthropology. A
brief ovemiew of this period, I981 to the present, follows, based on a thematic as

well as an historical approach.

-

Collection of essays on Islam 1981
Smith published a second major volume in 1981, On Understanding

Islam. Selected Studks?

Of the sixteen essays, four appear here in print for the

first time; dates range from the early Mties to 198La Smith prefaces each essay
with valuable explanatory notes. For instance, the early study on Islamic Law,

"Shar'iah and Shar,' led him, twenty years later, be tells us,

Wilfred Cantwell Smith, On Understandingljlam:Selected Studies (The Hague:
Mouton, 1981)
W
e
s
e essays have been examined in their chronological place in earlier

chapters.

towards forging a synthesis between the comparative history of religion
and Christian (or Lslamic, or global) the0108 (emphasis added)

The tension between the history of religion and theology provides the backdrop for
many of Smith's pronouncements during the coming decade, a reflection, in part, of
a long and continuing debate concerning the nature and aims of the academic study
of religion. From the time of Joachim Wach (189&1955), a leading proponent of
R e l g r * o ~ e ~ t ~ c h(the
r r f thistory of religion; the science of religion) opinion was
divided wer what constituted the subject matter of comparative religion: as
academic investigation was it also related to one's own faith; as a scholarly

enterprise, did it also have a concern for understanding "otherreligi~ns*?~
1g
the period under consideration, the seventies and eighties, the "religious studiesn
debate had to do, mainly, with the controversy over what was seen, fkom time to
time, to be (as in the case of Smith, himself) or indeed, intended to be, (as in the
case of Charles Davis)31the ''re-theoIogisingW
of religious studies?

This debate

provides backdrop for the discussion of the foluowhg items.
"The Modern West in the History of Religion"

In 1983, for example, Smith delivered the Presidential address to the

mtIsl;lmicLaw:

Shan'M and Shar" in On Undersfanddinghlam, 87-109.

mSee Eric J. Sharpe Comprative Rclfgorc A History (London: Duckworth,
1975; Second edition, 1986) 238; 3U-3U.
"See, for instance, Charla Davis The Reconvergence of theology and religious

studiesw Studk in R&gion/Sciences de reliigion, 4/3 1974/75: 205-221.
%ee Sharpe ComparativeR&@m for a discussion of the debate: 238-40;3 12-313,

passim.

American Academy of Religion under the title 'TheModern West in the History of
Religi~n!'~~Smith points out that secular ideology is impersonal; that it has
outlawed the transcendent;that it can lead to distorted expression and "misguided
forms" of ''privatized" religious senthen@? Smith urges intelIectu& to

the situation, to bridge the gap conceptually between the impersonal and the
transcendent Secularist ideology is society's orthodoxy?

"The World Church and the World History of Religion"
The history of religion and its relation to theology is overtly the topic
of Smith's address to the Catholic ~cologicalSociety of North America in 1984,

entitled 'The World Church and the World History of Religion: The Theological
IssPe!IM Although he once spoke of a gap between "theologiannand "historian,"he

now states without equivocation that
it is impossible adecpately to understand the course of human history,
except theologicaUr, and it is hnpossiile adequately to theologize,
except in awareness of world histoy?

Revelations occur in histoe; God is a religious pluaIi~t?~ Smith makes a

33Pubiishedin the Joumal of the American Academy of Religion, LlI/I (March
1984) 3-18.

distinction between such phrases as "pertaining to Christian" and "pertaining to

Christ." The term "Christnhas transcendent reference; the noun "Christian" is
essentially of contingent reference?

Smith suggests another mode of

conceptualizing in order to distinguish between the particular and the generic, the

mundane and the theological level: being Christian, Buddhist, Muslim occurs at the

mundane len@ whereas at the c d c or theological level, one question dominatesthe matter of grace, formulated historidy in a variety of ways. Smith points out

that Rahner's position is that grace is fkeely offered to every human being but that

a t'radical distinction" exists between the "offer" and the "a~ceptance.'"~Smith is
"happf with this but extends and broadens the categories: Sikhs, Muslims,Jews,

Christians "are related to transcendence by being human";42being a Christian and
being a Buddhist are historical eventsU What matters cosmicaUy is that grace is
available to all. TJxh is s t i l l another iItustration of the meaning of Smith's twin
concepts of "faith' and "traditionm-therelation to transcendence within these
categories exbibits so many strandsthat it tends to be descnied somewhat differen-

in different contexts.
Theology and the World's Religious History" - 1984

Leonard Swidler characterizes the Conference entitled 'Toward a

Universal Theology of Religion," held October 1749,1984 at Temple University, in
these words: "Interreligious, interideoIogical dialogue is something quite new under

the sun.'# Four outstanding Christian thinkers, WiIfied Cantwell Smith, Raimundo

Padtkar, John Cobb and Hans K m g were invited to submit pre-conferencepapers
on the topic for general distribution. Twelve respondents from the major world
religions were invited, including Jewish, Buddhist, Hindu, Orthodm Christian, Shiite

M u s h , 'Taoist-Buddhist," Sunni Muslim, two Catholics and a Protestant The
lectures and the responseswere printed in book £om; Smith's paper, Theology and
the World's Religious ~istory,,""was the £%st of four to be given. His thesis is
plainXy stated: "In the next phase of world thought,the basis for theology must now

be the history of ~eligion!'~Those who dimiminate between revelation and history

as sources of theological knowledge are in error. According to Smith, revelation and
its interrelations occur in history; it is revelation to 'somebody" at a "particulart'time
and place."

''Living life religiously,"Smith sees to be an interaction among four

things: the accumuhting religious tradition; the particular personality; the particular

environment and the "transcendent reality to which the tradition pointdM He does
not provide a way of lioking "revelation"and "transcendence"functionally: the
&Leonard Swider, Toward a U i e m a l TheologV of Religion (MaryknoU, N.Y.:
Orbis Books, 1987), 1.

former "effectschange" in person or group; the latter is a dimension in which one
lives, by which one apprehends or is apprehended by the divine. Smith concludes his

paper with the statement that "theo10gyidedy is the tnrth about God.'*9

Kana Mitra, a Hindu respondent at the conference, has reservations
about deriving an the data for theology &pXy from history, although she agrees that

"revelation or realization (i.e. any encounter with the transcendent) is historical."
However, for her, the content of that encounter does not suggest the "contingentand
nonabiding character of time." In her view, that is why theology refers to cases of
direct encounter, whether of revelation or actual realization?

Toward a Pluralistic Theology of Religions - 1986
Less than two years later, the theology of religions was again the focus
of a conference, held March 74,1986 at Claremont Graduate School. The subtitle
states Toward a PIuralirtic TheorogV of Religiow, the main title, 2 7 M~
ydc 4Chrirtian

Un~uene~ss,"
according to co-editor, Paul F.Knitter, requires interpretation because
the term "myth"needs to be "understoodcarefullf: the book does not intend to deny

the "myth"but it ''wants to interpret it anew!Ia

The new interpretation will deal

?Kana Mitra, 'Theologizing through History?" 79-85; 'Afterword" 251-253 in
Toward a Univerd Theokqiy of Religion, Swidler, 1987, 84.

%John Hick and Paul F. Rnitter, editors, Z%e Myh of Chrirtian Uniqueness:
Toward o P I w a M iheofqg of Religiom (Maryknoll, NOYO:Orbis Books, 1987;
Fourth Printing, February 1992).

%id., vii.

with the "ever-changinghistorical and personal" meaning of the "truth" of the myth

and will come from various perspectives. The pluralistic model of a theology of

religions set forth in the book represents a 'paradigm shift1---"aturn that is both
genuinely different from,yet dependent upon, what went before?

Smith chose for his tide "Idolatry in Comparative Per~pective!'~~
He
cautions against the evil of attriiuting "idolatq" to other religious communities and
against the danger of making an idol of one's own community. What is completely

new in this paper, at least in its formal presentation, is Smith's addition of the new
category of "co~ll~~lunity"
to the twin concepts of "faithnand "tradition." He sees these
as three component elements of the religions of the world, "counting co~munityas
in signifiicant ways distinct fkom tradition, rather than subsumed under it, with

participation in community as a major element"" Formerly, Smith spoke of the

"historical process as the context of religious life, and participation as the mode of
religious life!"

He argued at that time that Christians participated in the Christian

process; Jews in the Jewish process, and on?

Indeed, Whaling had listed

tlparticipationnas one of Smith's "universal theological categoriesn along with faith,

%id.
%id.,

53-68.

%id., 59.

?n Towards a World TheorOgY,33.
%id., 34.
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tradition and religious truth?

Now (1987) Smith sees community/participation, in

addition to faith and tradition, as basic categories of the world-history of religion.
What is more, he sees the religions of the world to b e "partsof the world...temporal,

contingent,

mundane...intexmediaries

between

humankind

and

God."

"Interrelatedness,"stressed in earlier works, is enhanced by this new formulation of
basic categories. What he wishes to emphasize in this paper on "Idolatry"is that it

is wrong to "identifyone's own 'reIigion7 or tradition with God...rather than as an
avenue to, or from the divine!'61 Tom E Driver, in a Postscript to the conference,
endorses Smith's position on idolatry."

At the same time, he has strong

resewations about a facile understanding of pluralism. "Given the disjunctions and

discontinuities existing between religious traditions, it is impossible and imperialistic
to subsume the religions under u n i v e d

I would suggest that Smith's

categories are universal as "humanncategories-for and about humanity; religious
traditions are left autonomous The categories are overarching or meta categories.

To return to Driver, he sees pluralism as, ifse& a 'justice issue.'"

"Liberative

qrank Whaling, The World'sReligiow Traditions (New York: Crossroad, 1984)
14.

%mith, "Idolatry..!' In Hick and Knitter, The Myth 4 Chrirtian UnQueness, 59.

q o m F. Driver, 'The Cases for PIu~alism"in T k Myth of Chrirtian Uniqueness,
203-218;215.

-om Driver's sentiments as reported by Paul F. Knitter in the Preface to T%e

M# of C?uMatt Uniqueness,vM;xii.

praxis" provides the avenue to the universal-that is, particular deeds of hiberatbe
praxis.

" Smith's insider/outsider paradigm may well lead to liberative p r h , he

aIso speaks of "orthopraxy"rather than "orthodoxy";Driver lays greater emphasis on
the "here and now";on what he calls "transcendenceas radical immanence."

"Transcendence"- I988

Wilfred Smith delivered Tbe Ingemll Lecture, Tran~cendence,"~'
to
the Haward Divinity School on March 10,1988. This represents his most elaborate

and comprehensive public statement on the topic, although references to
transcendence abound in his work, starting with Islam in Modem Hbtory,,'

continuing to the present. My first observation is that Smith declares himself to be
wan

there

mOfian~"6is
9no

allusion to being a theologian (or "aIson a theologian)

as in Towards a World Z?aeology and subsequentpieces. The lecture casts a wide net

epistemology;Pablo Casals and Bach; Jacques Ella philosophizing about culture;
Polanyi and Kuhn; Durkheim and social cohesion--"iUustrative instances" of

"Smith, published in Haward Diviniv BJletin (Fall 1988): 10-15.
w e folImhg references occur in I s h in Modem Hktory (NewYork: Mentor
Books, 1957): 19; 1861124;32; 186. There does not appear to be a reference to
"transcendence"in Smith's first book, Modem Islam in i i : A SociaI AM&&
(Lahore (Pakistan): Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, 1963 reprint; 1943). However, Smith,
himse4 decIares in the Lecture on 'Transcendence": "Fromhlam in M
&
Hb~ory
to Faith and Belief, just as my work has never been "about"transcendence, explicitly,
so also it has always been so implicitly." 11.

transcendence as universal and as personalm The burden of the lecture is precisely
this: to show transcendence as universal and personal, to show that we live in a
double context, as does religion: the mundane and the transcended

To lose

sight of transcendence is to nm the risk of switching from "purposeto pro~edure."~

That objectbization or rexcation of anything tends to block out transcendence is
part of this recurring theme. Just as transcendence (he tells us) as ahways been

hpIicit in his work," I suggest that this lecture reveals implicit basic
presuppositions.

These presuppositions are beholden to three difterent, in common
parlance, disparate realms: the scientific model; the legacy of Greek philosophy and,
broadly speaking, the religious model, encompassing the religious %hion"of
community as well as the approach of the mystic,and allusions to Warn. A simplistic
analysis does injustice to great wmpIexity; still it may be useful to use this analysis

to attempt to clarify what he means by the very broad application of the term

"transcendence."
A basic presupposition of the lecture is the importance of knowing

"more"and recognizing that we can h o w more. He uses the scientist's idiom; Ian
Barbour claims that religion and science follow parallel paths but that religion

outstrips science, venturing into territory that is properly its

"Ihowing moren

seems to be key to Smith's cognitive "mapping"and to the epistemological stance he

develops. Persons are real in their faith and their tradition but they mediate
transcendentreality (G~~th//Love/Absofute).
However,this nkn~wing,"alth~gh
dynamic and in process, needs qualidication: it is only partial apprehension of', and

an imperfect movement towards, transcendent reality- O n the other hand, "knowing

more",for Smith, is always a desideratum, in the mode of science. Some critics fault
Smith for his nWestem"orientation,'' not for suggesting "triumphalismn(he does

everything to debunk that) but more on the charge of "progressivism";of not being
consonant with the goals of Eastern religious traditions. But,for Smith, there is a
caveat this is what tends to get over100ked;~~
this is where the mode of science and
the religious mode appear to coalesce; the caveat is that the "morenone knows the
more one understands, on condition that we-all of us-the human race, together,

"See Ian G. Barbour, Myths, Mod& a d Pamdi': 2 ' 7Nature
~
of Scientrific and

Religious Longage (London: S C M Press, 1974). Barbour suggests that "scienceis
not as objective, nor religion as subjectiven as sometimes held. "But..I see a
di£Eerenceof degree between science and religions rather than an absohite contrast.
These comparisons can be made without denying the distinctive non-cognitive
functions of religious language which have no parallel in science," 171.

'%aria Mitra writes: "Smith's view of history itself is very much centered in
'Westernness,' if not Christianity in particular!' h nAftemord"in Leonard SwidIer,
Toward a Universal m o b g y of Religion, 2%
9 e e Antonio R. Gualtieri, 'Transcendence and Reductionism in Religious
Studies: Eric Sharpe on W=ed Cantwell Smith,"in Method & Theory in the Study
of Reli@on l/l (1989): 47-53.
Peter Slater, "On Towardr a Wotld Iheokgy," in Methad cL &oly in the Stwfy
of Rewon 4/1-4/2 (1992): 115-131. SIater suggests that what is needed is the
"harmony of the hieration of aII in the interests of each-.."UO.

seek to "know more" about our interrelatedness to one another d to transcendent
reality and to a sustainable social and natural environment This is Smith's vision of
"ultimate concernm--anything
but manipulative or liberal because it is squarely based

on corporate human responsi'bility undergirded and interrelated with responsi'bility
to the divine. When he speaks in an Islamic h e w o r k , "knowingmore" is related
to discovering more about the divine imperative for guidance in liviag one's life. As

Smith says, and he is not alone, it is difficult to get outside ("to know more") the
secularist, impersonalist, Cartesian cast of modern language with which we are
saddled.
Once transcendence is lost sight o& purpose is UeIy to give way to

proceduren points to a second basic assumption that owes much to the legacy of
Greek philosophy. He is restating his long-standing argument that methodology is

usurping the pursuit of truth, truth being more than a nwcorrespondencetheory "
facsimile; truth being the pursuit of the "transcendent goalnm with paxticular
relevance to academia. Humans, by their constructs and constructions, "mediaten

transcendence, in "humanly-5wed ways."79 The "humanly-flawedtfqualification is

one of the ways in which Smith attempts to "ackn0~1edge'~
the nature of the finite:
"less-than-perfect," "brokenness," t'partial"; again, human qualities, such as destructive

imagination, a capacity for wickednessm
constitute a doctrine of the demonic:'

Such qualilbcations, however, do not

nor of redemption nor of religious paradox.

These rightly belong to the individual religious traditions; they axe religious

wd5ontations. Smith's meta theory, I suggest, is a dynamic process evolutionary

in that it is open; teleological in that it has a goal which is sustainable human life
and discourse on this planet. The system envisages religious encounters among

insiders and outsiders wherein they confront one another, transformatively,
redemptively, out of the depths of their own religious tradition. Here is where the
dialectic win be, or is already, beginning to be.

It cannot be prescnied or

proscriied. Such confrontation, in his eyes, has the potential, I suggest, to usher in

the radically new.
The third implicit presupposition has to do with co~~l~~lunity.
Smith

made this erstwhile concern clear and prominent in his presentation at Claremont
on nIdolatry"in 1987. Community (subsuming participation), faith and tradition

become the three principal categories of his theory. In the Hama~dlecture, he
underscores the close relationship between community and "ritualcelebration...and
re-enactment," pointing out that the sense of community languishes, when "such

mlObjectivity and the Humane Sciences: A New Proposal" Reprinted in
abridged fonn &om the ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ a cotf irhe
o 1Royal
t ~ SOcjety of Canada (Ottawa, RuyaI
Society of Canada, 1975), as Chapter 9 in R&gious Dive*,
edited by Oxtoby, 1976:
158-180; 165.

81PeterSlater, for one, suggests that "aTillichian concept of the demonic"would
be useful for Smith in deaIing with ' ' t h e mwes in religion" which in the name of
universality impose constraints upon others. "On Toww& a World Zkof&y" in
Method & Theoly in the Study of Religion 4/1-4/2 (1992):126-127.

symbolic forms" as rituals are neglected. Smith demonstrates his re-arrangement of
the multipIe layerings of the concepts or categories of "faith"and 'traditionn by

emphasizing the new third category, community, i n v o h g participation in ritual
events and celebrations:

through such repeated group actions a community is held together in
each succeeding present
Such corporate participation in
transcendence has been basic in advancing a group beyond GeseUschafl
to Gemeinrchft, turning a society into a community, and an individual
into a person?
Whereas in the past, Smith stressed interrelatedness and intercomectedness,

emphasizing "persons in relationym in this lecture at Harvard, he underscores
dynamic community in
these re-presentings, the reiterated re-rendering of their joint
inheritance and the re-distributing of it among them all?

Here he speaks f o r p r d ; the "doingof community."

h his conclusion, Smith formulates a double context for human life of
the 'mundane and transcendent: a mundane that is shot through with transcendence,
a transcendence that we apprehend in "often distorted, even demonic, yet ahntays

improvable ways?

It could be argued that his interpretive category of

transcendence points to a dynamic, corporate interpenetration of divine and human,
wherein we-aII of us-have the possi'bility of being mediated to, and of mediating to
8aTranscendenceN1988,14.
?I'he title of Macmurray's second Gifford Lecture.

M"rranscendence," 14.
15.

others, that which transcends us all supremely: GodJT~th/Absohte/Love. It comes
close to some of Smith's characterizations of "corporatecritical seK-consciousness."

However, the latter term does not appear in the IngersoU lecture. Smith appeals to
reasonableness in his conclusion: "as an hypothesis (transcendence) makes more
coherent and illuminating sense of a far wider range of the observable facts of

human life today, than does its negati~n!'~ This hypothesis undergirds all his

writings providing the dynamic and the "ground"of the interplay between and among
mediating

categories

of

faith

and

tradition,

symbolization

and

communityIparticipation, *observers1'and "participants? It is his dialectic.
Nonetheless, Smith's comprehension of "transcendencenmay be said to be
epitomized in the thrust of the Arabic term, al-aWzirah, found in the Qur'an, and
ordinarily interpreted as "what comes aftern this world, chronologicaIly,

eschatologicaUy.~ He tells us that the term may be understood as referring, in

Arabic, in a double context, to "what is nearer by" (the immediate and superfmial
aspects of our environment and existence) and "what comes after" (the true fullness

of these, their cosmic reality beyond the immediate and superficial, not quite beyond

our reach)."@ The key words, "not quite beyond our reachn occur frequently in his

corpus in varying phrase010gy.~They illuminate, for me, Smith's stance toward

"transcendence"and the nature of his teleology?

"Shall Next Century be Secukr or Religious?"
In the same year as the Ingemll Lecture, Smith travelled to Japan to
speak to the Tenri Conference in T e e on the topic 'Shall Next Century be Secular
or Religi~us?"~'Here, as at H m d Divinity School,the thrust toward a world

theology has been replaced by an analysis and explanation of "transcendence": at

Harvard he concluded his lecture by saying that we live in a "dud context of
lnundane and

at Ten&-as a "deeplyreligious,"W a r humanist*-

he sees the future being lived in a secular/religims context
%e goal is to discern and to live out the proper way to be fully

-or instance, in TRe Faith 40rher Ma: "Aman of faith is a man whose vision
goes beyond his immediate environment, but whose life is lived within it." 57; in
'Transcendence"(Harvard): "...what any of us may come to recognize...if we push
on to attain enhanced inner integrity and moral discipline, and greater compassion
and love for those around us, and more inteflectuai insight." 11; and "Characteristic
of us is that we are self-transcending, especially as we move through h e , and that
our awareness of the universe, of reality, of truth, though always partial, can, if we
take proper steps, be less partial today than it was yesterday, less partial tomorrow
than it is today." 11. Finally, in W t ir Scripture? "(the meaning of scripture) lies in
something beyond both itself and us to which it points." 365n54.

%r instance, in "rhe Finger that Points to the Moon': Reply to Per
Kvaeme,"Tenwzm 9 (1973): 169-72, he writes: "...what we are studying is greater
than we," 17%in '"Ikkhg about Persons,"Hdtas
15 (May 1979): 147-152: the
pursuit of integration through a larger rationality through study of human
history...the vision of wholeness, in which scientific is a component and personal is
centraL..comprises the real of value, higher than we and recognized as real. 152.
9'Wilfred Cantwell Smith,"Sha1.INext Century be Secular or Religious?"(Tenri,
Japan, Tenn' U i , 1988), 127-151.

What ir Scripture? A Comprntive Approachw

Smith's most recent publication (1993) is on the comparative approach
to Scripture. Margaret Chattejee of the University of Delhi terms it a "magisterial
work which fittingly caps his lifelong concern with faith, cumulative tradition and the
future of religion in an increasingly secular worldMs According to Smith, what is

common

to

scriptures, in spite of their great diversity, is that they mediate the

relation between human beings and their cosmos;% they themselves mediate
transcendence. In his view, scripture is a human activity?

This interpretation

enables Smith to characterize the "Graem-Roman Classicsn a s the "scriptures of the

Western idealist rationalist-humanist mwementnS This viewpoint, according to
Chattejee, "isan implicate of linking scripture to the transcendentnw

In consonance with his theory as e whole, Smith asserts that scripture
"functi~ns'~
symbo-

"itsmeaning lies in the hearts, minds, lives of those persons

""Shall Next Century be Secular or Religious?", T e e 150.
MWikked Cantwell Smith, What ir Saiptwe?
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993)

A Comprutive Apprwch

*Margaret Cbatterjee, "What is scripture?" ReLigous Smfies Review VoL 30
(Sept 1994): 366-368;366.

and groups for whom it is symb~lic'';'~
"in something beyond both it and us to

which it points."1uLIt is not to be reified.
Onto10gy, on the other hand-in his vocabulary and system-is
explicated more tersely and more saWctoriIy
previous writing.

lm

in What C Saip~ure?than in

Firsf there is "no ontology of scripturen; he rules out

metaphysical, logical reference. Secondly, there is no ontology of "things we human

beings do, and are" (no ontology of art nor of language).lm In a sense, his
"metaphysicalanthropologicalnconchsion, 1submit, encapsulates his entire theory:
Rather than exjsting independently of us (scripture;
language) all
are subsections of the ontoIogy of our being persons."
Smith suggests that scripture, art, language, and on, "might be more truly

apprehended if conceived not as nouns but as some sort of adverb, a mode of our
relating to the world."10sThis position ilhrstrates his Npersonalist-relational"
stance

coupled with his "metaphysical anthropology."
'OoSmith, Whar is Scripture? ' 239.

IolIbid., 3651154.Smith also observes: "Fundamentalists,historicist scholars, and
radical skeptics share in common a lack of appreciation of the transcendence
involved."(in the case of scripture).
lmAntonioR. Gualtieri, "Faith,Belief and Transcendence."J o m l of Dharma,
VoL 6 (l981:239-52). H e writes: "Smithmeans much more by 'transcendence.' For
him the referent is also ontological, though it is difficult to pin it down with
precision,"242. Smith here does give a fuller explanation of his understanding of
"onto10gy."

In a footnote, Smith refers to Gadamer's 'perceptive philosophic
treatment of games" wherein the latter relates "the players to them!'lM Smith

continues: H e (Gadamer) writes of "Play ("Game"is Smith's preferred term) as the

clue to ontological explanation."

The diversity of games was Wittgenstein's

observation. Smith's response is "that we should look not at the games but at the

people playing them: it is a human attitude to, involvement in, games that
constitutes their being ~uch..."~"'This suggests to m e that Smith is aware of

parallek between his work and Gadamer's, although key concepts may differ.

In his article, "Smith, Hermeneutics, and the Subject-Object
Syndr~rne"~~
Robertson makes a number of observations regarding Gadamer's
writing that appear quite congruent with Smith's own position, such as:

for

Gadamer, "play is a relational and reciprocal event; play is not simply a matter of

inner attitude.""

-A
,

m e ego, with its will,while

not entirely set aside or

suppressed, is nevertheless 'sublated' (aufphhobenn)in play; it is transformed: by being

L06Smith'sreference is to Iians-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method (London:
S h e d and Ward, 1975) where this passage is found. ('The Concept of Play," 91-99).
Quoted in What is Smptwe?, 365-366,nSS.

lMJohnC. Robertson, Jr., "W.C. Smith,Hermeneutics, and the Subject-Object
Syndromen in Michel Despland and Gerard VaUe, ed. Religion in History: Thc
Wori the idea, the RcaEty/La r & , n dmrr I'hirtoue: Le ma4 l'idke; lo rhW,
published for the Canadian Corporation for Studies in Religion/Corporation
Canadienne des Sciences Religieuses by WWid Laurier University Press, 1992,209223,

taken

of itseK and taken up into something that transcends itseWuO

Transformation is ahvays possible in Smith's schema, I believe, particularly in the
insider/outsider paradigm, if one takes into account the complexity and inner

dynamics and interrelations of his dialectical faith/tradition/community plus
participation categories.

SeIf-transcendence is not precluded, although Smith's

system does not legislate it; rather, it is an assumption. On the other hand,
Robertson's advocacy of "furthercomparative work of Gadamer and Smith"is wen

taken?'
Conclusion
The critique of Smith's work is already vast and continues to
proliferate. Before turning to examples of the critical literatureyhowever, it should
be noted that the survey of his writings and addresses, just completed, covers a
period of fifty years, beginning in 1943 with Ishm in M

'Ikdb and culminating

in 1993 with What ir Scripme? The vision changes, yet the vision remains the same,
as will be discussed in the h a 1 chapter. What of the author? He characterizes

himself in similar but slightly varied terms: as a "rationalist\ as '"hisonan of the
Orientt1;a modified Christian; a " d a r humanist, also deeply religious"; a
t t S ~ a ~ a In
~ ~a n
speech to the Catholic Theological Society of North America in

*As a "rationalist",Belief and H*oiy, vi; "historian of the Orient', Towar& a
World 27reoIogV 3, 179; "modifiedChrhth," 149; 'a secular humanist, elso deeply
religious," L50, both in "Shall the Next Century be Secular or Religious?" at Tenri
(Japan) InternationalSymposium, 1988;a "socialise,'TheMeaning of Modernizationn

1984, Smith alludes to the "gap between theoIogian and historiann in reference to

I knew and ditmed that I was an historian of religion, and for a while
I tended to go on to add "and not a theologian"...I d e d until my
mid-sixties before publishing a book with the word "theology"in the
title; and even then its other word "towards" was equally
significant"

Of course, he went on to say that his thesis had n w become one of avercoming the
dichotomy or gap between the "history of religion and the~logy."~'F w ,
valuable insight is provided by Smith in achowledging that he went "beyond others

in drawing major philosophic and theological inferences from the discernment that
religious traditions are always changing.""

This radically new discernment of

religious traditions in constant change with its many ramifications has garnered a
generous collection of critical comment ranging &om approbation to rejection.

Selections from the critique win be discussed thematidy in the next and find
chapter.

in Religious Dive*,

79-80.

"Smith, 'The World Church and the World History of Religion: The Theological
IssuenProceedin&r39; Cbtblic XkoIogical Society of North Americcr, I984 52-68; 53.

"Smith, 'Traditions in Contact and ChangeN, XTVth Congress of the
International Association for the History of Religions; Proceedin,,1983; 1-23; 3.
(Congress held in 1980)

Chapter Vm

CONCLUSION
Global Human Discourse in its
Religious Dimension

Smith long soughtto bring religious discourse and intellectual discourse
into harmony. To do this he evolved a wmpIex, dynamic theov, subtly nuanced and
many-layered:

a project to facilitate global human discourse in its religious

dimension. I propose the above description of his project to serve as a guide in 1)
correlating Smith's basic presuppositi011~with his perception of the Islamic religious
tradition and with the structures of his theory; 2) in examining the role of

metaphysical anthropology in his emerging theory and its relation to the "personalist"
philosophy inspired by Vlastos, Macmurray and Farmer and, 3) the interrelation of
both to his iosider/outsider paradigm.

The conclusion will center on the transformation of Smith's critical
corporate seIf-coIlSCiousness into the new category of "cummunity,,"dong with the
implications of this moditication for his theory as a whole. Human history, for

Smith, is the arena of the interplay between the mundane and the eternal. The task
he sets himself is "bridgingthe gap between the generic and the particular"; the goal
he seeks is a theory of coherence. The nature of the resolution and the implications

for the future will constitute the final topic of this survey.

The areas of examination I have proposed correspondbroadly to three
major thrusts that dominate Smith's thought, in additionto his Christian background:

1) the Islamic; 2) the "personWg;and 3) the Greek philosophical heritage,
particularly as expressed in his "metaphysicalnanthropology.

I
Smith early recognized that "conceptionsare relevant to perceptions."'

Moreover, it has been argued above that Smith's perception of the Islamic religious
tradition entered into the conceptualization of his hermeneutic. The following brief
summary win serve as introduction to a final assessment of the Mamic component

in his theory.
Smith brought Christian nurture and academic training to his post as
a missionary teacher in Lahore. His studies had included two years in Britain with

Hamilton Gibb and H. H. Farmer. Many of the friends he made in India-Muslims,

Sikhs,Hindus-had also studied in Britain; they were intellectual equals. He counted
Christians among his friends, of course; nor did he limit £tiendship to intenectuals

What he and his friends had most in common was admiration for N e b .

Smith stated the aim of his first book on Islam to be a contriiution to
a "sociology of religi~n."~
Along with the Scottish philosopher, Macmurray, Smith
was influenced by Marx who believed that philosophy was done from the standpoint

of the "socially implanted agent rather than that of the asocial, ahistorid,

'Smith, Meaning and End of Reli@on, 83.
As-

%mith,ModeJn trlam in India: A Sociol Analysis (Lahore: Sh. Muhammad
1943; reprinted fiom London (1946) edition, Lahore: 1963) JL

unembodied thinker."

After Partition, Smith rejected Mamian philosophy along

with the worldview which he, him&

had articulated in Modem Mzm in India, but

he did not reject Macmunay's personalism. Smith moved from an emphasis on

religious data (roughly the approach of the "history of religionsn movement) to an

emphasis on the role of religious data in the lives of persons, It was the powerful
"livingnvality of Islam, Annemarie Schimmel reports, that "fascinatednhim from the
beginning of his studies?
Smith saw his task to be the conceptualization of historical process as
the context of religious lifeSwhich required a conceptualfhnework and interpretive

categories from a human perspective. He writes in 1957:
Sue@ the attempt to interpret religion academically must be an
attempt to find a position that win do justice both to intellectual
coherence and to all the observed facts6
"Coherence" and its cognates recur frequently in Smith's terminology, referring both
to intellectual

ideas and to the person as affected by this concept It is an

"organizingnor "ordering" principle for Smith for which he readily acknowledges an

Islamic model, as in the following examples
Islam, of all major reIigious traditions of the world, has been
)Thomas E Wren, ed. & Petsonal U i ~ e t ~ s eEsrays
:
in Honour of John
Mumu17c1y (Atlantic Highlads, NJ.: Humanities Press, 1975), 2-

4A~nemarieSchimmel, "The Muslim Traditionn ia Z'?ae World's Relr'gious
lhditbns: Essays in Horn of Wifred CiznnveU Smith edited by Frank Whaling
(NewYork: Crossroad, 1986), 130.

'Smith, Tow&

a World Zko@gy,33.

6~mith,
i s b in Modem H%ov, 16-17, n.5.

'inherently and by intention the most coherenf the most systematic." He saw the
"primqIslamic mood"as subsuming "all phenomena under a total coherence, itsel£

transcendent": a 'coherent, total system...(that) confers meaning.^'^ Faith, Smith
observes (1965), is the pattern itself that alI the factors in human life fom. If you
take away a Muslim's faith, the elements in his life do not change; "theysimply cease

to cohere into a meaningful

Furthermore, he stresses the M u s h "achievement of system, their
emphasis on...unity, unification, integration..for several centuries (involving)
hundreds of millions of

Embedded in this discussion is Smith's

acknowledgment of the IsIamic "anawnicthrust..their turning away from parti&
representatiod"'

This was a "coherenttotal systemn that functions "symbolicaIly"

as an "integratedworldview."* For Smith,thir exemplified tawhid, the Arabic word

generally translated "rnon~theism."~~
That these perceptions were revelatory for

Smith seems evident

'Smith, Belief and History, 22.

'bid., 24.

'OSmith, 'The Islamic Near East InteIIectual Role of h'brarianship." Library
Quarterly 35 (1965), 287.

"Smith, Belief and Hktory, 24-25.
%id,

24.

Smith extrapolates his understanding of "coherence"or "unity" to other
groups.

"Ancient Egyptians perceived the world artistically, creativeIy, with

...

imaginative color and elaboration their ires constituted a meaningful

att tern."^

SimfiarIy, the Hindu, the Buddhist, the Muslhn have seen "the world and their life

in it" as "acoherent, significant whoIe."" Today, in the modem world, particularly
in the West, coherence has been lost dong with the mythologies now under eclipse.
What is needed now, in Smith's estimation, is a coherent theory that win enable us

(all of US) to contriiute to "theirand our becoming a community, multi-form, yet
coherent*" Smith recognizes that religious diversity exists in each "organized
society" and with it, "secularism as the otganizing principle of social life."" In order

to counteract this, we must find 'a religious solution to that diversity"; "religious

bodies" must produce "a coherent theory, even, of the faa that we human beings
have ahuays been and are today reIigious in a variety of different ways, and insist on

being so."lg
%mith, 'fSeculanityand the History of Religionn in The Spirit and Power of
C . n Seculaty edited by Albert Schlitzer (Notre Dame:Notre Dame University
Press, 1969). 42.

17Smith, The Role of RFion Studies in the American Univemity. The plenary
address of the New York State Conference for Asian Studies, Colgate University, 1012 October 1975. (Hamilton, NY: Colgate University, 1976) (pamphlet), 10.

''Smith, "Chrjstian-MuslimRelations: The ThwIogical Dimension*in Srccdies in
Infeneli@w Dilrrlogw, l/l99l/1, 11. (This article was originally read as a paper at
a conference on Christian-Muslim relations held at the Free University of
Amsterdam on April 27, la90).

The structure of the theory that Smith elaborates owes much to his
understanding of the Islamic religious tradition; this he articulates in the essay

"Lslamc History as a Concepta £irst written in 1975. Put briefly, Islam is a

this religious tradition is a pattern" of IsIamic

"particularway of being

factors; and, thirdIy, the 'meaning" of life and of the universe (cosmic meaning)
resides for the Muslim, not in Islamic symbols but in life and the cosnos seen "inthe

lightttof the Islamic symbols?

Here is Smith's shift: revelation (the Qur'an)

provides the symbols and the "pattern";the Muslim sees reality in the light of these.

The basis is historical; thus the symbols and pattern'' evolve; history provides for
the dynamic continuity of the past, the present and the future. Smith points out that

in this process, interpretations of the Qur'an, the law and other religious items are

also evolving; they are not reified nor

Smith,I have suggested in Chapter

III, extrapolates these frameworks to his theory.
Studies honouring Philip K Hitti include a contriution by Smith in
which he explicates IsIarnic understandingof the will of God. Will (mashi'nh, imdah)

of God is not what man should do but what God does do. God's will operates
irresistiiIy. It is not a moral conception,but a determinist one. "The will of God
--

-

-

- -

- -

-

-

20Smith, "Islamic History as a Concept" in On Understanding hhm: Selected
S&uiies (The Hague: Mouton, 1981), 16. Similar treatments appear in Iskun in
Modem Hktory, B57;Faith and Be&$ 1979 and Towcuds o WorId Theology, 1981

is what happens; the command of God (amr) is what in human terms ought to

happen; man can disobey God's command, but cannot contravene H
is will."U The

human role of discernment is of vast importance.
Smith's proposed hermeneutic may be said to incorporate some of this

dynamic divine/human relationship (pite dzerent fkom Christianity and possibly
unique). Discernment by a group of two, extending ideally to humanity, of the

pattern "throughwhich to view the universe," conveyed by symbols and in touch with
transcendence, will come from "critical corporate seIf-~~nsciousnes~~-rnutual

searching for understanding and, by implication, right conduct This searching,
teaching, self-learning and self-transcending, on the part of participants and
observers, will achieve together, in groups, a new awareness of reality or ultimate
truth or God. Such knowledge or apprehension, Smith cautions, is ahways

a p p r h a t e and partid, just as Tillich termed the temporal realization of the

Kingdum of God "ftagment;uyNand npartiaLn In Smith's theory, patternn evokes
into "criticalcorporate seIf~~~nsciousness~
which is, in his thought, an equivalence for

the "comparativestudy of religion." Smith's model contains dynamic elements of
correlation, polarity, dialectic, mediating symbols, interaction, and, of course,
"participation," which should, perhaps, have led the list?

What Smith had to do

%mith, "Some Similarities and Differenpcxs Between Christianity and Islam: An
Essay in Comparative Religionnin The WwId of Ishm: Studies in Homw of Phi&

K Hiffi (London: M a d a n , 1959), 51.
*some examples that come to mind: correlation between the categories of faith
and tradition; poiarity between God's will and God's command; dialectic among
mediating symbols,for example, the dialectic between the art form of a particular

was to provide for potential dialectical transformation on whatever occasion
observers and participants might grapple for new insight in a multi-layered
exchange-each subjected to his limit criterion in confrontation with everyone else's
limit criteria. The model he suggests is instinct with transcendence: "within us and

all around us, sufbing the w0r1d.1~
As stated, Smith's method was the conceptualization of the historical

process as the context of religious He. Out of his study of Islam, he aqyired new
empmcal awareness. In nK Meaningand End ofRe&ion, for instance, he states that
Muslims pledge fidelity to truth itseIf;that the Islamic tradition is self-engagement
with truth. In Isiamic thought, history mediates the eternal-righteousness is the

vehi~le.~

The historical h e w o r k has a second aspect, that of intention. Smith
discerns a special relation between Muslims and history. The Muslim venture has
been a vast endeavour to bend history to the will of Godna...to render history
Islamic-..to have it rise to H
is will for it*

There is an element of intention in

Smith: each person (ideally humanlrind) in consort with other humans (idedy

mosque and the art forms of the milieu; the dialectic between new and old ways of
"bearing witness" (people as mediators of symbols); interaction between insider and
outsider, as well as among insiders; all subsumed by "participation" where there is
"intention" toward community.

%Smith,WUUis Scripture? 1993,231.

%n.ith, Islam in Modem Hismy, 1957; 25.

humankind) achieves an awareness of ranges of choice possible in line with
Truth/God/Reality. To understand the data of other persons' religious life...as

..

symbols of transcendence may cause you to "become a changed person?"

Closely linked to awareness in Smith's vocabulary is the concept of

meaning. Faith, in the Islamic tradition itseIr, as noted above, is the pattern %at
all the factors in human life

H e follows this with the observation: "Ifyou

take away a man's faith, the elements in his life do not change, they simply cease to
cohere into a meaningful ~ h o l e . " ~It is an astute obsewation reinforced by

evidence of loss of meaning in segments of the population in India, and, of course,
in the West. What he saw to be true, especially among westernized or liberalized
Indiitlls (or Westerners), he incorporated into his theory of the two categories of

fitith and tradition: the agent of coherence is the "livingperson''whose ''king'' faith
draws on and is nourished by the manifestations of the tradition, dl in touch with the
transcendent Jarring values £rom another culture can and do impinge upon the
totality-the intermeshing or mutual accommodationbetween faith and tradition-and

may erode meaning.

The integrative nature of the Islamic experience of faith led him, I
believe, to hypothesize the dual categories of faith and tradition. J. L.Mehta said

of Smith that "humanhistory as reIigious history provided an integrative conceptual

"Smith, 'The Mafnic Near East: Inte11ectual Role of Librarianship." Library
Quwter& 35 (l965): 287.

centre and unifyingperspective."33 These categories are bearers of, and vehic1es for,
transcendence, in a number of different ways at a variety of levels. As early as I957

in Islam m Modenr H&ry,

Smith characterized "transcendence" in the folIOWiflg

ways:
the transcendent and deeply personal nature of r e l i g i ~ n ; ~
transcendent norms go with a pattern of woughtnessn;~the
Islamic...insistence on the transcendent reference of each step in the
historical processM

Again, "In theological terms, we should say that reason is neither subjective nor
objective but is the transcendent immanent in man!13'

Although Smith adopts a

more complex language of interrelation and interrelatedness as the years advance
(for instance, he no longer refers to the "nature" of

"religionn), he does not

repudiate the insightsinto transcendent reality as revealed in the Islamic experience.

The study of Islam provided new empirical awareness apt for the conceptualization
of the historical process as the contact of religious life.

In the Festschrift for Hitti, Smith draws parallels between Christianity
and Islam, as already mentioned. The determinisf principle that gwerns the
mash'iah (win of God) as opposed to the command of God (amr)-that is, "mancan

%india and the Wes: The Problem of Undentanding: Selected Essays of J L.
Mehta (Chico: SchoIars Press, 1985) xi.
%mith, Iskm in Modem Hiitory, 16

bid., 19.
=Ibid., 33.
nIbid., 1861124.

disobey God's command but cannot contravene H
is willqu8-isreflected in Smith's
fomuhtions There is a pattern of "naturef'susceptiile of scientific understanding;

also, there is a "divinenpattern which humans must discover (in the case of Mam,
revealed in and through the Qur'an).

In Smith's dynamic historical framework, as

humans continue to evoke over time, so does revelation (and an revelations), along

with their interpretati~ns?~
It was Smith's practice to translate and reswch Arabic texts, including

Medievalists such as Taftazani, with particuIar regard to the faith concept He tells
us that from this work "grew twenty-fie years later Belief and Hktory and Faith and

Be&$!'"'

In 197& at a conference for a wfleague, Harry A. Wolfson, Smith set forth

the complex and subtle relationship betwan the Arabic words for faith: al-iman and
md*. Tasdiq does not have to do with "believingn;it 'is to recognize a truth, to

appropriate it, to af6rm it, to confirm it, to actualize i t And the truth, in each case,
is personalist and sincere?'

Moreover, " ~ d i isq the h e r appropriation and

outward implementation of truth. It is the process of making or finding true in

%Smith,"SomeSimilarities and Differences Between Christianity and Islam: An

Essay in Comparative Religion"in 77ze World of L s h : Studies in Honour of Phifip

K HW,1959,51.
39Asmentioned above, Smith states that "elementssuch as the Qur'an, the law,
and other 'religious' items, are also evolving." in 'Iihtnic History as a Concept"in
On Understanding h h ,16.

'OSmith, "Faith, in Later Islamic Histo~y;The Meaning of Tard4' in On
U i r s t a n d i n g h h , 1981, 135-161;136.
4%id., 150. Smith concludes the essay thus: The question is not what one
believes, but what one does about what one believes or recognizes as true. At issue,
in the matter of Eaith, is what kind of person one is." 161.

actual human life, in one's own personal spirit and wert behaviour, what God-or

Reality-intends for rnan!lu

Here is the stuff for the maldng of a new category of

faith. Smith lists other linguistic implications Faith is the recodtion of divine truth
at the personal level and...the acceptance of obligatoriness as applying to oneself; the

commitment to c a q h g them out"

Again, it is the personal making of what is

cosmicdy true come true on earth-the actualization of truth (the truth about

man)"

Some passages insist that faith is more than knowledge: it is a question

of how one responds to the truth. Smith renders 'faith as tasd4' as 'faith is the

ability to trust, and to act in terms of, what one knows to be true.'" It is clear that

Smith's category of faith embraces these interpretations. His exegesis aiso includes
a distinction between the Christian and Lslamic nuances of meaning. For instance,

the Islamic sense of clarity (mystery is subordinated); God's revelation is mubin,
clear, which is, perhaps, the most important insight in terms of an "outsider'sn
comprehension? Smith says that "Islamic orientation is in general more moralist"

than other orientatiom...It is more dynamic, with its revelation primarily of God's

will (as distinct from the Christian case, with its revelation primarily of God's

person)...For Muslims, "the eternal Word of God is an imperative."*' Of course,

Smith's faith category is more than the sum total of these apprehensions, but the
influence cannot be disputed. For critics, this exegesis throws light on the role of
"revelation" as linked to the notion of "ordernor "patternnas "God's will"; it should

also illuminate facets of the "Edithncomponent that appeared incongruous to some.
Smith researched Islamic documents of antiquity in the original language; what

emerges are perspectives on the "living person" seeking to discover and to live the

Yaithfi11'' life. For Smith, revelation derived from the Qur'an is embedded in the
e v o h g Islamic pattern of right conduct As stated above, 'The eternal Word of
God is an im~erative.1'~ I suggest that *revelationn is embedded somewhat
,cimllatIy

in his overall theory.

It operates at the heart of the insider/outider

paradigm, in interaction and interrelation with the category of symbols in correlation
with the participants and observers. As he says, it is not a ItBigBangntheory.

But,

in his theory, revelation is in touch with transcendence.

I will round out my argument that Smith's engagement with the Islamic
religious tradition and its languages, most particularly Arabic, helped to shape his
theory/vision of a comparative religious history of humankind with one more

illustration taken' again, from the Islamic apprehension of nmultI-layered" faith.
There are many other studies of Islamic exegesis and analysis that would serve to
reinforce my argument (Smith has produced a vast documentation), but I think that

"Ibid, 153.

%id.

"faith"is the most important illusfration, subsuming other examples, and allowing for

generakation.
"Destiny"is the concept Smith lifts out of the Islamic worldview, "an
ideational system giving order to man's perception of the universe and within which

man's destiny may be discerned and discussed."49 It is destiny, not the worldview,
Smith insists, "that is, and ahways has been crucial?U) It has to do with their faith:

"that inexpressible transcendent human quality to which they gave expression,
e m p m d y in art,in ritual, in a patterned moral code, and also in ideas, all of which

were formulated in terms of their comprehensive orderOfi

Smith's category of tradition can be glimpsed in the above description,
namely, "expression, empirically in art, in ritual, in a patterned moral code,and also
in ideas?

In addition, 'a comprehensive order" has been a "regulating"principle

for Smith, I suggest, all along, and has entered into his "critical corporate self~nsciousness"~his
insider/outsider criterion. Gillcey has suggested that a "criterion,

or principle of interpretation, for universal or general revelation, is provided through
that decisive centre-the new critical corporate seIf-consciousness."~I take it to be
49Smith,Faith and Belief (Princeton, New Jersey Princeton University Press,
1979), 48.

%angdon Gillrey, "A Theological Voyage with Wilfred Cantwen Smith,"
ReEgious Studfes Review, VoL 7,No. 4 (October 1981): 304. Part of joint review with
Huston Smith, entitled *Wibed Cantwen Smith: Early Opus and Recent Trilogy,"

such a criterion but with quaEcations that will emerge in the foII0WiD.g discussion.
Faith is that personal movement whereby one transcends the duplicity
of a divided (rnunajQ) self, the atomism of an isolated self,and the
confusion of a whimsied self of impulses and unrealism (ahwa' baril),
to parfici~atein a communitv (d
that in)
turn partichates in, is
engaged &, the mwement towards and in accord with, the-final truth
and goodness of reality? (my emphasis)
One can see the counterpart, a decade later, to what is descriied above as the

Manic dynamic of interrelatedness and interaction-the reconciliation of the specific

and the generic-in Smith's enunciation of the transformation of "critical corporate

self-conscio~sness~~
into a new third category of community,alongside or subsuming

This is Smith's hermeneutic: religious history provides the context for

religion; his meta theory provides the conceptud framework constituted by the
categories of faith, cumulative tradition and comrnunity~articipation-indynamic

interrelation and interaction. "Aconceptual frameworv he tells us, in 1981, has to

be understood as "a framework within which the universe is framed: the universe

and man"..."the vision by which be or she knm*..(the vision) that confen
meaning."sbThe more recent meta theory or conceptual framework is functionaIly
similar but differs, as it must, in its inclusivity--conceptual, possible, "visionary"

%Smith,Faith and Be&$ 49.

In C o m p ~ t i v ePerspectiven in Thc Myrh of Chrirrion
Uniqueness: Towmd a P l u r a llteorogV of Rd&bns edited by John Hick and Paul
F.Knitter (MaryknoR, N.Y.: Orbis Books, W87), 59.
asmithy "Idolatry:

community of humankind, emerging out of transformative, transforming "critical,
corporate seIf-consciousness,"at the heart of which is the insider/outsider paradigm.

Just as Islam is the pattern" into which the minutiae of a devout Muslim's life

"cohere"into "rneaningfuhess,"including what the "outsiderthinks of as secular," so,

I suggest, does Smith's meta theory constitute an "ideational pattern?

Here is

further support for this contention: Smith writes--and this I take to be central to his
entire project

Such an ideational pattern (the Islamic pattern) is significant primarily
not in terms of the several ideas that make it up...They (ideational
patterns) are signiscant, rather, in terms of their total coherence, and
of their function of providing a framework within which the factual
data and concrete events and spiritual propensities of the person's or
society's life are i n t e ~ r e t e d ! ~
I believe it can be said that Smith's meta pattern seeks total coherence (all
relation*

compatible at a meta level) and provides a framework within which the

"factual data and concrete data and spiritual propeIISities"of humankind's Life can
be interpreted.

In 1991 Smith set forth his "coherenttheow explaining that human
beings are religious. In his view, we need such a theory; otherwise, secularism will

hold the day, continuing to function as the "organizing principle of the social lifeens

I1

'Christian-Muslim Relations: The Theological Dimension." S t z u k in
Iwenelgiow Dialogue, l/1991/1, 11.
%&h,

Smith's thought possesses such a high degree of coherence that

discussion of one aspect of his theory invariably invites discussion of another aspect,
true of religious anthropology and personakm. However, basic to any discussion is

a recognition, I suggest, that his theory (call it the comparative study of religion, or

world theology; the nomenclature is not fixed) is a meta theory, based on "empirical

facts as observed by historical

study, to proceed by rational argument, and to

contend that the goal is to discern and to live out the proper way to be MIy
human."60-wordsspoken at Tenri in 1988. They run parallel to his apprehension

of the Islamic religious tradition within limitations that have been discussed in the
preceding chapters.

Smith's model may be seen as teleological, rather than

eschatological, precisely because it is a meta model,which respects the autonomy of

all the religious traditions. To see the unity or coherence of humanltind's religious
history, is to be grasped by vision, and in faith, "give heartn to a transcendent
Someone or Something? We look now at the interrelatedness of his anthropology

and his personalism, along with strategies.
His early work contains recurring references to the subject-object

dichotomy as well as the perspecthd, emotional and intellectual gulf that separated

'%mi& "Shall Next Century be Secdar or Religious?" In T e d International
Symposium '86: Cosmoq Li& Reb@on=Beyond Humanism. (Tenri, Japan: Tenri
University Press, 1988), 150.
'lSmith cites the Hindu term, SlOddha,in explicating the nature of faith: "putting
one's heart on something (someone) in the sense of esteeming it (him, her)
(recognizing its d u e ) not instrumentally but intrinsically, absolutely."In Faith and
Belief,64.

the adherent of a religious tradition from an observer on the outside. They could
be seen as part of the same problem: part of the solution lay in "bridging the gap

between the specific and the generic!t62 What was needed was a revolutionary
worldview whose structureswere universal (generic)-"empmcal historical knowledge

to puncture speculative generalizations and result in new empirical awareness.""

His answer was to devise a conceptual framework of historical process as the context
of religious Me, with participation as its modea to include, as well, interpretive
categories from a comparativist point of view. "I€ the great religions are true," it
follows that "the human community is the only real community there L a n d what
matters supremely are the relations among persons within that total community and
the relations between men and God.'"

This will senre as an introduction to a

discussion of the anthropological component (Smith says *metaphysicaln
anthr~pology),~~
as it relates to his overaN aim. The starting point, however, will

"Smith, "Transcendence," Harvurd Diviniy BuUetin 18, 3 (1988): 14.

wTmards a World 23teology, 33.
%n.ith, "Whither-and Why?" in The History of Religm, ed. Eliade and
Kitagawa, 58.
66Smifh,Faith and B w , I979. Smith writes: "It will be noted that in classical
humanist fashion my anthropologyhere has been metaphysical. To think or to feel
that human behaviour may on occasion be inhuman, that people may be 'less than
human,' ...that we persons may become or may fail to become our true selves, is to
recognize "mannas a transcendent and not merely an empirid concept. Faith
bespeaks involvement in transcendence. Any anthropocentrism, then, betrays our
human cause if it is not also theocentric-or to Shift to the Buddhist or Greek mode,
metaphysical." UP140.

be a quick sunrey of some of the intellectual "shiftsnin the academic r e a h that
sewed as background for Smith's work as a scholar.

Personalist Epistemology
Inteflectuafs in the Christian

action movement in Canada in the

thirties and forties saw evidence for a 'shift" from the ideal world to the real world;
£tom eschatology to his to'^;^ fiom "other worldly to this

According to

Gregory Vlastos, writing in Towar& a CMrtiizn Sociol Revolution,mutuality-the lave
of God-provided the meaning and direction of the socialaction movement"

John Macmurray, philosopher and mentor to Canadian Christian social
action groups, formulated a 'genaine new starting point based on a new analysis of
experience and its ultimate data?

The resolution to the problem of the "form of

the personal" invohred, in Macmurray's formulation, starting ftom the "primacyof the

practical," rather than from Cartesian 'primacy of thought" or cog it^.^ What this

means is that we should think from the "standpointof action" thus eliminating the
67RogerCharles Hutchinson, T h e Fellowship for a Christian Social Order: A
Social Ethical Analysis of a Christian Socialist Movement," Doctoral Thesis,Toronto
School of Theology, 1975, 54n,23; 100.

%astos, 'The EthicaI Foundationsnin Towards a Chrirtian Social Revolution,
1936, 56-57. Vlastos declares: 'What is disturbing and revolutionary about the
command to Iwe is its challenge to a new way of living which begins immediately,
destroys all class divisions, creates a new fellowship, and is ready for the Kingdom
of God."7.

'%.J. Blaikie, "Being,Process, and Action in Modem Philosophy and Theology,"
Scottbh Ihuml of TheologV, XXV (1972): 145,149.
nMacmarray, ?Re Self us

84.
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dualism between theory and practice. "I act, therefore, I am" permits us to know
ourselves in a unified sense (as thinkers and actors) in relation with others and in

unity with the world in which we act Thinking or reflective activity is subsumed
under action." Thio formula avoids obj-g

persons.

me sort of '!beingn known in the "I am"is essentially dynamic being
and not static; it is genuine human being as understood by common
sense, and not some abstracted concept frozen by the logical
mteHectn
Dynamic being is, of course, inherently or integrally onto10gical, a point that Smith
makes often. This understanding is absolutely basic to Smith's conception of person
or

it undergirds his theory;

it explains the way in which he uses

"objectivity." Huston Smith,for example, refers to his "polemic against objectivity,"
suggesting that Smith defines "objectivity"ididsyncratiCany?'

My argument is that Smith goes beyond the personalist orientation to
something approaching a doctrine of man, what he calls his metaphysical
anthropology. Iu m a d e and Kitagawa's book on the history of religions, Wach
wrote: "Theological anthropology, including soteriology and eschatology, ponders

%Blaikie,"Being, Process, and Action in Modem Philosophy and The010gy," 149.
"Huston Smith, "Faithand its Study: What Wilfred Smith's Against, and For"
in Rek'@w Sacdies Review, VoL 7 No. 4 (October 1981): 310. Companion review to
that submitted by Langdon Gilkey in the same issue.

over the origin, nature and destiny of man."

This juxtaposition of Wach's and

Smith's formuktions is instructive. "Destiny"figured importantly in the first half of

this chapter; in the second half, "mannwill so figure. For "man", read, at thnes,
Smith's "humannature."

Pad Tillich, in the last lecture he delivered, emphasized the "positive
consequencesnof the use of the method of the "history of religions," one instance

being:

W e can use religious symboIism as a language of the doctrine of man,
as the language of anthropology, not in the empirical sense of this
word, bat in the sense of doctrine of man-man in his true
nature...(t heology) tries to formulate the basic experiences which are
universally valid in universally valid statements...(universaxity) lies in
the depths of every concrete reIigio~1.~

The terminology used by Tillich in 1966-doctrine of man -man in his true naturewould appear to be congruent with Smith's "metaphysicalnanthropology.

A creative aspect of Smith's work is that he relates and correlates what
before had been unrelated; (like TilIich, he correlates the existential realm with the
divine realm); out of this interaction comes new meaning' new understanding.

Smith's emphasis is on the interpenetration of the divine and human. "Everythnea
person anywhere makes a religious decision, at stake is the final destiny and meaning

75Joa~himWach, The W
t
r
t
o
t
y of Religrbm: Essays in MethodologV (Chicago:
University of Chicago, 1959) 54.

%PaulTillich, T h e Significance of the History of Religions for the Systematic
Theologian" in The Ftcnue of R&@m edited by JeraId C. Brauer (New York
Harper & Row, 1966). 93-94. This was the concluding lecture in a conference on
history of religions given at the University of Chicago (Divinity School). Paul Tach
died ten days later.

of the human race!'"

Again, "worldhistory is the religious history of our race?

Human nature is "inherently aware ot..and responsive to, what I am calling
transcendence in its environment and within itsee and ahways has been

On

the other hand, human nature is not fundamentally secular (as secularists claim) nor
basically "religious."
available."

It is the religious traditions that make transcendence

One sees the dialectic here between the generic category of Eaith

@urnan quality in the living person) and the "particular" cumulative religious
tradition.

Geertz observed that a basic ingredient of human nature is the capacity

and necessity to live in terms of one or another (such) culture, or as Smith observes,
in his case,in terms of one or another (such) "religion.* Smith suggests that this
statement approaches his own evaluation of human nature, except that the context

%nith, ''Traditional Religions and Modem Culture." Talk presented to theXlth
Intemutional Congress of rhe I'ntemtioltcll Association for the History of Religions at
Claremont, California, September 641,1965. In Religiacs Dive*
edited by W. G.
Oxtoby, 1976, Chapter 4; 69.
78Smith,"Interpretingreligious interrelations: An historian's view of Christian
and Muslim"in SciencesRelr'gieuses/SttlAiecin Religion 6/5 (&C/surnmer 1976-77): 515.

?PSmith,"Shall Next Century be Secular or Religious?" (Tenri, Japan: Tenri
University, 1988), 145.

82CMord Gee- 'The Impact of the Concept of Culture on the Concept of
Man," in John R. Platt, ed. New V i s of the Nume ofMan (Chicago and London:
University of Chicago Press, I965), 93-118, as paraphrased by WiIfked Cantwen
Smith,Faith crnd Beb'4,3330n.

for Geertz is culture and for Smith religion?

Many more exampIes could be cited to show Smith's "human"
perspective-his 'A Human View of Truthm confounded many and win continue to

confound, unless seen as part of his hermenentic which presents (as did Macmurray)
an alternative to radical individualism. ParaUels between Smith and Macmurxay
suggest themselves in this extract from a review by Frank G. Kirkpatrick of the

Iatter's work

Macmurray claims that the views which hold the self to be essentially
an aggregate of atoms, or simply a complex organism, are in fact
abstractions and reductions from a more basic, more authentic,
ontologicany prior whole: the living Defson- By starting with the
inclusiveperson, Macmmy therefore avoids dualism and goes beyond
the Iimitations of more restricted concepts of the human person.
(original emphasis).=

Macmurray announced a new start-a Copernican revolution in philosophy? Smith
effected a revolutionary approach to the study of religion: dynamic history as process;
at once anthropocentric and theocentric; global bmmunity-nessn of being human.

=Smith, Faith and Belief, 330113.

%rnith, "A Human View of Truth!' Sfudih in Rebj$on 1, 1 (I97l): 6-24.
Reprinted in M and Dialogue: IheRelatiomhi$ between Word Refigiom, edited by
John Hick. (London: Sheldon Press, 1974; TWh and Dialogue in Workl Religions:
C o n m g lhrth Claims, 20-44.(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1974, with a new
addendum, "ConflictingTruth-Claims: A Rejoinder,"B6-62.

=Frank G.Kirkpatrick Toward a Metaphysic of Community"Scosrih J o d
of Z4eologV VoL 38 No. 4 (1985): 580.
%acmurray, The S q u s Age?& Macmurray, in effect, refers to Kant comparing
his change of standpoint to the Copernican revolution in astronomy. The present
proposal (starting to thinkjkom the standpoint of adion)," Macmurray says, "might
use the same analogy." 85.

T o turn from an impressionistic account to a biographical observation: Smith asserts
that it was the ideal of humankind as a whole that inspired him from his youth on?'
Gap between the particular and the generic

Smith's conceptual frameworks and interpretive categories were

designed to bridge the gap between the specific and the universal; to provide a link
between the particular and the generic? In his most recent book, he suggests that
".~hmankind'schief b&ess..js

to attain, or to accept, transformation, liberation,

salvation, sanctificati~n.'~Forging links between the particular and the generic
(divine/human), Smith seems to be saying, is preparatory to achieving/accepting
"transformation." H e puts it very wen in conversation with Eric Sharpe;* I am

selecting portions that deal specifically with the meaning of %itht'; the exchange goes
back to 1973.
Smith admowledges that Sharpe and A R. Gualtieri feel quite
strongly that "Imean by 'faith' something Merent from what..Christians gene*,
mead*' His answer, in part, follows:

87Smith,"RetrospectiveThoughts on TheMeaning andEnd ofReli'gion"in Religon
Despland and Vallee, 18.

in Hwoty, ed.

m'Thecentral conceptual question d religious studies: the connection of generic
categories and cultural specificity*" Mentioned by Wm. E. Paden ia a review of
Robert Baird's book (reissue) Gztqgory Formarion in Method & 27teory in the Study
of Religion 6-4 (1994), 398.

q r i c 1. Sharpe, "Dialogue and Faithnin Rdgiun 3(1973): 89-105.

91W.
Cantwell Smith,
106-114.

Dialogue and 'Faith': A Rejoinder", ReZ@on 3(1973):

I have tried to suggest 'faith' as an explicitly open category, a generic
(not specific) concept, open to differing specificities in differing
instances.pf

Smith agrees that his scheme would be "vitiatednif a "reified"faith were allowed to
usurp his theory of liberated, "meifiied"religion. He offers further clarification:

Where I Wed to make myself clear, I guess, was in my intention that my
category of 'faith' should be explicitly generic-just as is my concept
'cumulative tradition'. Hindus, Muslims,Christians....-an have a cumulative
tradition, but this is a purely formal category, and in each case the content
and shape is manifestly specified and different"

In pursuing the matter, Smith states unequivocally: "Ido

think that faith is

everywhere the same* a charge laid against him even today. In this article, Smith

makes a clear and useful rejoinder to the suggestion that his approach is
anthropocentric:
notion of faith may be dubbed 'anthropocentric' only if it be
recognized that at issue here is an eIlipse with two centres (foci), not
a M e with one. It is equally theocentric faith is the locus of man's
openness to transcendence?

This polarity is important in his work it is a feature that appears to be overlooked
by some critics. Man is not born homo r e C i e ; he is born with the generic
(universal) capacity for faith. Another formulation is that "faithis not something

extra in human life but is essential."%The category of faith, in Smith's doctrine of

%id., 109.
'%id.

%id.
*Bid., 110.
%Smith,Faith and Belief, B6.
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humanln'nd, is linked to the category of tradition which, through symbolization,
mediates transcendence to the category of faith' this category, in turn, mediates

transcendence directly-

Both categories, moreover, can be mediators of

transcendencebetween themselves, Smith includes in this spiritualmovement "divine
initiative and human involvement, plus the empirical object that mediates!'"

As has

been stated in earlier chapters, transcendence in Smith's work is a "givenn;he
declares, as mentioned above, that his anthropology is metaphysical, hence
transcendent.

Spiritual Movement and Insider~Outsiders
My objective thus far has been to show that Smith's (metaphysical)

anthropology is related to his "personalism" and that they are both related to the
dynamic spiritual mwement encompassed in the interaction(s) between and among

categories of faith, tradition, symbolization, participation, all mediators of

transcendence, that is, the interpenetration of divinefiuman. This movement I see
to be at the heart of his 'critical corporate self-consciousnessn which is later

transformed into the category or "component" of community, subsuming
participation?

What follows is a brief outline of the development of his

!"Smith, Whor ir Scripture?, 240. Smith is speaking here of the possibility of
caliiag the various scriptures of the world, "sacramenC' Such wording might serve
as "the trilateral term that is naeded," 240. 'Ibe trilateral term refers to the "divine
initiative," "human involvement" and the "empirical o b j d (scripture), as noted
above,

%mith, "Idolatry"in ihe M@
59.

of Chrirtian Uhiqums, Hick and Knitter, 1987,

outsider/insider paradigm in its correlation with other aspects of this hypothesis,

including comparisons/contrasts with the thought of his mentors and with
contemporary critics.

Comparative Religion

Whaling observes that comparative religion, in Smith's view, is the
comparative study of man in his religious dimension rather than the study of

typologies, structures, archetypes, themes or religions in separation from man? To
get at the refigious dimension, Smith adds to the basic conceptualization of the

historical process, "as the context of religious life," the category of participation as
the "mode of religious life."lm So complex a matter as "participation"must be

finely nuanced and safeguarded by criteria of validity* Before mentioning the
criteria, let us consider the foIIOwiag words from Macmurray=

The primary demand of religion is for a personal integrity. Integrity
here..means specifically a way of life which is integral. In particular,
an integration of the imer life with the outer, a unity of reflection and
action, a coincidence of motive and intentionelo'
It is a curporate as well as a personal application that Smith envisages. Macmurray's
"integration of the inner life with the outer" in Smith's formula applies to the
observer/observed complex as well as to aII observers and participants individually.

The motive and intention, ostensibly, for Smith, is the comparative study of religion,

-rank

Whaling, Thc World'%Reb'@ms 2kad&m, 12.

lmSmith, Towards a Work€ZkologV, 33.
lolMacmurray, Petsons in Retation, 172.
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via a commitment to truth. (Religion is a pattern of commitment to truth).lm

Smith'scriteria for a valid description of man are, namely' that the participant should
be able to recognize himself in, and mudually afEirm, the description offered by the

observer?

Further, a third test is academic, arising out of the "objectiveevidence"

and is rationally coherent both within itself and with all other knowledge, doing
"justice to the faith in men's hearts by commanding their assent once it is

formulated."l*

This creative formula for the study of comparative religion, Smith's
"personalist epi~ternology"'~
is at the hub of his theory-what is going on in an
insider confirms truth; it gives a perspeaive "ofa global verified seIf-collSCiousness
of reIigious diversity.'11M

In confirming truth, transcendence is m e d or

acknowledged. In addition, we must become participants at second hand, in other
traditions as well as in our own (observer = critical; observed = selfwnsciousness)?"

Smith states unequivocally that if the academic study in the

West "of the Asian people" transcends the subject/object dichotomy and becomes
critically seIf-conscious and articulate...this will eventually contribute "totheir and our

' m o b y , Introductory remarksto Smith's " O b j h t yand theHumane Sciences:
A New Proposal" in Religious Divenity, 159.

'?3mith, 'Whither-and Why?" in Eliade and Kitagawa, 44.

"%mith, Towards a World l%eo@, l24.

becoming a community, multi-form yet

Michael Welker calls into question Sxnith's determinationof "objective"
and 'bbjectivity."'OgHe is opposed to the "objectivity of knowledge being descriied

as: "external hawledge";"externalist approachn;manipulating and conceiving fiom
the outside.uo He calls their use an
oversimplification, indeed a caricature of the meaning of
'objectivity'..Jeading to the neglect of characteristics of reproducibility
and connectability as wen as the communicable determinacy of
objective lolowing."
These are precisely characteristics that Smith wishes to negate, or, better, surpass,

in his "personalistnapproach. Objects are to be found in the "categoryof traditionw
and win be "known"as such by persons in the "categoryof faith." The fact that Smith
omitted to give anywhere a detailed explanation of his "personalistepistemology"and
to place it in its academic context has led to misunderstanding; it is not to say,

however, that Welker is not appreciative of Smith's project.
Smith offers this "pragmaticverilication of knowledge about man":

It lies in our applying it ftom alongside as observers, in the form of
understanding; from the inside as participants, in the form of wisdom;
lMSxnith,'TheRole of Asian Studies in the American University,,"The Plenary
Address of theNew York State ConferenceforAsian Studies, (Hamilton, NY. Colgate
University, 1976), 10.

'OPMichael Welker, 'Wnity of Religious History' and 'Universal SeK
Consciousness'; Leading Concepts or Mere Horizons on the Way Tawrudr a World
ZkorogV?" in H m r d 7ReorOgical Revinv, 81 (October 88): 437 and passhn.
"%id., 438. Welker's referencesare to Smith's T o w d a World ~ o l o g v57-70,
,
especially 68, 69-70, and passim.

and between the two, as fellows, in the form of mutual inteIligi'bility-which eventuates in community?*

Thus, corporate participation can turn a "societyinto a community,and an individual
into a persod"'*

Community,for Smith and Macmumy, connotes what human life is
about In the following observations, Smith lays more stress on transcendence,

whereas Macmurray underlines the moral aspect, but their ideas largely where. For
instance*"communitytas well as history, is a traditional locus of transcendence," in

Smith's view."' For Macmurra.

A morally right action is an action which intends commtmity..?
This universal and necessary intention-the same for all agentsprovides a norm for rightness or wrongness in aJI actions
whatever.?
A community is for the sake of friendship and
presupposes love-.." equality and fkeedam are constitutive of
And Smith:
Community is one example of what gets lost (as a result of subjectobject polarity); our participation as persons, in groups that transcend

l*Smith, Towar& a Word ~ o l o g v102.
,

"Smith, T m n d e n c e , "Hanard Divinity Bulletin, 14.
ll'bid.
%hxnurray, Pemons in Relbtion, 119.
'161bid., W).

u71bid., l5I.

'wid.,158.

us as individuals-groups ranging from two persons in lwe, all the way
to the whole of humanity-and their participation in us>*
These are movements towards "critical corporate self-consciousness," towards

community,towards seeing "world history as a w h ~ l e , towards
"~
what Welker calls
a "new world view7" in which "historid facts become such through
interconnectedness, interdependence, interferences and interpenefration~."~
It is
precisely a h e w worldview" that Smith is after. Smith's "common histoIy"* of

"movements of the human spirit""; the religious history of our race, is being
played out today in cyberspace; humankind has entered a new dimension of

information gathering, of understanding,of relatedness, instantaneously global. Such
obsemers and participants may wen have need of something analogous to Smith's

"critical corporate seIf-conscious11ess.~

Critical Corporate Self-Conscious~less
I shall use the comments of three scholars in comparison and contrast
with Smith's ''corporate self-consciousness"to help sharpen our understanding of its

role in his thought The scholars are Huston Smith, George Rupp and Alasdair

MacIntyre. Smith's critical corporate se]Lf-~~nsciousless
represents, for Huston
"gSmith, FWtuf 13Scripture?, 221.
UoSmith,Tow&

a World Hirtory, 37.

LuWelker,"'Unity of Religious History' znd 'Universal Self-COllSCi~~~fless'~~~
436.

..

"Interpreting religious interrelations: An historian's view of Chnstlan
and mu^" in Studis in Rei@*on/ScienceseS@hses, 615 5976-77): 526.
-mi&,

"bid, 521. The phrase is: "oneof the world's greatest movements of the human
spirit the theist."

Smith, an "agreed-ondata bank of global religious h i s t ~ r y . ""Data
~
bank" appears
to be far removed from the "relational"dynamic model envisaged by W. C.Smith in
that it conjures up disparate albeit "agreed-on1'multitudinous static data or facts,
without meaning because they are unrelated to ''living persons."

George Rupp

suggests that:

The force of 'carporate' is to claim for humane knowledge the
appropriate equivalent to the requirement that scientific knowledge of
objects in princip1e be availabk to all other observers."
Wilfred Smith asserts that, in the case of human knowing of the human, this

appropriate equivalent is, "knowledge that is in principle apt both for the subject

himself or her=& and for all wdemd observers; or, in the case of group activities,
for both outside observers and participants."'96 According to George Rupp,
"Corporatecritical selfconsciousness is...the disciplined awareness which the human
community has of itself!'"
W. C.Smith continues: to study the human "isto study oneself-even

when one person studies another (or one society, another) separated by much space,
or time, or bothM* The "databank" metaphor suggests the paradigm of "objective
mHuston Smith, Taith and its Study: What WiEred Smith's Againsf and For."
Religious Studies Review, VoL 7, No. 4 (October 1981): 306-310. (Co-reviewer Langdon Gilkey).

luGeorge Rupp, "The Appropriation of Traditions" in The World's Religious
~ZCI&~OILT
ed. by Frank Whaling, 169.
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Rupp, 'The Appropriation of Traditions," 169.

m

T a World
~ TheoM,
~
79.~

howledge" which, when applied to humans as the objects of knowledge, according
to

George Rupp, "sets observer and observed wer against each other."uP By

contrast, corporate critical seIf-consciousness, Rupp observes, 'presses toward a

knowing common to both observer and obsemd because it is construed as
hawledge of that whole of which both the subject and the object are a padfu0

It is Wilfred Smith's contention that:

In principle, then, for all humankind to know each other...is for all
humankind to become one community. And vice verso: only as we
move towards community can we come to know.*'
Thus, in Smith's project, "critical corporate seIf-consciousnessn comes to be
designated "community"--ona par with the categories or components of faith and

tradition- The kind of knowledge he has in mind is more akin to friendship, lwq
the "changed person," already alluded to. As Uacmurray indicates, "a community is

for the sake of friendship and presupposes lwePu2

Smith acknowledges

"fkiendship as an integral element in epistemology...love as constitutive of
rationality...brporate seK-consciousness'..as an avenue out of subjective-objective

polarityJu3 Smith is not after an "agreed-upon data bank of global religious
history"-he would see it as always in the process of change.

q u p p , 'The Appropriation of Traditions," 169.
%id.

UIT~atlds
a W d m?ok@gy,79.
'PMjcmurray, Persons in Relation, 15L
=Smith, "RetrospectiveThoughtsHin Religion in Hr'story, 18.
210

A proposal put forth by Alasdair Machtyre having to do with a new
"dramaticnarrative which can claim historical truth"may come closer to what Smith

envisages than "data bank." Machtrye writes:
An epistemo1ogical crisis is always a crisis in human relationships.
Crisis is resolved by construction of a new narrative which enables an
agent to understand both his original belief&and how he could have
been misled by them. The narrative (original) becomes the subject of

an enlarged

Smith cites the fact that the Muslims call the Qur'an the KirIbrn of God...and that
"God is the kind of God W h o fiom an eternity has something to say to

The divine imperative (in Islamic parlance) for Smith, is completed in
the remainder of the quotation:
God (or the universe) has something to say to humans; in non-theist
language, the universe is intelligible, and with cosmic ideal patterns for
humans to emulate as in the Greek faith of western ~ u l t u r e . ~

Thus Smith beIieves that his epistemology (personal agency) enabks the self to be
in relation not only with persons but with God. Scholars who have shared this
"personalist" orientation include John Oman, H. H. Faxmer (Smith's professor at
Cambridge), Alan Richardson, T.F.Torrance, Car! P H. Henry and, of course, John
Macmurray.." Concerning the latter, F. H. Heinemann makes this obsenmtion:

?!ladair
MacIntyre, "Epistemological Crises, Dramatic Narrative and the
Philosophy of Science," Ihe Monist (19'77): 453-72.

qlaikie, Being, Process and Action," 130.

(Macmurray) believes in the continuity of human action and in the
correlative one world of action. We should act as though our actions
were contrii'butionsto this one inclusive action which is the history of
the worIdm

Smith throughout his work endorses this personalist position; what he adds to the
personalist approach is the enshrining of a paradigm of encounter within his world

theology or meta theory.
Subjectabject Polarity
Central to a discussion of existentialist personalism is the topic of
subject-object polarity. John C. Robertson suggests that critical corporate selfconsciousness is Smith's "third"dternative to the subjeztive-objjective dichotomy.*9

For Smith,this third position subsumes the subject and the object and "goes beyond

them!'"

This Thisowledge from the standpoint of both observers and participants '41

would take us "forward to a larger vision" than that now aMilable.''

Robertson

is aware of a separation of "interior personal faithn and "relationalnpersonal

Eaith;lu his remedy is to sublate the two, "thereby moving to a higher 1eveLULU

9.H.Heinemam, "Surveyof Recent PhiIosophical and Theological Literature
and PhiIosophy in Hibbert Joumal, Vol56 (LVI) (Oct 1957-July 1958): 181-182.
ngJohnC. Robertson, Jr., "W. C.Smith,Hermeneutics, and the Subject-Object
Syndrome,"Religion in Hhtory, ed Despland and Vallee, 219.
lasmith, Towwds a World ZkorOgY, 59.

1421bid.,70.
lURobertson, "W.C.Smith, Hermeneutics." 219.

His contention is that Smith has the resources in his corpus to do this. Thro reasons
are advanced for this proposal: the first has to do with the use in Smith of 'tisual

metaphors" of "seeing," "pointing to"; apprehending something or someone; the

non-cognitive, and the like.la

"IslamicHistory as a

An early assertion in Smith's work, in his

essay

may illuminate the matter, Fundamental to his

view, though not confined to this tradition, is the belief that:

M a .is a particular way of being human1';further, that this religious
tradition is a patternHof Islamic factors and that the "meaning" of life
and of the universe (sometimes cosmic meaning) resides for the
Muslim, not in Islamic symbols, but in life and the cosmos seen "inthe
light1'of Islamic

Thus Smith effects an epistemological shift Revelation (the Qw'an) provides the
symbols and the "pattern*;the Muslim sees reality in the light of these symbols,

There is a h the matter of the "doubledynamicsnof symbols and his insistence that
"symbolization is the basic religious ~ategory."'~ There is correlation of symbols

and participation in his theory,especially in the outsider/insider criterion at the heart

"%m.ith, "IslamicHistory as a Conceptn0975) in On U n d e ~ n d i n Islam,
g
16.

'''Smith, "Symbolsin Religion"in S ' l s in Life and Art: The Royd Society of
Cbnada Synapbumin M m o y of George W h a l l q , / ' symboh danr la vie et dans
l k a la S
H Ruyak du CoMdq colloque b la &moire & Geow Whalley, edited
by James A. Leith (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Pressfor the Royal Society
of Canada) 89-104. The full statement is: T o see symboliang rather than believing
as a basic religious category has dowed a major, indeed a momentous, advance."
101.

of critical corporate seIf-coIlSCiousness. Referents, for Smith, are empirical events.
Second& Robertson has a suggestion for "transcending the subject-

object schema altogether in what he calls "dia10gue.""~ His proposal is to let
"religioustexts, events, or persons--one's subject matter...say something to one about

"something?' Smith posits a dialectic: the "objectsnin the category of tradition
are in dialogue with the persons in the Wth"category, symbols and participation

@articipants)in correlation; persons in "faithncategory have access (being mediated
to) to transcendence/God/(~~snic)uDiversewith the category of tradition mediating

transcendence to persons via objects and symbolizations, participants and observers
simultaneously "rnecIiators,"which would permit, it seems to me, a great deal of
saying something to someone. But it is much more than that: here is the hub of the

paradigm of "encounter,' wherein the "trans£ormativet'surpasses the "cognitive'',

which Robertson appears to be championing. But this is not to exhaust the matter;
there are also, for instance, participants at second hand Robertson's remarks raise
thp_ possibility that critical se~consciousnessmay, in the mode of religious

consciousness "offer a system of interpretation of existence itself subject to
interpretation."*

m ~ h epower of religious consci-ess,
for Barbara A. Babcock, is "its
reflexiveness-religion offers a system of interpretation of existence that is itself
subject to interpretation, and that is infinitely compelhg." In "Reflexivity"
Encyclopedicr of Religion

Conclusion
"Idolatry"appeared in print in 1987.*

In this

essay, the dialectic

between the particular and the generic takes on a different configuration from that

of the past As before, Smith wishes to guard against the human proclivity of
elevating the forms by which one is grasped by the divine (or apprehends the divine)
to ultimate truth or transcendence, rather than "relativizing (the forms) in relation
to the Absolute."

However, in this presentation, he wishes to regarrange the

categories set forth much earlier in The Meaning and End of Religion.

From the perspective of world history, Smith sees the religions of the
world as wtempord,contingent, mundane...internediaries between humankind and
God,"possessing "two component elements": the categories of faith and cumulative
tradition. Smith now proposes a third category, that of community, separating it
from tradition, "rather than subsumed under itw "Participation"becomes a major
element in community.*

It can be argued that "community" as a principal, "significanP'category

senres to strengthen his theory and make it more coherent It is consonant with the
personalist-relational approach in evidence throughout his work. For instance, in
"Whither-and Why?" he states that "humanity is the ody community there is";s5

qrnith, "Idolat@ in The Mj&

4C

'U i s , 59.

=bid., 59.
%id.

%mi&, "Whither-and Why?" in R e l ' Diversity, I55.
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Vlastas observes that 'a basic requirement of @is) very humanity (is)

community."w Smith's references to the "communityof communities: one spiritual
m d t y of all humanln'nd" * and, again, a world religious community with all

religious persons as members,* antedate but presage the new "category" of
coxxununity=
"Critical,corporateseIf-collSCiousness,"I submit, has been transformed

into the new "signiscant"component of nwmmuaity"along with partkipation. In my

understanding, the insider/outrider paradigm is embedded in critical corporate selfconscioumess;* indeed it is at the heart of community. This is what renders
Smith's notion of community rigourous, moral, spiritually challenging, bestowing,
eventually, the unity of coherence and meaning. It has to do with the creation of

groups of two to, idedly humanity, of a special kind-a succession of communitiesto

infinity. The two persons are the observer and the obsewed; the other end of the

continuum: the human racd60 Smith stresses awareness of any
given particular human condition or action as a condition or action of

r re gory Wastos, "Sinand Anxiety in Niebuhis Religion,"rite Christian Centzuy
(October 1, 1941): 1203.

?hith,

Towards Wbtld Theom,l31.

*Smith speaks of "anidealn...mmeof the (outsiders) and (insiders) win bring to
the whole (speaking here of the Midurai temple) 'a recognition of truth's
transcendence*;also, "corporatecritical seIf-coIlSCiousness..(is) the ideal at which to
aim for haman knowIedge of that particular reality!' Towards a World Zko@, 66.
"Ideal", I suggest, implies "transformation,"beyond full attainment

itsel€as a community, yet of one part but not of the whole of itseQ
and is aware of it as experienced and understood simultaneously both
subjectively (personally, existentially) and objedively (externally,
critically, analytically; as one used to say, scientifically).161
Here is the principle of ~ e f i c a t i o n . ' ~ The congruence between Smith's
formulation and that of Macmumy is apparent in the following:

A morally right action is an action which intends commun.ity...'Ihis
universal and necessary intention-the same for all agents-provides a
norm for rightness or wrongness in a l l actions whateverold)
Smith asserts that "in the transcendent vision, reason conduces to personal integrity
and to community integration; to personal virtue and to the good ~ociety.II'~On

this topic, there is basic agreement between the two scholars.

Once again, the anthtopoiogicalstrand is evident: "the transition born
consciousness to seIf-~~nsciousness
...represents the emergence of man."la

Thip

is Smith's god for all of us, ideally humankind ("ideally" is used in a platonic, non-

attainabk sense). The vehicle for the "study of man by man" is the study of
comparative religion. I have tried to show that this is, although amazingly complex,
layer upon layer, a coherent tbeory.

Early in his career, Smith turned his mind to helping people to opt for
transcendence; rationally, communally, across the board. He wished to promote
-

-

- --

--

-- -

16'Ibid., 60.
l%id.

'QMacmurray,Penom in Relation, 119-1U).
'%niith, 'Transcendence," 12
"%mith, Towards a World T h e w , 59.
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"king,""experiencedm
religion as opposed to a religion that is simply handed down,

or, as Gee& phrases it, a religion "rernemberedflu6Smith wished to forestall such
atrophy and to legislate living religion in his categories: faith-generic; unshaped by
history, to be experienced, open to transcendence. His category of cumulative
tradition covers "pafticularsnin history, "remembered"but as creeds, rituals, temples

and the like, leading to experienced "revelatory acts," thereby mediating
transcendence to the person of faith. Above a& Smith's insider/oubider criterion

stresses the empirical and the experiential, extended to global categoriesinteIIectuaUy permeable (critical); non-graup-specific(corporate) and exhiiting fall

awareness (self-consciou~ess). In the transition to the new, recent category of

c0fnmunity/participation,that is ideally, world community, I believe there is a shift

from the ostensile goal of a "world theologf to a potential, spiritual world
community* Once again, Magnumy may be of ambtance. The function of religion,
he suggests, is
to create, maintain and deepen the community of persons and to
extend it without h i t , by the transformation of negative motives and
by eliminating the dominance of fear in human relations. To achieve
this would be to create a universal community of persons in which all
personal relations were positively motived, and all its members were
free and equal in relation. Such a comm~nitywould be the full selfrealization of the personalt6'

On many occasions Smith has endeavoured to alert society to the

'%ee Clifford Geertz l s h ObseNed. R&@o~cT
DeveIopment in Morouw, and
Indonesia (Chicago & London: The University of Chicago Press, 1968; Phoenix
edition Wl),ilo.

'%acmurray,

Penom in Relation, 1961; reprint 1991, 163.

necessity of examining the presuppositions by which we live and exploring

alternatives to our worldview. He recognizes that we need a shared vocabulary.
Morewer, when it comesto "humanrights,"Smith b k t s that "noone has reasonable
grounds to talk about haman rights who rejects metaphysic~."'~For bim, the

metaphysical implies the transcendent; humanism needs to be interpreted in the
ncodcm
sense. (Macmurray speaks of all particular agents standing "in an identical

relationNto a universal Person).'BDSmith here declares that intellect serves as an

...

integrating principle for man sociamy (rationality is the link among persons in
society) and individually. Such symbolization translates into the universe and our

personal life, each being "endowedwith coherence and order." "Integration"(for
Smith, this is faith in one of its forms) is what you have when the two are Medm
Ten years after these words were written, Judith Maxwell, a Canadian economist,
stated that the Charter of Rights and Freedoms has fostered a shift to individualism,

even as the opportunities for collective action have diminished; the debate is about

the core d u e s of our citizens."

On this subject, as well as many others, Smith

has given due warning.

lasmith, "Philosophia,as One of the Religious Traditions of Humankind: The
Greek Legacy in Western Civilization, Viewed by a Cornparathist.'' In Diff&mer,
valeuq Mmrchk T a m offertsd Lou& D u m a edited by Jean-Claude Galey,
(Paris: Editions de 1'Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Maison des
Sciences de 1'Homme-Bibliothtqae, 1984): 269.
l%c.tnurray,

Persons m Relotion, 168-169.

'%nith, Thilosophia as One of the Religious Traditions...," 271.
lnMonfr~lGazette, November 24,1993; article caption, "Voice of the People."

The human condition, for Smith,is happily pluralist, for to be a human
being is to be "diversebut not incongruous." Smith does not merely advocate better

interfaith relations nor a deeper understanding and commitment to a single religious
tradition, although these are part of his advocacy. What he does posit is a meta
worldview, endlessly variegated, subsuming aII others, the vehicle being the

inteJlectuflspiritua1 enterprise of reflexive comparative religion,interpretationopen
to interpretation.

As teacher, preacher and prophet, Wilfred CantweII Smith has alerted

us to aspire to the building up-out of the human race-one spmtual community,

diverse yet coherent
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